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hundred prisoners, among them some Jesuit 
ts, were sent to Agra. With threats of torture 
Empress end~avoured to persuade the priests to. 

j their religion. On their refusal they were 
into prison, but after some months they were 
and deported to the main Portuguese settle• 
Goa. Their books, pictures, and images were 
I by orders of Mumtaz Mahal. Her hatred 
Jhristians is perpetuated. on her tomb in the 
'.m itself, which bears the significant inscrip· 
efend us from the tribe of unbelievers ! ' From 
we learn that no Christian was allowed inside 

usoleum, lest its sanctity be profaned. 
te face of these facts it would require the very 

jst corroboration of V erroneo's story to make it 
le that Shah Jahan, whose lifelong devotion to 
fe was the strongest trait in his character, had 
n one of these hated unbelievers to be the chief 
ner of her monument. As a matter of fact 
er Manrique's account is entirely uncorroborated 

ny other contemporary European writer. Neither 
~rnier, who saw the commencement and completion 

~ i, nor Bernier, rr.ake any mention ofVerroneo, 
t that the building was in any way the work 
~an. Bernier, in his description of it, ex• 

'es that he looked upon the Taj as a purely 



Ind~an conceptio~,:1~~ .~e nai:v~lre~nf¢s~es t'bai
1 

:i 
he: thought ' that-the extraordmary fabriC 'Coul,i< 
sufficiently admired,' he 'Would. not 'have<<'\'en,~l 
expl'eS~ his opinion ·i'f it;, had no.t been shared i,:., 
oo~pa11ion (Tavernier),. for· he". f:~red th~t· . ' 
might have been.corrupted :by\ h1s·;~opg res1 
the Indies, and it was quite a ·relief to his 
hear Tavernier: :say that he had seen nothing i 
so bold and majestic. Thevenot, :who saw t 
1666, affirms that this: superb monument is 
to show that the Indians are .riot ignorant of 
ture ; and though the style may 'appear cur.~ 
Europe~~s,it is in .good .~aster and though it is dj 
from Greek or other ·anCient' art, one can only s~ 
it is very fine.. The absence of any reference to 
neo in' the accounts of these three minute and 
iiai chroniclers of the :Mogul t.itnes is very stro1 
·dence: that his story was partly or :wholly a fabri< 
otherwise-it is impossible· to believe that they 
itot have known 'and. mentioned the f~ct that tb 
nrchitect was a -Enropean. Verroneo's finishing 
regarding the· spending of ' three: krors ' is in 
~spicious. If he r~ally bad been in such :.{' 
his fame would have been known far and w. 
his fellow-Europeans, for 'it was only the· hi/ ~ 
of the. Court who were.entrustetl with. ~tbf' 

I 



he> . coostruc'tion: of the principal Mogul' build
The_ Badslwk Nanta mentions the names of 

two nobiP.s . who ,' actually superintended .the 

~~I:~g ~f the Taj-l\lakramat Khan ~~d ~Mir Abdul' 

- frather Manrique and the three writers I have men., 
tioned are the only Europeans who have recorded con
,temporary knowledge of important facts connected with: 
the Taj. It is unnecessary to refer to later accounts,. 
borrowed more or Jess from them. While history affords 
practically no evidence in support of Verroneo's claim 
to immortal distinction, the Taj itRelf is the most con-, 
vinc.ing proof of the impudence of the assumption. The. 
plan follows closely that of Humayun's Tomp, built by 
Akbar nearly a century ·earlier. Neither in general 
con'ception nor ·in the smallest detail does it_ suggest 
the style of the Italian Renaissance, which a Venetian 
architect of the seventeenth century would certainly 
have followed .. · If Verroneo's design had been executed 
we should doubtles~> have had some kind of Orientalised 
version of the Church of Santa Maria della Salute at 
Venice, instead of the .Taj. It is inconceivable tha 
Shah Jaban, a man of cultivated at-listie taste, surround
ed as he was by all the mol't accomplished architects 
of the East, would have engaged a Eumpean to design a. 

building in a purely Eastern style. 
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--The Indian _records relating to the Taj are nn~nstlw 
precise and detailed in the information they gi>e .. eon}. 
regard to the architects and work::r~n_ . ~The '"~1 - --- -. -- .... 
hL<:iory of the pt>riod, and _the st)'Ie and workmans ip 

of the Taj, all testify in a. remarkable way to their 
accuracy and the improbability of the theorf that Euro
pt>ans directed the design of the building. The places 
given in the Calcutta. Irupt>rial Library manu...<:<:ript as, 
the native towru; cf the principal architects and decora..; 
tors-namely, Shiraz, . Baghdad, and Samarkand-· 
indicate preci.--ely that p!irl of Asia which was the cradle 
of the art repreSented by the Taj. The mE'ntion of 
Sai:narkani:l is espt>cially interesting, for it is known that 
T~~omerlane, after hi;; in>asion of India in~\. D. 1398, 
carried off all the ma...~ns who had built the famous 
Mosque at Ferozabad (since dE'Stroyed), in order that 
thE'y might build another like it at Samarkand. Yost 
probably thE'y wE're the dE.'scendants of those m3...,(ms 
whO came back to !Ldia to build the Taj. 

:&-fore di81Ilissing \ ei-roneo's story, it will bP. interest
ing to analyse it in ordE'r to sE'parate the troth ,.-hich 
may be in it from the falsehOOd. It is highly probable 
tliat \ erroneo ,.-as oue of the· many architects ...-ho 
submitted d~<TDs for the "Taj. · His were doubtless in 
the stJle of the Renaissance, which· wa.S then the archi
tectural style of Italy. Shah Jahail e~ed thE'm:w:ith 
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curiosity a'Dd expressed some· qualified praist>, which 
Yerroneo · .mistook ; for approval. The anger of the 
Padsha on hearing of the estimatt>s and his order 'to 
spend three krors! clearly point to the indirect Oriental 
method ofrt>jecting a proposal, and it is quite certain that 
Verroneo beard nothing more of his commission from 
Shah Jaban. He returned to Labore and poun;d the 
garbled account of his doings into the too credulous 
ears of Father Da Castro, who retailed it as history to 
his fellow-priest. 

Father Manrique is also responsible for the sbtte_
ment that Augustin, · 01; Austin de Bordeaux, was 
employed in the 'internal decorations' of the Taj. 
Hitherto every European writer. has taken this to mean 
that Austin superintended the m(\gnificent inlaid wo11k 
technically_ known as piefi!·a dura; which is the most 
etriking feature in the decoration of the building, ex
ternal and int~rnal. There is a good deal of plausibility 
in the theory, though most authoriti_es have been 
puzzled by the manifest inconsistencies which tell 
against it •. At. the -back. of the Throne Chamber 
in the Diwari-i-am at Delhi tht>re is. a large piece 
of very realistic pietra dttra work, undo\lbtedly 
Florentine in style.. -But, except for the silly chat• 
~er of. Dative guides; WhO used to point out the 
panel: :or Orpheus tiS the· portrait of Austin himself,. 



there is, not ~ vestilge o_f historichh e'idence ':to ·,ponriecfl 
him \vith jt.o- Fetgus8on -'h.a_s: shown' tliatt:this panef 
(lately brought. : backdrom'•:Soutlr 1\:enslogton: and 
restore~ to its place by ~LOll} Curzon} is 0: trndifional 
italian 1:enderiug: of the ,tJlass.ical story' wbich ban be 
traced back ns far as: to the· catacombs at Rome~- Sir 
George Birdwood; however; in his·lndttst'l'iat ,A,·ts of 
India., accepts the theory that Austin was rt>sponsible 
for· the Taj decorations,; as iwell as for the pletra dm·a 
work at Delhi, though in a later article in the Jou;,·nai 
of lndidn A1·t he says that ~ it is quite impossible 
that the men who devised- such .ai:tistic monstrosities 
(the Delhi' panels) could 'have been· the' sazhe' ns those 
whose hands traced in' var'fegated pieti·a .dtwa the ex-
quisite arabesques of the Taj! · ' · · 
· Whoever tl1e designer may ·have bet>n! ·it is cerWn 
that theJ>elhi piet?·a dm~a was direetl'd by sonie fourth
tate· Etiropt>an.nrtist. They are jUst 'as ill-adapted and 
-out of harmony :with the place they occlipy, as the Taj 
-decor~tion~ are marvellously contriVed to bt>nutiFy it. 
It 1s impossible 'to explain iiway the ineonsistency of 
-attributing .the authorship. of the magnificent Taj deco
rations, which ~re, as· Sh·George Bird wood says, ' strictly 
Indian·.:of the l\Iogul period,t ~nd the commonplace 
i<"lorentine work at Delhi to one. arid the enme person~ 
\'Ibis statement of Father: ?!Ianrique ~an~: .be explained 
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~n;anothel,' ~nd m~<;h ID~?Fif;~?otisfact,ory~.ay, . We_kn?~ 
~o~ Ta~ernier t.~&t ·Aa.~~in, was a silv~rsmitb,. lor; h~ 
~e'9tion~ tha~ Sqah Ja~a~ 1h~dintend.~· ~o emP,loy hi~ 
in F<>;vering wi~h s~lver t~e:vault of a great g:allery int~~ 
Pilla~~ at Agra. The -F~~nch jewell_er m~ntiol\ed. i ~y 
_Bernier in c9nne<;t~on ·. wi~ :the .~Peacock Thr~ne. is 
genrra)ly suppose~ to be Austin.; . ~ow _the :raj <)rigin-
1!-ll.Y,' possessed · two 1 si!ver1• doors,· said1 to havt>. cost 
127,000 rupees, which ·v.:ere taken away and melted 
down when the ~ats SJ!.cked Agra. Before the existing 
marble screen ~as. erected, ·the sarcophagus of the 
~:mpress was surrounded by a .fence of· solid gold; 
§tndded with gems.j Surely the .. Qbvious and most 
satisfactqry. fxpl~natic;m_ of Austin'01 connection _tvitq 
the,' internal ~ecorations' of t'Q~· Taj -is that he w~~ 
pccupied with gold and silver ·work? Such . work 
would be part-; o.f the int-ernal· decoration,: -and. yet 
it would have been, executed, outside, so that the 
f,anctity of t-he tomb would not have been profaned by 
~n,; 'I,IDbelievel\ .. Why should we make !\: Frendi 
jeweller, goldsm~th,_ nnd silversmith responsible. f<ilt 
~t!llian and \n'dian pietta,du1·a workl when tbere_·wer~ 
both Jewellers' .l\'otk.and gold and silver work on whicq 
b;e might bate .been employed? . 
. lDj ~y .opin~on ~he "Delhi pieh·a dura bas been 
'rongl,Y' atJ;rip:uted tQ. Sliah Jahnn's teig-n.- 'It·-. baS. a!} 
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·the appearance ·of eightee:ritli' 'c~iiturj work,~ and, aS iii~ 
c8~ r am a~are, there ·is no' ~videnc~ ~orlti considering 
to ~how that .it exis~d :pre~io~s· ~: ih~: 'reign ot 
Aurangzebe. It could not have 'bElen exefutoo in the. 
latter' reign, because tli~ naturalisti~ ~eprese~tations; or 
birds a~d animals was a vi~lat~o~ 'of ::M:lisal~an law, 
and would not . have been perinitted by 'that bigoted 
monarch. I£ the' date ascribed-to it is correct;·. it 
is more than astonishing that·Au~angzebe; who·muti:.. 
'lated ·all such representation's at Fatehpnr Sikri/ should 
h~ve spared them at the' back· of ·his· · own 'throne 
in the, Delhi palace,.: for an . old drawing~" still in 
.existence, shows- that " most of the inlay . was in . 8. 

good state of preservation· down·· to 1837. ·.It would 
-certainly coinCide·'with all ' the probabilities of tlie case 
tO. attribute it to one -nf the later Mogul'Emperocs; or 
th~ early par.t 'of the eighteenth ·century~ . 

If we dismiss from our minds all these obscure :and 
inconsistent legends about: Austin de Bordeaux; it will 
be quite easy to see that the inleM work of tlie 'Taj was 
the natural consummation of a great artistic .movement 
purely Oi·iental 'in character, inftiated by Akbar, the 
progression of which can be traced in existing l\Iognl 
buildings. Arabian workmen .first introduCed' mosaic 
work into India. .· The kind Of m08aic generally prac-: 
tised by the. Arabs_. wa8 tesselated :wor~ technically 
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coin~idences which oft.en lead historjailJ;· to .wrong 1!01).-r 

elusions; ·The late.r ItaliaQ ·inlayers imitated the work 
. ()f Italian fresco and oil painters.. TheTndian inlayers 
Aikewise imitated the work of the Persian· artists! who 
fonnded the Indian school of painting . of the l\fogul 
period. The stel_) from the Itmad-ud-daulah to the 
~L'a:j~ is simply the. change from .a conventional school· of 
Persian painting to a. more developed arid more reali$tio 
(me. -This is only ~hat We might expect if W'l remeril-. 
ber Shah Jahan's resolve that the Taj should surpass 
Met:y other bui~ding in the· wo.rld. . That there was a 
strong naturalistic .tendency ill .the Indian painting ·Of 
the l\'[ognl period is known to .all who .have studied 
this interesting phase of Mogul art. It i.s very clearly 
shown in a series of exquisite miniature paintings 
of Jahangir's time, now. io, the Government Art 
(J-allery ~' Calcutta, . which I fortunately_ rescued from 
the u~ppreciative pands of a l\luhammedan. book':' 
t:ell~r R. few years; ago. They include. portraits of 
the nobles of Jahngir"s :Cou11t: and ·some. studies 
of Indil\'n birds, dt·awn ilnd painted witha fidelity and 
delicacy. which woul~ do credit to a Japanese master. 
Oanme.of: them, ~eaJed. and signed.by Jahangir him..,. 
self, there iS" a note~ Written ·by the Emperor, .t<». Lbe 
tffeo~ th11t it: was p.U~ted ·by l.fstad 1\Iansur, 'thtr mos\ 
~el~br~J,ted :painter_ Qf this tinu·.~ in the· ninete~nth.)'Pat 

2 . 



t>f-h:is_;reign '-(A.n:~Hi24,' si:i years before the T11j -was 
tlegun~J.i Thecborders of three of these paintings: are 
Ori.lf);mei:J.ted'with floral.designs which, ma~ing allowance 
fob' the: d~ffenint technical treatment.' ~eqnired. by ~ . 
different material, are of. the exact type of the T11j 
decorations.. No. one who .studies , these remarkable 
paintings and compares them with .the fiOl'al decoration 
of;the Taj would hesitate to say that it was the wo.rk 
of.this Persian school, and not any· European model, 
that .the Indian mosaic: workers were imitating. It 
might possibly have. been. these same paintings, prized 
·so much by his father, that Shah -Jahan gave as pat
tern's to.the workmen. 

· No doubt it is true that here and there in Mogul art 
one meets with a detail which ~;uggests European ifJ .. 
fluence. It was a time of great artistic activity, and in 
such times any living art which comes into contact with 
another exchanges ideas with it. But the European 
element in the Mogul style is far· less strongly marked 

· than is the Oriental in Italian art. During the whole 
period of Italy's close commercial intercourse with the 
East, her art and industries were ·very strongly impressed 
with Oriental ideas. It would be easy to find 'in Italian 
art a dozen instances just as striking as .the similarity 
(which is 'a similarity of- technique and· not of style) 
between the pietm d1wa of Florence ai:ui that of the 
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'Taj. ·No orie ·suggestF; on that· account, that Indian 
artists came to Italy to instruct the ·Italians. 

It is probable that long before the building of 
Ttnu~d-i.Id-daulah's tomb the art of inlayin·g had been 
iearnt by Hindu workmen arid become absorbed into 
Indian art through that wonderful power of, assimila
'tion which Hinduism has always shown. Some .Indian 
-t"ecords of the Taj mention the name of one M:annu 
·Beg, from Rurn, as the principal mosaic worker; but, 
in the list of the principal. workmen given by the Im,. 
'perial Library manuscript, five mosaic workers from 
Kanauj, all with Hindu names, are entered. That 
they were artists of great reputation may be gathered 
.from the fact that their salaries ranged from 200 

rupees to 800 rupees a month. The best Agra mosaic 
workers of the present day are also Hindus, ar.d in 
many parts of northern India the artistic traditions of 
the Moguls are still kept alive hy Hindu workmen. 

The Mognl style is a symphony of artistic ideas form
t>d into an interchanging harmony by the fusion of 
Hindu thought with the art of toe two rival sects of 
1\Iuhammedanisrn, the Sunni and the Shia. Ruskin's 

. ~riticism of Mogul architecture as an ' e\'anescent style~ 
is a very superficial one. The great development of 
"Mogul art represented by the Taj died out because 
during Aurangzebe's long reign the bigotry of the 
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Srii:mi sect was in the ascendant, and the Shia . and 
Hindu ·artists were banished fro'm the Mogul Court. · 
But before Aurangz.el::ie's accession tbe.'traditions of 
Mogul architecture were firmly established in the more 
distant parts of his dominions, and there they:survive 

' to this day, absorbed into the great synthesis of :Indian 
art, and only prevented from continuing their natural 
evolution through the .fatal want of a'rtistic 'understand
ing which has· made the . dead styles of' Europe the. 
official architecture of India. ! 

Tl).e Taj has been the· subject of ·numberless critical' , 
.essays,. 'but • many: of them '. have ~i~~·~d I the mark 
·entirely; becan<>e·the writers have not been sufficiently 
conversant'with the spirit of Eastern• artistic thought.: 
All .comparisons' with· the Parthenon .or other classic-: 
buildings are useless. One cannot compare Homer 
with the MaMbMrata, or Kalid~s with Euripides~ The·,· 
Parthenon was a temple for Pallas Athene, an exquisite·' 
casket to cori.tl1in the jewel. The Taj is the jewel-the 
irleal· itself.' Iridian architecture is in much closer
affinity. to the great conceptions of the Gothic builders 
than it is to anything of classic or Renaissance constru'e
tion~ ·The Gothi"c Cathedral, with its sculptured arches 
and its spires ·pointing heavenwards, is a symbol, as. 
most · Eastern buildings are · symbols. But the TaJ 
st8-nds alone among Eastern buildings·: for it represents.: 
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in art the ·same effort towards individualism, the 
:struggle against the· restraints of ritualism a~d dogma 
which Akbar initiated in religion, 

Every one who has seen the Taj must have felt that 
there is something in it, difficult to define or analyse, 
which differentiates it from all other buildings in the 
world. Sir Edwin Arnold bas struck the true note of 
criticism in the following lines : 

Not architecture'! as all others are, 
But the pt·oud passion of an Emperor's love . 
Wrought into living stone, which gleams and soars 
With body of beauty shrining soul and thought; 

• • • • as when somo face 
Divinely fair unveils before our eyes-
Some woman beautiful unspeal{ably-
And the blood quickens, and the ·spirit leaps, 
And will to worship, bends the half-yielded knees, 
While bt·ea.th for&eh to breathe. So is the Ta.j. 

This is not a mere flight of poetic fancy, but a deep 
and t.rue interpretation of the meaning of the Taj. 
What were the thoughts of the designers, and of Shah 
.laban himself, when they resolved to raise a momt· 
ment of eternal love to the Crown of the Palace-Taj 
1\lahal ? Surely not only of a mausoleum-a sepulchre 
fashioned after ordinary architectural canons, but of . ' 

·an architectonic ideal, symbolical of her womanly 
grace and beauty. Those critics who have object
ed to the effeminacy of the architecture unc~n· 
ilciously pay the highest tribute to the genius" of the 
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builder~. The Taj was meant to be feminine. ,The. 

whole concepLion, and eYery line and detail of it, 
express the intention qf the designers. It is Mumtaz. 
Mahal herself, radiant in her youthful beauty, who still 
lingers on the banks of the shining Jumna, at early 
morn, in the glowing mid-day sun, or in the silver 
moonlight! Or rather, we should say it conveys a 
more abstract thought, it is India's noble tribute to the 

grace of Indian wvmanhood-the Yenus de Milo of the 

East. 
To the art student nothing can be more fascinating 

than the endeavour to analyse the artistic thoughts of 
different countries and different races. But England 
as a nation has a coneern in trying to understar1d 
Indian ideal~. For it is neither by railways and canal~, 
sanitation and police, coal-mines and gold-mines, fac
torie~ and mill~, nor by English text-booh, ·and the 
real or imaginary fusion of Western and Eastern 

culture, that we shall build for ourselves a permanent 
Indian Empire. Nor should we flatter ourseives that 
British justice is creating in India a lasting sense of 
gratitude for British rule. The very uprightness of 
our rule is slowly but surely creating an Indian question 
which, though it see1ns smaller than a man's hand 
to-day, may fill the Eastern horizon to-morrow. When· 
India has grown out of its political infancy it will 
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y£>arn for something more than just laws and regula
tions. India is governed by ideas, not by principles 
or. by. statutes, , · Oc;~~crete justice, 11:~ , represented· by 
the complicated machinery of ~be British law, is to the 
Indian a gamble in which tlle longest purses and most 
successful liars win. Abstract justice, as it was per
sonified in the Grea-t Queen, the mother of her people, 
touches India to the quick. That one idea' bas done' 
more for Indian loyalty than all the t.ext'-books of the · 
Universities· or Acts of the Governor.:.General in CounCil: 
It was only an idea that roused India in :i857, and 
before an idea which 'touched the profounder depths of 
Indian sentiment all the Western culture in ·which ·we' 
believe· might-be swept 'away' as dus"t before a cyclon"e' 
and· :leave ·not a ·trace behind . .:_Nineteentli Century}_ 
and After, June, 1903. 

--,..;.o..:.--
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, ·The industrial development of India ,is .a question. 
wP,ich' has .··SO. many aspectjl--'each o£ :which can be 
viewed from · a great many different. standpoints-that 
~t ·is hardly surprising to. find a great dissimilarity in 
the ,opinion ·and judgment of differf:'nt authorities. 
In ~hese circumstances it is wise to distrust those who, 
with· loudvoice, proclaim a sure and simple solution · 
of all the difficulties of the subject, and, on the othet' 
hand, we ptust avoid the even greater danger ofbeliev .. · 
ing that a lais.sez jai1·e, or let-things-11-lone pqlicy is the: 
only possible onE'. For the public it i~ more important. · 
to obtain a genE-ral idea of the direction in which pro
gress may be expE-cted and to understand the evil effectR , 
which may come from taking a wrong direction; than · 
to attempt to ent~r.into technical .details which only 
experts can p;roperly appreciate. So I will not in this · 
lecture inflict upon you many technical details. The 
industrial devE-lopment 'ofa country depends partly on 

* A lecture delil·ered ,before the Indian Industrial AssociatioA, · 
July 1901. 
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the :state of its natural resources, partly on its geogra• 
phical sihlation and physical characteristics, partly on 
political advantages or disadvant~ges, and partly on its 
manufacturing capacity. Engiand's present commercial 
prosperity has been founded partly on her natural 
wealth of coal, iron, china-clay, and other raw materials 
for·manufacture; partly on her position as the great 
carrying power of the world, partly on the inventive 
genius of her artisans, which gave her the start of 
<>ther countries in mechanical industry. 
· In natural resources, and physical and geographical 
advantages, India is certainly \'ery richly endowed. 
Politically, India iB a partner in the great British 
Empire-a position which secures for her at Jeas.t the 
internal peace, justice, and settled government which 
are the foundation-stones of all commercial prot'lperity. 
It is, chiefly, in her position as a manufacturing country 
that India has lost ground in the last two centuries. 

Now I do not propose to make more than a passing 
allusion to the exploitation of t.he natural resources of 
India,· because, in t.he first place, it is a Rubject large 
enough in itself for many lectures, and secondly, because 
the ways and means of it are not so much the subject 
of controversy as other questions are. Progress in this 

dir~ction will always be slow, until scientific and techni• 
cal education in this country have ad\•aneed beyond the 
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theoretic· smattering required for . academic. degrees into 
the higher .plane of Rure arid practical knowledge, which, 
is· ·genex:ally only. reached · after academic · distinctions 
a~e won ; and until so~e· means .have heen discovered tO! 
'make the field_more attractive to private enterprise and. 
capi.tal than it·is at present. -~·· '! 

: A gpeat difficulty, no doubt, ·is that native capital 
generally finds highly profitable and safe investments in 
long~established . traditional grooves,· from which. it. ·is 
loath to depart for the less known and less 'certain ways 

· 6f modern scientific exploitation, I would only venture 
to observe that ·the self-reliant character of EngliShmen 
and~the traditional policy of England perbaps·incline tis 
to· expect too much of pr~vate enterprise in India. · · Pri~ 
vate enterprise in ~his country hi!-S not yet acquired the 
!lame robustiahd independent ·constitution as it ··has in 
Europe- or in the g~eat English Colonies:: .:Neither ha$. 
the glowing. prospectus ofthe Company•promoteti quite 
the same power of attracting ·capital in Indial aSI ~it 
~as in London and other great financial centres;' · Tlie 
recogQition of these. conditions may: be ·seen' in:: the 
gllarant~es for railways and other means :by\ whic:h::the 

. pat~tnal ,Gov.ernment tries to pti:t .more :heart intO' the 
timid 1ndiaf! investor ;:but when: we obsei:ve·:the' muii'h 
more ·strenuous official support which is :gi~en·to pif.o 
vate: en·~er'pi:ise-- in· ·most. Eiiropeani :tiou'ntties ··and lin 



AJI?.erica, I :venture to -think it :Woqld •be: well for India. 
if· we departed a .. Jittl~ more frOO). pur traditional policy, 
in this matter. 
- I will pass over geographical; physical and political 

aspects of ther question, and 'come to ·the main point I 
wish to ~deal with,- namely, 'the· development- of the-: 
miniufacturing capacity of India. -We know that· in 
forrner times tbis:country be1d a commanding position·, 
in the textile industries of:the world. India not only· 
supplied all her own· wants in texti'Ie·s, biit had a very· 
flourishing export trade. ·We know also that India has
ltlst that position though improvenients made il) textile
apparatus and machinery by'European weavers, above' 
all, by the application of'steam power to textile manu~ 
facture.. Now 'I. have continually noticed that- the 
moral which most people draw from the history of the-~ 
development of Eriropeari manufactures is· that if India 
is to regain its position as 8: great manufacturing' 
country, it inust follow in the· footsteps of European· 

.iild'.lstry, revolutionise the- working 'conditions' otitB' 
traditiom11 l:iandicrafts, turn the vjl]a~:e workshops intO: 
steam factories~ arid give up'.ha'n'd Jabout' for mechani-' 
oal power.: - They stint on." the assu:inption that India'S: 
salvation depends ·01i · her artisans joinin'g in the great: 
oompetition for· export· m~rkets,"' which- is going on in: 
Europe :and :America;;; The:y··tJike 'it' for granted that 
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-prbcesses which have become necessary in Europe 
must a]so be necessary in India, where totally different 
.conditions prevaiL 
' If these two assumptions were correct, I fear the 

-prospect for India would not be very bright: I think· 
no·friend· of India could view \l'ith unconcern the pros
-pect of a coming era of congested cities and depopulat .. · 
ed rural districts, of unhealthy conditions of work, of 
-struggles between capital and labour, uneven distribu
tion of wealth, social unrest and a:ll the attendant evils 
of the great industrial development in Europe and 
America. Besides,- the Indian artizan is ui:rfitted both 
by disposition and habits from entering upon such a· 
·struggle, ·and generations must elapse before he could 
acquire, not only the technical knowledge, but the 
·business methods and· business ·capacity necessary for 
success in an industrial struggle in European markets. 
·rhe Japanese, on the other hand, who seem to be pre-· 
-paring to compete in European markets with European· 
met"9-ods, are far better equipped in all respects than 
Tndian artisans. . They are more self-reliant, they have· 
generally much greater tec)mical skill, greater capacity: 
·for adapting themselves to different methods_ of work, 
111ore enterprise and determination. I v:enture to 
-prophesy that. unless India rouses herself to greater, 
-efforts in industrial improvement, she will find . .Japan 
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a m6re .formidable · eowmercial and industria\ com-· 
petitor ·than either Europe or America. China,. too, if 
,she should one day wake from her long s.Ieep, · could 
.put into the field an army of highly skilled,. patient, 
jndustrious workmen which could defeat the . Indian 
.artisan at almost every point. · · ,: ! . . 

· ·. The idea that the handicraftsmtm of India must Joojc 
·abroad to foreign markets, of whose r~quirements they 
:ate totally ignorant, when ther.e are over 3QO,OOQ,OOO 
customers at their own doors whose wants .they know 
:and understand,· seems to .. me . altogether lllogical. 
·First , let them strJiggle · to recover the .home 
markets they have lost. If they succeed in that they 
·may possibly acquire the ·skill and knowledge necessary 
.for attempting the other. If they do 'not succeed in 
one enterprise, in which. all the advantages are on 
their side, is it likely they will win in another in which 

:they will: have .to face every ·disadvantage? ·But,• you 
:may ask, is it· pos,;ible that Indian workmen can· stand 
·,against foreign: competition without copying foreign 
'JDethods of trade ·and, manufacture ? That is one of 
those questions which cannot be answered by a simple 

·' yes ' ·or ' no;' . It depends upon circumstances. But 
T will assert thio:, . that those \vho believe that band 
·Jabour in ·.manufacture is becoming a thing of the pa~t 
are entertaining. ~ de,lusion fatal· to real progress ~ 



-India; . Nowher{in: the world is there a more splendid 
'field for the "development of hand industries thatt ther~ 
'is in India. If. the same: amount of thought, enterprise; 
·and capital had been spent during the: la"st 50 years i!J. 
-developing the htmdicra.fts'of India as have been sperit 
in establishing mills and factories ·on the European 
-system, I do not hesitate to affirm. thr.t: India would 
"have been richer by crores .and crores of rupees; and 
·tve should heltr ·little to-day ofthe decline of Indian 
··industries. · , , . , 

Hand inanufact-ures can be developed and improved 
·quite as :much as mechanical- industry; A country 
'like India,: which possesses hundreds of thousands of 
~skilled handicraftsmen, and where the cost of living is 
i-roany times cheaper than it js in Europe, possesses a 
·source of potential wealth . capable of almost indefinite 
;expansion. 

It is the most suicidal and .fatuous policy to assume 
·that the skilled Indian handicraftsman must be turned 
·into a cooly minding a machiDEl. Yet this is the policy 
·which many people seriously put forward as the only 
-means ~£:reviving Indian industry. 
· · Now I will leave :theoretical. discussion 'and enter 
:into practical details/ ·There :are one or two points in 
·the 'present condition . of the· Indian textile industry 
:to which I should.like ·to draw your speCial· attention.· 
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The·first is that though the hand-looms used in' India 
·to-day are the same as have been used for,.hundredS'·of 
·generations, and hardly any attempt haS. ever been' made 
to ··improve them, y~t the Indian hand-loom i ndristrj' 
hi1s by no means been entirely crushed by ·an the mar• 
vellous skill which has been brought to bear upon the 
coastruction of the European power-loom. No doubt 
it is in a very depressed condition, but it is still,· next 
to agriculture, the most important of Indian industries. 
'fwo-thirds of the skilled artisan population of India are, 
at the present day, band-loom weavers, and the value of 
the annual outturn of hand-woven fabrics is a matter of 
crores of rupees, .We know that the very keen com
petition between European manufactures has reduced 
their profits to a comparatively small margin. . If, then; 
the mechanical efficiency of the Indian hand-loom could 
be improved, say by 1 {) per cent., which would be equi
valent to a 15 per cent. duty on the imports of foreign 
piece-goods; it is reasonable to suppose that the Indian 
weaver might retrieve his position to a very large extent. 
, Now it is not only probable but an indisputable fact 
that the ordinary Indian hand-loom can be easily made 
more effective, not merely by 1.1 per cent., but by nearly 
ioo per cent. There are many kinds of hand-looms in 
use in India, from a primitive arrangement of a few sticks 
to the elaborate and ingenious apparatus used for BenareS 
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l~incobs and textiles of a similar class. The loom of 
tbe ordinary kind, or. t}lat used for cotton cloths . of 
!TI.edium quality, is mecP,apically as effective an appa-:
Jf_~tus asthe.European ha~.d-looin w~s l5.Q'year~ ago, at a 
time when the Indian weaver not only bad it all hi_s' o.w.n 
.way in India, but was a formidab)e competitor in th~ 
European rparket, .But since that .time, while· ;th~ 
Indian lqo:n.1 has remained the sam~, the European. 
}land-weaver, ·by simple contrivances, which cost very 
little, has improved hi~ loom in· efficiency by nearly l 00 
per ce~t. The chiefof. these improvements is call~d 

·tb~ " fly-shuttle," a simple but ingenious arrangement 
.by which the shuttle, instead of being thrown by hand, 
is jerked acr.oss. the warp by pulling a string attached 

to a lever .. It was-invented by an English weaver about 
t.h~ ~iddle of the 18th century, and the discovery 
gave to •England the supremacy in th:e textile market~ 
9f tb~ world----:-a position .she ha.s maintained since. ·It 
pas always bee'r)· a matter of astonishment to me tha~ 
~fter a. lapse of a century and-a-:-half this invention· is 
~lmost: unknown. i:n. India outsi4e the great. mills, 
~her~ the pri!lciple of it is .applied to ~he power'-lotmi~ 
'J'he sewing machine, -which is a much. more recent 
iAvention; is. known i':n . almo~t every Indian village. 
'.l.'he~e ·. ar_e goldsmiths and jewellers, brass-smiths, 
J;>l~GlP1miths, and .. carpenters, all over India, wh() 
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use European labour-saving appliances . and im-: 
proved tools, but practically nothing has hitherto· 
been do'ne for the improvement of the most important of 
all Indian handiCrafts;: 'European ladies have intro..: 
duced the sewiug machine, European firms and work-: 
shops have taught the goldsmith,- brass-smith, black-' 
sn.ith and carpenter i no· one h~s. J:>itherto helped the' 
Indian weaver and he has not, like his European fellow-' 
workman, been able to help himself. · 

In the Madras Presidency, where I have inspected' 
thousands of native hand-looms, 'I never disJ 
covered a fly-shuttle, except in the Basel :M:ission weav..: 
ing establis.hments and a few other Mission. schools. 
The use of it never seems to spread among the weaved 
outside. A short time ago I discovered,· through :d 
Report written by Mr. Collin in 1890, that it was used 
by a prosperous ·colony of weavers in the Hughli and 
adjacent dit>tricts, chiefly at Serampore. How the;r 
came to adopt it i could not ascertain, ·but probably 
some one, during the·time of the Danish Government 
a~ Serampore, had imported a European hand~!oom 
and taught the· weavers ho\\~ to use it. You wilrbe 
glad to hear that the Bengal Government,. at my su~ 
·gestion, ar~ taking steps to make the. use of th~ · flj
.ShutLla -known, throughout the Province. At present·ft 
!B hi partial use in 8 dist.ricts out of the 48. No donut 

3 



long and patient effom will hue to be made to per
suade the Il1aS5 of the ,.-ea"ring population to o>ercome 
their diilike to inDoTittions, e>en though the benefits 
to be deriwd from them may be obtious. I W"onld 
strongly recommend that the Indian Indn:.-trial ..\..."-."0-

ciation ~hould make this a prominent part of their pro
gramme. Tour ..b....""""'ciation could ea8.1y form local 
Committees to a.sili:-t and supplement Go¥ernment 
efforts. If you succeed, as I am sure yon v.-ould rnc
ceed, in bringing the fly-shuttle into gene."lll n...;.e among 
the wea>ers of Bengal, you ,.-ould do a great serrice to 
your country~ 

The mechanical impro>ement c.f hand-looms ~. in 
my opinion, one of the mO:>--t important indmtrial pro
blem;; to be dealt W"ith in India, and perhap> one of 
those ,.-hich present the lea.,--1 difficulties. I only hope 
that other GQ>ernments ,.-j]] follow the lead of Bengal 
in this matter, and that Dk--trict Boards and llnnicipa

litie;;; all owr the country ,.-ill aAAi;;t in :reri\ing the 
great Indian h.and-loo!D indn:.-try. It i3 my firm belief 
that there i3 hanlly a more ~e and lncratil"e :field open 
for :Xati>e and European capit.al.L..U in India than there 
is in the del"elopment of hand-loom W"ea>ing. Hand
loom factories are profitable in Europe ; they would be 
much more so in India, ,.-here conditions are so mnch · 
more fa>ourable. It is commonly beJiel"ed in India 
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that the hand-loom industry' in Europe bas been entire.;. 
ly Rupplanted by the power-loom. · This is very 
far from · being . the. case.. Iri France; Switzerland, 
aiid Italy there is still a great deal of silk weaving· done 
by hand. In Scandinavia, you will find the banti-loom 
in every \'illage, and the peasant. wonien will not only 
weave their own linen, but spin the thread they require 
for.sewing. In Engl~tnd, the grea,t centre of the power-
1oom industry, there has been lately a remarkable revival 
of hand-loom weaving. Hand-loom factories are being 
4?stablished in many places, where formerly everything 
was done by the power-loom. . The demand for skilled 
weavers is greater than the supply. I should like to read 
you a few extracts from a lecture given by Miss Clive 
Bayley, before the Society of Art~, London, a few years 
ago: "The recrodescence of the silk trade in the hand 
brllnches has drawn its workers away from the congested 
city streets into the purer air and cheaper regions of 
Suffolk and Esse~. Ipswich, Braintree~ Sudbury, and 
th~ villages round are becoming centres . of renewed 
activity, nnd if you want hand-weavers you will find it 
pretty well impossiblP. to get them. . 

1' Given the possibility of obtaining good weavers in 
the silk trade, the proceeds of a band factory are quite 
as great aE those of a Rteam factory. The outlay in 
machinery in the latter instance is far greater than ill 
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the former. The time and labour of getting the machin"' 
ery under weigh is for short lengths far more in a 
power-loom than in a band-loom, and the work of in
tricate patterns is infinitely superior when placed in 
the hoods of a practised weaver than when entrusted to· 
automatic machinery. Hand-loom firms rarely fail
power-loom firms are not nearly, I am told, so fortunate 
in this respect, But the great deficiency is workers ; 
for after the first conquest of machinery the product of 
hnud-labour was discounted, and the exaggerated im
portance and value of time ~;~eemed to paralyse in

dustry." 
"The superiority of work in the hand-looms will be a 

matter of positive proof and can be and is generally 
becoming a subject of interest. The better the class of 
hand-workers we train, the greater will be this difference, 
and the more potent will be the induf;trial revival which 

re-conquers what was supposed to be an abrogated 
kingdom." 

"One large silk firm is already raising the roof of 
its establishment in order to accommodate a large 
number of such hand working apprentices. Another 
applied, though for· what exact purpose I have not 
'discovered, for 500 8imilar workers. Another, and I 
believe a lin'en firm, was reported to need 2,000. 
workers." • • · "We have, however, barely touch<:ld 
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o.n that all-important point-wages. What can a hand
weaver earn ? As a matter of fact a hand-weaver is 
paid better. than the watcher of machinery labour. He 
is also better paid now than at the end of the . last 
l!entury." 

lf the hand-loom can compete with the powe;-loom 
in England, where the cost of ~>killed labour is many 
times greater than it is in India, where the supply of 
trained. weavers. is very limited, and where the· most 
perfect weaving machinery, worked bys~eam and electri
city, is in use, what' a much greater prospect must 
there be for it in India, where you have an unlimited 
supply of the most skilful hereditary weavers, content 
with earnings of three annas to eight annas a day ! 

I do not wish you to imagine that hand:..weilving can 
hold its own against the power-loom to an unlimited 
extent. · Both hand-labour and machinery have their 
limitations. But there are splendid possibilities open 
for the hand-loom industry in India, and it is. a 
preventible loss to India that the skilled weavers should 
day by day leave their looms and add to the already 
overgrown agricultural population . 

. · With proper loom~ and prop~r instructiQn the Indiaq 

weaver could not only recovt>r a deal of the lost inter• 
nal trade, but take a leading position in the 111·orl<l ill 
hand-woven. fabrics, 
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.; Tner.e.ar.e.;m'a-ny. branches of. native industry in 
which simp1e mechanical improvements arid labour-sav· 
ing .devices ·9an' be introduced, by :rnearls of which 
production can be increased or improved. to avfiry large 
exten~. But as I do not-wish. to enter into too many 
technical details, I will only allude to one other. 
Every one who is familiar with native,· brass-work 
knows. how all the vessels, lamps · and other things 
made by the process of casting, or, by the native me
thod, labor·iously moulded . by band in wax patterns 
which are. destroyed in the casting, .so that only one 
object can be cast from one pattern. . This proce~s is 
also used in Europe, but only for single works of.art of 
value, such as a bronze statue or bust. For ordinary 
industrial put·poses there is a simple process of casting 
in sand from wooden or metal patterns, patterns which 
effect an enormous saving of time and trouble>, because 
the patterns, instead of being destroyed in such casting, 
can be used over and over again. 

Shortly before I left the Madras School of Arts, I 
introduced ; the teaching of this method into. the metal 

. work class there. The subject was dropped afte>rwards,_ 

but I am glad. to bear that Mr. Chatterton, who is now · 
in charge of the School, bas taken it up again. I mush 
say that if District Boards and. Municipalities would 
take up q~estitills of this kind, and employ trained 
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· workmen to go round to the various industrial centres 
and give practical d~monstrations ofimproved processes 
and apparatus, they might do much more than Schools 
of Art a11d Technical Institutes ever will be able to 
accomplish in spreading technical knowledge. among 
the artisans of the country. I would commend this 
suggestion to the Committee of the Indian Industrial 
Association. 

Before I have finished, I will allude briefly to 
Indian art industries, a subject which was discussed 
before you not so very long ago by 1\Ir. S. J. Tellery. 
In some ways, art work must be treated quite differ• 
ently to ordinary commercial productions, but there is 
one principle which is co~mon to both-you must esta
blish ·the home market on a· healthy basis before you 
look abroad for. foreign markets. We have heard a 
great deal lately of the decline of Indian art industries, 
but in nine out of ten of the proposals, which have been 
made for reviving them, this principle has been entirely 
disregarded. Both official and private exertions have 
been directed almost entirely towards the encourage-" 
ment of the export trade. I must repeat again f!.nd 
_again my strongest conviction that this is an entirely 
mistaken policy. · First find out and remove, if you can, 
the .causes which have led to the degradation of Indian. 
Art in India, and the export ·trade· will ·revive· and 
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:expand ·almost 'autornatically. · :on the other hand, 
:unless etfective. mea~nrt:>s' are takt:>n, before it is too lat.E', 
:to ·give back to Indian Art the prestige it has lost. in 
·Iildia,:and to remove those art.ifidal impediments ~o it.s 
·p,atural development which have exi~ted so long, it nE't:>dR 
.Ii6 )?rophet to foresee that. the export tradE" in Indian 
artware will die an iinnatural' dt:>atb. 

I have tried to explain in two papers, publisht:>d in 
•the.Oalcittta ReviP.io; my reasons for believing that the 
decay of Indian art is mostly due to· the fatal mistake 
w,b.i'ch has .been m.ade in India1;1 public buildings in 
:supplanting·· the Jiving traditional styles· of Indian 
architecture .by imitatiops of modern European scholas.:.. 
tic styles. · Architecture is t)le principal door through 
.\\'h~ch the artistic !iense of the people fin<;ls t:>xprtossion:. 
If that door is mostly choked with rubbish, as it is in 
India, is· it surprising that art industries should 
decline ? . I know !;bat this theory is 'not easily gra~ped 
by those who imagine that art ,knowledge means only. 
a:: knowledge of ·pictur~s, and that this knowledge can 
be acquired ·by going to· .exhibitions or by making a 
picture collEicti<;m: in the same way as collections of 
v.ostage>-stamps • or . btic..:a .. brac are. mad.E'. IO wi~bed 
to:::estir):i.at.e. the \;alue. of any one's. pretensions to 
art' knowledge; I wonld look :first 'at hi:;· house, hill 
tables a·nd: chairs,· his carpets and· everything connected 
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with tlte ro.u.tine of his home, last of' all. at his pictur~; 
for, if he does .not understand· the elements of art, it is 
not likely that he will have a correct appreciation of 
high~r nnd more abstruse principles. In England~ 
there has been lately a remarkable art movement which 
is likely to have a most important influence on publie 
opinion, since it has been strong enough to persuade 
that venerable, but some;1:hat effete institution, the 
.Royal Academy, to modify some of its hoary traditions. 

While England and Europe generally are beginning· 
to free themselves from the corrupt artistic influences 
of the last two centuries, it is not encouraging to find . 
that Indian art feeling .is far more debased in the great, 
.centres of European civilisation than it is in remote 
towns and village!~. · But why, I will ask, do Indians 
wait for Gove~niiJent initiative in the matter? No one 
compels you to go on following what is .now recognised 
as the depraved European taste of several generations 
ago, which 'Unfortunately was imported into India long . 
before Art Schools were established either in England or . 
in India. You have magnificent examples o( your . 
own architecture and art to .follow. Government would : 
b~iJ. with the greatest satisfaction ar:iy efforts you made 
to rescue Indian art from the 1:11in wb.ich is overtaking . 
it; Q11.een Victoria herself ernployed the Indian artisans 
whom India. neglect~:~, to decorate.her Pai~ce,at .. Osborp' · 



1n Indian style: Why then do the Princes, aristocracy 
and wealthy men oflndia continue to build those mon
strous and ridiculous palaces and mansions, in.imitation 
of the most corrupt period of European art, to the 
detriment of the art industries of the country, and t() 
the disgust of every one whose artistic sense is in any 
degree de>eloped ? 

II. 
In the last edition of the·" E11cydopreiia. BJ-itan

?1ica" the writer of an article on Indian industries 
and trade makes a mis-statement which is very typical 
of the one-sided view often taken of Indian industrial 
problems. In the paragraph on textiles he gives the 
following information regarding this industry:-" Next. 
after agriculture, the spinning and weaving of cotton 
at steam-mills is the most import.ant industry in India." 
ire proceeds to give the number of mills 186, looms 
38,420, and persons employed 163,200. The output of 
yar~ by these mills is gi>en as 501,294,000 lbs. 
or this total, according to the writer, 243,000,000 lbs. 

is exported,. and apparently the mills themselves 
consume enough yarn to make up 95,320,000 lbs. 
of woven goods ; there is, therefore, a balance of 
1.62,974,000 lbs., of yarn turned ont by. the steam
mills, .or nearly double the quantity consumed by 
thems.el ves, which is ·unaccounted for either by 
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exports or by manufactured cloth. Besides thi& 
'surplus . there is an import of cotton yarn to the 
»alue of 24,600,000 rupees. Where does all this yarn go
to? If the writer had reflected on the significance· of his 
own figures, he would have been reminded of the exist
ence of a native hand-loom industry which numbers 
over one-third of the entire industrial population of 
India, or, roughly,. about 5;000,000 workmen ! He has 
fallen into the common, but very serious, mistake of 
taking the in~ustries, mainly supported by European 
capital, to represent the whole industry of India ; yet 
for every man. employed by the European mills there 
are about thirty ~killed weavers at the native Land
looms. The amount of yarn imported from Europe,. 
added to tnat turned out by the Indian mills, is by no 
means a true index to the importance of this gigantic
native industry, for in a great many districts the weav• 
ers use only hand-spun yarn which is made locally. I 
am not aware of any reliable statistics as to the '·alue 
of the entire out-turn of the native hand-looms, but it. 
must very largely exceed the whole production of the 
stearp.-mills. Without putting too much reliance on 
census statistics one can get some idea of the import• 
ance to India of this hand-loom industry by endea
vouring to imagine what must be produced· by the 
shuttles of an effective army of the most skilful 
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weavers, approxiriu~tipg in number t.o the entire popu .. 
lation ofi.ondon, plied with the enduring patience of 
the Oriental through most of the hours of daylight, 
week in, week out. If it is a remarkable fact that 
they have been able to survive so long tbe competition' 
·of all the marvellous textile machinery of. modern 
"Europe, it is !!till more surprising that an authority on 
Indian affairs, writing for a great. standard work of 
-reference, should ignore al~ogether the part they . take 
ljn the Indian industrial system.. . 

The total ·number of the artisan population of India, 
·actually engaged in industrial pursuits, is approximat_ely 
twelve millions. Compa~ed with European countries 
this may seem to bear a very small proportion t,o the 
total population, but it must be remembered that owing 
to, climate; habits of life and social condition!:, the 
wants of the natives of India are very small compared 
with what Europeans consider to be e!'sential for their 
well-being. The native has few of the artificial require
ment!! ,..,·hich inexorable custom imposes upon us, and 
·even fewer of the luxuries for- which ·We· crave. The 
artisans of India are hereditary handicraftsmen, bound 
together by the laws of caste into compact and thoroughly 
disciplined organisations which had· their exact coun
terpart in the old Trade Guilds of Europe. The Euro
pean Guilds have ceased to E>xist, but the laws of here-
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dity even now play a not inconsiderable part in Euro
pean industry. The unrivalled skill of English potters~ 
inherited from many· generations of potter familiell, is 
one conspicuous instance, an~ ·many others might be 
cited .... It is generally the case in India that this great 
industrial organisation is looked upon ·compassionately 
RR an interesting relic of past ages, ·doomed to be dis
solved before the irresistible march of modern scientific-

. progress._ But, surely, this is only the view of a sect 
of narrow-minded thinkers,. ignorant of an important 
phase of modern European industrial development, who 
would date the begiiming of the world from the inven-
tion of the first steam-engine and would consign to a. 
general limbo of disuse everything of greater antiquity. 

Is there suffi<:ient warrant for the assumption that this 
gl'eat industrial machine is so hopeless!); antiquated' 
and impossible of development that it must be treated' 
as of no account in India's commercial future?. Are 
these twelve million skilled handi~raftsmen inevitably 
doomed to degenerate ·into mill " hands, " packed to
gether in over-crowded cities as the brainless drudges or 
automatic · machinery ? Is there no hope t.ha~ 

modern intelligence and m'odern science can find a way 
for making use of the vast ind_ustrial resources which 
have afforded India wealth and prosperity ever since the 
dawn of civilisation P 'fhe ·answers which. Indian ad-
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ministrators give to these qtiestions are of vital import~ 
ance to the well-being 'of the country •. Some years 
ago, in the course of official investigations ·into the 
condition of uative art industries, I had special oppor· 
tunities of studying the state of the native hand-:loom 
industry. Thos§l whose knowledge of Indian handicrafts 
is gat~ered only' from curiosity shops and exhibitions 
may he led to believe that the riati.ve textile industry 
is mostly concerned in the· manufactu~e of carpet!! and 
<>f the brocaded silks, cloths of gold and other gor
geous apparel, which there represent the work oflndian 
weavers. They will be surprised to learn that the manu• 
facture of such a1·ticles de litxe occupies a small fraction 
only of the whole industry, and is of comparatively 
little commercial importance. By far the largest pro
portion of the weavers, scattered throughout the innu• 
merable villages and towns of India, are occupied in 
making the common white and coloured cloths 
which are the only wear of tl;J.e great mass. of the 
population. That they have suffered er'lormously 
from European competition may be realised · by 
the fact that the yearly imports of foreign piece
goods, according to th~ last returns, were valued 
at about eighteen million pounds sterling. Even in the 
by-gone days whtm Indian cotton goods were only pre
vented ·from overflowing European markets by high 
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protective duties, . Indian weavers have always· been' 
kept in a state of semi-slavery by the rapacity of the 
native middlemen. Now that the imports of European 
piece-goods have inade the middlemen largely independ
ent of the native weaver's labour, their condition is 
still more miserable.· But their sedentary occupation 
renders them unfit for most kinds of manual labour,. 
and until famine drives them out-of-doors, the weavers 
will cling to their looms. They are skilful workmen 
and patient, uncomplaining creatures, satisfied if by 
working most of daylight hours they can earn enough 
for bare ·subsistence. l\:lechanically, the ordinary native 
loom i11 very much the same as the old-fashioned Eu~ 
pean loom, still largely used in Scandinavia. In other 
indu.stries modern inventions, such as . the ~ewing 

machine, have been introduced into India; and readily 
aaopted by native artisans; but., though this industry is 
of far greater importance than all ~he other native 
handicrafts, no one has ever tried to help. the unfortu• 
~ate weaver, and he is generally in too abject a condi-. 
. tion to attempt to help himself. 

The first and one of the mo~t important improve. 
'ments ever made in weaving appr.ratus was in\•euted in 
1733 by an English weaver, J~hn Kay, who, wearied 
with the slow process of throwing the shuttle by hand, 
·contrived a simple mechanical device for jerking the 
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&huttle ·backwards and forwards by pulling a string 
~ttnch~d .to a ievet. This not.only .relieved him of the 
labour of throwing the shuttle.· by hand, bU:t doubled 
the speed of the shuttle! John Kaj's invention, called 
t.he fiy:..shuttle, gave an ·enormous impetus ·to·· the> 
English trade, and was the beginning of England's: 
supremacy in the textile industry.. In the course of 
~me of .. my official tours I saw some European fly-: 
&huttle looms in a Mission Industrial· School in the: 
Madras fresidency, and was much struck with the 
facility with, which they were wor.ked by native ·con .. 
verts who bad had no· previous experience in weav..: 
ing. But such is the helpl~Rimess and conservatism 
<?f the ·.native caste-weaver that even when such :-an 
~ffective improvement .is brought to his doors,. he 
i.s very slow' to adopt it, and I riever came across it 
in ·any of the :looms . of the thousands ,of caste.o.: 
weavers, which I visited in the Madras Presidency. 
However, sever.al yeats afterwards, I ·was taking part in 
an enquiry into the industries of Bengal, -and in an old 
official report I found .an allusion to a large and un.i.. 
usually :flourishing: colony of weavers -in Serampore, 
and the surrounding districts,. whose prosperity was 
attributed to al.l ~mpr.oved loom in which the·shulile was 
j'erked .PY .a string attached to a 'lever.· Seramponi, 
:wbiq)?..: is :~ituated. :on; tlie H-ooghly,.· & little :abov~ 
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Calcutta, was one of the settlements of the Danish East 
India Company, and among otherinteresting historical" 
aR~<ociations it is famous for having given shelter to 
William Cart>y when the old John Company found his 
presence i•i British territory inconvenient. It was 
from Carey's printing press at Serampore that the 
first vernacular translation of the Bible was issued 

t 

followed by many others. A visit to Serampore show-
ed me that the improved loom, referred to in the report, 
was simply the adaptation of the fly-shuttle to the 
ordinary native loom. I further ascertained how it 
was that only in this quiet little corner of India the 
caste-weavers had been .induced to ·adopt this most 
effective improve~ent. It. appears that sixty or ~eventy 
yearR ago some Europeans had started a hand-loom 
factory and imported European iooms. The local 
wen\'ers were employed in the factory and had learnt 
the use of the fly-shuttle and a few simple labout'
saving devices in the preparation of warp .. The factory, 
however, did not exist for long, but when it was closed 
the weaverR went back :to their ordin11.ry work, taking 
the fly-shuttle and other improvements with them. 
The effect of these has beenjust as remarkable iJ;I. the 
ease of the Serampore wea~er11 as it was in the English 
hand-loom. industry more than a century before. The 
hand-loom workers in the surrounding di~tricts ~ 

4 



-~e number of aooat 10,000, •no adopted the;;e 
impro>emen~ ha>e doubled tbt>ir earnings, and 
though they are in cl05e pro::rimity to the great 
port of Calcu~ w-here day by day ~t'lllllers unload 
their thonsands of ba.ies of fo~on piece-good...~ they 
:h.a.-e been able to maintain a fairly pro:,-perom and in
dependent condition in the face of the competition of 
the puwer-loom. The Bengal Go,·emment promptly 
took action to place the 400,000 w-eat"ers in other d.&

tricts in a ~tion to take adnmt:a,tre of th~ impro•e
m.ents by :;ending selected w-eawrs from ewry db.-trict 
to be taught at Serampore. ..u the ~e time carpen
ters ~ere sent to be taught to adapt the fly-shuttle to 
the nati¥e looms in the lea.,-t e:xpensh·e manner. The 
~ nati\e loom can re cont"erted into sHy-shuttle 
loom a.t a co:;t of about tt-n ru~. The qut">'tion al~ 
began to arou..~ public interes4 and some of the dele
gates of the Sational Congress .-ere inspired to organi;;e 
an Jndn:,-trial Uhibition in Calcntta at the Congress 
"Meeting in 1901, w-ht>re the practical w-orking of the 
By-shuttle was demonstraJ:ed side by ooe with the ol.i 
natire loom, and a number of ~te weat"ers .-pre 
brought to see it. The ~lribit:hln is apparently to be 
a permanent side-show to the political ~tht'ring of the 
Congress, for &ilotber .-as he-M in B.lmba.y )a,-t ~m

ber and 1'E't'IDS to ha¥e arou_<:ed the ~ mpatby of the 
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Government;· who doubtless recognise that it will be ail 
unmixed blessing to India if the Congress party temper 
the fervour of their ·political propaganda: with rather 
more practical interest in the industrial development 
of the count~y. The Indian Press aided me in making ' 
the facts known in other parts of India, with the result 
that during the last twelve months the question has 
been taken up more or less vigorously in almost every · 

·province of British India and in many of the Native 

States, especially in 1\iysore, where four weaving schools 
have been sanctioned expressly for teaching weavers 
the use of ·the fly-shuttle. In the Bombay Presidency; 
energetic steps have been taken by District Boards and 
by local officials interested in helping the hand-loom.· 
industry. Grants-in-aid amounting· to 50,000 rupees 
have been voted and schools have been opened at 
Sholapur, Bijapur and other great weaving centres. A_ 
recent report sent in to the District Board of Bijapur 
states that· the school has created the greatest interest 
among the neighbouring weavers, numbering about 
·12,000, who are coming in every day from the 
surrounding villages to receive instruction. 

Whila it is yet far too soon to expect actual 
r~sults which can demonstrate statistically the benefits 
gained by the weavers from these new centres 
of· instruction, it is quite possible t~ establish from 



:facts already kno...-n a sound policy for the future-. 
official attitude to~ the great hereditary handi
crafts of India. It is already a fact beyond dk-pute 
that tw-o or three simple mechanical improwments ha>e 
enabled &OOUt 10,000 ll"e&Tei'S in the db.:.mcts round 
Serampore to ne-a.rly double their earnings-that is, 
instead of an awra..:,o-e of 4 or 5 rupees monthly, they 
now earn from i to 9 rupees. There are uuiou.s tech
nical . difficnlti~ ,.-hich prewnt the fly-shuttle being 
med for all cla..."S£'8 of ,.-eating, but for the great major:. 
ity of the wea>e.rs it would be an enormous ad\"IIDt~ue. 
Supposing that 4,000,000 wea>ers were thereby en
abled to increase their earning in the same ...a.y as the 
8erampore Tea>ers have done, it would mean that their 
total monthly earnings ,.-ould be increa.....OO by 
12,000,000 to 16,000,000 rupees, or an annual increa...--e 
of U-1,000,000 to 192,000,000 rupees, a sum approxim
ating to two-thirds of the total >alue of the yearly 
imports of fo~un piece-goods. "llen it is further con
sidered that the impro>ements which ha>e already done 
so much for the Serampore wea>ers are the >ery first of 
a long series begun in 1 i33, and that the latest Englis~ 
hand-loom is fi>e or six times as effecth-e as the old
&.shioned loom, now u..<:ed at Serampore, it is possihle 
to :reali.--e the splendid future ,.-hich might be opened 
out for the Indian hand-loom indu..4:ry. There can 
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hardly be a doubt that were the most effective modern 
band-looms placed in the hands of the skilled and in
dustrious Indian weavers, they could supply the greater 
piut of the textile requirement~ of India at prices with 
which the highly capitalist-A! powP.r-loom factories would 
be unable to compete. On the other hand, the spin
ning mills of India would benefit very largely by the 
increased demand for yarn which a prosperous band
loom industry would create. 

I had an opportunity recently of seeing a demons .. 
tration of the capabilities of the latest English hand
loom in n factory at Cairo. A Belgian Company had 
imported the looms which, though a marvel of mecha
nical ingenuity; are per(ectly simple in manipulation. 
Under the supervision of a single trained foreman a 
number of Arab boys and men, who had had no pre· 
vious experience of weaving and were delighted at 
the opportunity of displaying their newly-acquired 
skill, were working these looms with a facility which 
was evidently a source of great satisfaction and 
profit both to themselves and to the Company. The 
results of the first year's working had been so 
satisfactory that the Company has resolved to ex• 
tend its operations by a large increase of tmpi· 
tal. It is already well known to the textile trade 
that of late years the hand-loom, under favourable con• 
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ditions and in certain classes of weaving, has even .in 
. Europe .been steadly regaining some of the ground 

which, it was believed, had been finally occupied 
by the power-loom. But I believe it has . not 
yet been realised what a splendid field might be 
opened for it in countries like India and Egypt, 
where· the old hand-1oom industry . is . still alive· 
and where the cost of skilled labour is very much less 
than it is in Europe. In Egypt, there are still 30,000 
hand-loom weavers who, with the primitive hand-loom 
of antiquity, have yet survived the competition of the 
power,.-loom. 

The existence of these great organised armies of 
skilled handicraftsmen, both in India and in Egypt, 
points to the unwisdom of working exclusively on the 
lines of Europe's nineteenth7century industrial methods 
in the economic development of these countries. If the 
village· handicrafts of India can be developed to a high 
degree of prosp<>rity by other methods surely it is 
nothing less than a crime to a1low the villages to be 
depopulated and to crowd the inhabitants into filthy 
factories, polluting both. earth and sky, where all 
their mental and moral faculties are debased. Should · 
not' the1

" social evils caused by industrial deve
lopment in Europe and America make Indian states
men· pause· before they. commit themselves to a policy 
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which, if attended by many evils in Europe, would 
be a far greater curse to India ? Hitherto, the view 
of India's industrial. interests generally taken by 
Indian Administration has been that which · ·M:r. 
Carnegie ·has deprecated. They have devoted the 
whole force of the State ,machinery to the develop
ment of the export trade, leaving the home in-· 
dustries to take care of themselves. They have nearly 
always assumed that India's industrial future is safe 
in the kePping of the enterprising an1 clear-headed 
me;rchants who control the trade of the great Indial). 
sea-ports. But it must be clear that the interests of. 
the capitalists engaged in Indian commercial enter
prises run in anarrow groove and do not always coin-. 
cide with the larger interests of the Empire. Already in 
Europe there are signs which indicate that before 
many generations have passed we shall come to regar~ 
many phases of the last century's industrial develop-

. ment as a hideous social nightmare. When electricity 
has taken the place it will eventually take in our indus
trial system, there can hardly be a doubt that many 
industries will return to the villages and many 
pes~iferous rookeries in the great towns will be cleared 
o~ the face of the earth. Why then regard as the only 
policy in India that which means the multiplication o~ 
such social plague spots ? India is intended both , by 
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Nature and by the genius of her inhabitants to be a 
band-worker's paradise. Why should we only employ 
methods originati.ng in totally different conditions of 
social economy, and give her an inferno for her 
paradise ?-{East and West, September, 1903.] 

III. 
In the beginning of 1901, when I iaid down the 

p~oposition that the soundest basis for the industrial 
regeneration of India was to be found in the revival of 
the great hand~loom industry, I was prea<:hing a new 
and strange doctrine opposed to all accepted theories. 
The Government Commissions and Committees which, 
during many years, had attempted to deal with ·the· 
problem, had always" accepted the common theory, still 
maintained with some insistence but with conside~ably 
diminished authority, that skill in hand-weaving was a 
factor. reduced to in!'igriificance by modern mechanical 
invention and modern industrial methods. Official 
statistics of trade and industry at that time completely 
ignored the existence" of band-loom weaving as an 
fndustrial asset worth consideration, and ·that great 
storehouse of concentrated wi_sdom, the Encyclopredia 
Britannica, still records the then official view that. 
india's greatest industry after agriculture is the manu
facture of textile materials and fabrics carried on in 
A~glo~Indian power-loom mi11s. 
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Up to a few years ago, all the schemes which have 
been the outcome of twenty years' discussion of a sub
ject which is even DQW only vaguely understood in 
India-technical education-have been based on the 
same fallacy. I belleve it will be within the mark to 
state that in 1887, out of hundreds of so-called 
~· Technical Institutes" opened with much enthusiasm 
and in many cases with a liberal grant of Government 
funds, not one per cent. took in'to account the exist
eri~e of the hand-loom industry or the immense poten
tialit~es represented by it. India is fortunate if the 
great sums of money wasted on these technical schemes, 
the futility of which I pointed out at the time of their 
inception, are the last which will be thrown away on 
ill-conceived projects of the same kind. 

The facts and inferences on which I ventured to 
propose an entirely new departure in principle and in 
practice were based partly on experience gained by tne 
1\M Reporter on Arts and Industries to the Government 
of Madras, and partly on information dug out of old 
-official records in Bengal. They were embodied in a 
)!&per read before the Indian ~ndustrial Association of 
Calcutta, in July 1901. The lecture was reported in 
full by the Anglo-Indian and vernacular newspapers 
throughout India, and it induced hundreds of people 
in all parts of the country to begin practical investiga-
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tions on the lines I advocated. The Press on this 
Mcasion asserted its great value as an .educational 
agency, for no official, working, only through official 
channels, would have the remotest chance of seeing 
his ideas taken up and worked into practical shape 
with the same speed as the co-operation of the Public 
Press has given to the. movement for the revival of 
hand-loom weaving in India during the last six years. 
Hand-loom . weaving has by this means been dragged 
from .its obscurity and is not likely to be altogether 
passed over in any future discussions of industrial 
·development in India. 
· .The chief points with which I enfqrced my argument 
were, first, the remarkable reyival of hand-loom weaving 
in some European countries, apd, second, the hitherto 
unnoticed existence of many thousands of weavers in 
the districts adjoining Serampore, near Calcutta, wh() 
by adopting the old-fashioned English fly-shuttle 
loom, and a few simple but very practical improvements 
in the preparatory processes of weaving, had raised 
theml'lelves into a comparativ_ely flourishing and inde
pendent position, a striking contrast· to that of their 
fellow-workers in other less advanced districts. This 
fact had, indeed, attracted tpe attention of a Bengal 
Civilian who had been deput~d by Government, eleven 
years before,. to advise upon ind~st~ial education, but' 
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he, ha\'ing no technical knowledge of industrial pro
cesses, failed to realise the significance of the fact, and 
n·o official action was taken upon it. Even now, after 
six: years' discussion a~d practical experiment, I do not> 
believe there exists in India a more useful object-lesson 
for those who are endeaTouring to ameliorate the con
dition of the hand-loom weaver. 
. Among the first to start practical work on the lines 

. of my proposals was the late Mr. P. C. Ghosh, who, as 
Editor of the " Indian Mechanic," had been an earnest 
advocate of Swadeshi principles long before Swadeshi 
became a political battle-cry. He commenced the 
manufacture of improved looms and apparatus on the 
Sernmpore model in his workshops at Hooghly, and at 
the first Industrial Exhibition of 1901, held under the 
auspices of the Congress at Calcutta, he gave a practical 
demonstration of them, side by side with the old native 
loom. . He also distributed ten thousand copies of my 
lecture which he had rPprinted at his own expense. In 
1902, he was invited to the Bombay Presidency to give 
instruction in the Serampore processes to the large 
colonies of weavers in Sholapur and its neighbourhood. 
There, unfortunately, soon after hl' had started work 
with a gn•at promise of success, he fell a victim to 
plague-and India lost in him a· very Zl'alous and able 
worker in the cause of industrial progress. 
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This valuable work has, however, been continued by 
his partner and successor, .Mr. P. C. Dey of Chinsurah, 
who has supplied modeJs of the Sera'mpore apparatus 
to almost every part of India, besides teaching the use 
of it for a very moderate charge to numbers of weavers 
and others who have ~n sent to him, and ghing 
practical demonstrations at a great many mtlas and 
Exhibitions. Since 1901, Mr. Dey has sent out nearly 
800 complete looms arid about 1,400 "lays" or the 
essential worl..-ing part· of the fly-shuttle loom. This 
means that he has bee-n instrumental in starting about 
:2,200 fly-shuttle looms in many different centres 
throughout India. Probably no one has done more 
practical work than this in helping the hand-loom 
industry. 

The Bengal Government in 1901, translated :ny lec
ture into four vernaculars for distribution to the Dis
trict Boards. Direct support on the part of Go\'"ern
ment in Bengal has been liniited so fur to a grant of a 
few hundred rupees given by Sir John Woodburn in 
1901-2, to enable a few wea\'"ers to undergo a month's 
training unde-r my supervision at Serampore. The hesi
tation of the Government of India to commit itself to a 
change of the view maintained by its .advisers for so 
many years h'lS no doubt pn.vented many of the Local 
Governments from giving a mo~ active support to a 
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movement which has gained so much impetus from 
non-official agencies. Sir George Watt; formerly Re
porter on Economic Products to the Government of 
India, declared about four years ago that the extinction 
of hand-loom weaving in India was inevitable, and that 
" to bolster up the effete methods and appliancee of by
gone times would of necessity involve the suppression 
of national progress." Lord Curzon at the Delhi Durbar 
repeated the old argument that the hand-loom must 
inevitably give way to the power-loom "just as the 
hand punkah is being superseded by the electric fan," 
but in 1905, he was sufficiently impressed by the argu
ments on the other side to sanction a comprehensive 
Fcheme I drew up for developing hand-loom weaving in 
Bengal. This scheme, however, has not yet been put 
into operation. 

Many of the Native States have, from the first, given 
a vigorous s~pport to the movement. I believe l\iysore 
led the way by opening a number of schools and ex
perimental workshops. Travancore followed, and the 
Baroda State, with the keen personal interest of the 
Gaekwar and of the Revenue Minister, Mr. R. C. 
Dutt, has for some years taken a· leading part 
in. investigating all the practical problems con:
nected · with the question. Recently, the Madras 
Government has joined in with a strong official 
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support. Mr. Alfred Chatterton who in 1901, after con
sultation with me, began a series of experiments for his 
own information in the Madras School of Arts, for some 
years maintained an ambiguous attitude or. the whole 
question, but he has now become an active worker in 
the cause of hand-loom weaving, · and after further 
personal investigation in Bengal he has lately induced 
his Gov~rnment to. establish a number of h~nd-loom 
factories in various great weaving · centres in the 
Southern Presidency. It seems like a return to old 
John Company days to find an Indian Government 
engaged directly in the weaving trade, and as private 
enterprise in the last two years has shown itself quite 
ready and able to establish hand-weaving factories 
without Government assistance, it is difficult to see the 
advantage of official weaving establishmentR conducted 
on commercial principles, when, as Mr. Chatterton 
has admitted, they stand in need of expert advice and 
provoke more hostility and suspicion on the part of 
the local weavers than ·private undertakings of the 
s~me kind. 

In fact, the real strength of the movement and the 
most hopeful sign for its future progress are shown in the 
eagerness and capacity witli which non-official Indians'· 
have thrown themselves into it. I have myself, siiJ.ce 1901, 
carried on a voluminous ~orrespondence with Indians aW' 
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over the country anxious for advice and information, 
and the growing confidence in the prospects of h&nd
loom weaving as a profitable undertaking for small 
capitalists has Jed to the opening of not a few band
loom factories under entirely Indian management. The 
yearly exhibitions and demonstrations of band-loom 
apparatus which is now the most prominent feature of 
the industrial programme of the r,ongress have been 
most helpful in this direction. In the first Exhibition of 
1901-02, organised by Mr. J. Chaudhry, the late Mr. 
P. C. Ghose was the sole exhibitor, but in 1906-07, 
when the Congress again met in Calcutta, there were 
besides Messrs. Hattersley ot Keighley, who on my 
recommendation sent a special representative to demon
strate the latest English hand.:weaving appliances, 
adapted for Indian requirements, about thirty Indian 
exhibitors from different parts of the country, some of 
them showing improvements of their own invention. 

It does not, however, promote confidence in the wis
dom of political intrusions into the field of industrial 
economics to find that Bengal, one of the most promis
ing fields in all India for hand-loom factories, has been 
the one province which has been induced by Swculeahi 
politicians to adopt the very un-Swadeahi system of 
power-loom mills, a policy which, carried to its logical 
conclusion, must· severely cripple any project for raising 
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t.he unfortunate village wean•r from his pre:>Pnt ;:tate 
of helplessness and ignorance. It is true that the boy
cott of foreign manufaetures1 -which is part of the 
Swadeshi programme in Bengal, has for the time being 
given so much remunerative work to the n11age weavers 
that the number of working hand-loom weavers in the 
province has, it is said, been doubled ; but a scheme 
based only on political passion ~nd without any sound 
economic or educational basis is not likely to give the 
industry anything but temporary relief. 

This confu;.:ion of ideas, natural, perhaps, in the 
great multitude of counsellors which has now entered 
the field, seenis to make it desirable to restate some of 
the economic, ethical and artistic principles invoh-ed in 
the whole question. ·when six years ago I expressed 
my conviction that In~an weavers, with proper applianc
es and instruction, could produce profitahly a great 
part, if not all, of the textiles now imported from 
Europe, the possibility of increasing the wealth of the 
country by some ·twenty million pounds sterling 
a year was to me a question of far less interest 
than the means by which that result might be 
achieved. The possibility of building up on the 
foundation of the old Indian village community 
and of the Indian hereditary handicraft system a strong 
self-reliant,. int:lligent, co-operative organisation adapt .. 
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~tflto' the present and' future needs of' tlfe: couiltry; yet 
B'Vpidin'g the·terribfe evils which modern science has 
brought into 'the iodustrial system of Europe, seems M 
llie always a matter: oflnfinitely greater, importance to 
rJ ndfa' than :the prospelltive material gain, however gr'ea~ 
that ·niigbt be~ As to the question ·whether the po1\'er,. 
doom w'ill or' will 'not 'supersede .•. the hand·cJool:n;: the 
·answer is· simple. : As :long a's the· artistic· l)ense is part 
·-Df t'he intellectual equipment 'of humanity·, s(do-ngwiU 
lhand.:.labout })~ ·a:s ·necessary" in: weaving as i:t is in any 
·other r art; and tlius' so far as ~trt. is involved in weavin-gt 
'the' hahd-loom:· wiJl· i~ever 'be superseded.: When 
weaving is. reduced "to a · purely ·automatic niove;.. 
ment of.a shuttle, the power-loom will supersede' the 
tiand~loom whenever the cost of power ·is les.s thal!l 
the cost o£ h\1-nd-labour.' ·Mr. 'Chatterton,. in a recent 
.lecture, stated that wherever the hand-loom still exikts 
in Europe, there arE:' special reasons for its survival 
which are riot applicable to India, This is an entire 
-misapprehension of the case, The two rea~on's, artistic 
and .economical, apply with exactly the 'same force in 
.India and in' Europe. The hand-loom exists. it1 Europe 
wherever one or other or'two conditions pre,·ail.'. The . . .. ~ . . . . " . 
first IS when hand-labour IS cheaper than the: cost 'of 
mechanical power; ·the'· second is wh~n pubiic 'taste is 
sufficiently develop~d: to; !ilscriminate ·between: the i'eal 

5 
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art of ·the hand"worker and the sham -art ·of the 
automatic machine, Iu the last fifty· years, in Europ~, 
there has been a ·great advance in artistic· knowledge 
and education, accompanied by an improvement in 
public taste, and a corresponding revival of hand-loom 
weaving. In India, there has been during the last 
hundred years a continuous decline of public taste, so 
that .at the present time the educated Indians probably 
stand behind the rest of the civilised world in artistic 
~nderstanding. There has been a complete neglect of 
;trt education and a corresponding decline in the higher 
branches of weaving, and many of the most beautiful 
fabrics for which India has been famous from time imme
morial are no longer produced, because they have ceased 
to be appreciated. On the purely industrial side, hand~ 
loom weaving has declined in. India only because the 
whole question of technical education as applied to 
:fndian handicrafts has been as much neglected as art 
·education. Even now, though the commercial interests 
.of hand-loom weaving are 9nly second in importance to 
those of agriculture, there is not yet in Government 
service anywhere in India a single expert in weaving, 
as expert knowledge is understood in Europe. The result 
is that technical questions which were common know- .. 

. ledge in Europe a century ago are still left to be worhd 
out again in India by costly and tedious experiments 
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<:onducted by engineers, agriculturists, or chemists 
whose knowledge of wt>aving is necessarily iimited to 
the scope of their individual experiments. Hand-labour 
for weaving in India is neYer really more expensive 
than mechanical power and is not likely to be so for 
many generations. The Indian· handicraftsmen are only 
being beaten by the power-loom; because; in the first 
place,· the artistic understanding of the people has 
degenerated, and, in the second place, because the 
weavers themselves are totally ignorant of the improve
ments in hand processes and hand-apparatus which 
have been made in the last 150 years in Europe. 

·Though I have discriminated between art and industry 
in weaving, it is an exceedingly difficult matter to fix any 
<Iividing.line bebveen them. It may be stated generally 
that the higher thP. artistic sense is developed, the Jess 
:distinguishable is the difference between the two. 
Even in plain weavin~r by hand processes there are beau
. ties patent to the educated eye which mechanical pro
-cesses can l1ardly obtain. B11t what I want chiefly to 
emphasise is that a national decline in artistic taste 
21pells not only intellectual impoverishment bllt com
.mercial disaster, and for this reason the problem of the 
industrial reorganisation of India is asmuch·an artistic as 

"an economic one. It is certainly not from sentimental or 
purely artistic reasons that 'England since 185'7 pas 
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spent J.llillions of bard cash on scb<>Uls of a'rt and design,: 
but becau,;e the Government after many years wa~ 
forced to the conclusion that other countries with better 
artisti~ knowledge, were driving many Englisb-manufac:. 
tu:res out of th.e market.- It is also certain that India's 
rhinons loss in industrial capaCity would ·have beel) far 
less serious, :Or have been. avoid~d- enti.iely, if' during 
the last hundred 'years a sound' artistic policy h'ad beeq 
established. At the present time we seem .to be as far 
off as ever from the realisation of those ·measures which 
are necessary to prevent further deterioration in that 
great cqmmercial asset represented by India's artistic 
p<>wer and understanding. India bas bad no share in the 
marked artistic revival which bas been progressing in 
Europe for the last fifty years, though her traditional 
-art knowledge is being continually exploited in every di.:. 
.rection for the benefit of European art and manufacture. 

Unless we take for granted that Indian art most 
necessarily, in the name of scientific progress, be drag
ged through the same mire as that in which art in 
Europe began to wallow more than a century ago, the 
theory that the hand-loom is doomed to disappear is 
wholly untenable on artistic groGnds. Let us now 
begin to consider from an ethical standpoint the merits . 

. of the present European system which the advocates of 

. 4' progress " wish to substitute for Indiah · hand-loom~< 
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weaving. The· only ideal the power-loom factory has in 
vi¢w is cheapneslil for the purchaser. But at what a 
frightful sacrifice of the miserable humanity which is 
dragged behind the .car of progress is this cheapness 
obtained! Mr. Allen Clarke, one of the best authorities 
on the subject~for he was the son of a mill-hand and 
himself one of them-has described it graphically in 
his book on " The Effects of the Factory System." " It 
is marvellous," he say~, " that any good is still left in 
the mill-hands of Lancashire. They are s!aves of the 
machines, instead of the machines being the slaves of 
men." The system i.,, he declares, unhealthy, dangerous, 
bad for mind and body, injurious in its effects in family 
life, unfitting women for motherhood, cursing the 
ehildren and causing the people to deteriorate. It is pro
bably true that in the majority of Indian mills the 
physical welfare of the worker is better provided for than 
in Europe, and perhaps on this account Sir George 
Watt says that the objections to the ~;ystem are "mis':" 
guided nnd sentimental." On the other hand a Parsi 
mill-owner recently ·described the conditions of labour 
in the Bombay mills as revealing " a degrading and 
disgraceful spec;ltacle of cold-blooded inhumanity." 
Thi!i is syn'chronous not with a period of bad trade, but 
.with an unusua~ bbrst of prosperity due to the Swctdeski 
movement •... 
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' . It in~y be 'that J~gislation·,. bY imposing 'restrictions 
on' the hours of labour ·and. improving sanitary condi ... 
tions, 'may .check the rapacity of illill-owners and share"' 
lJOlders,,'and' it may be that the latter hi their own in"" 
terests will some clay do as much for 'their employees 
as wise and considerate men do for their horses and 
.catLie·, but even the wisest and most humane cannot 1n 
.the pursuit of the ideal of cheapness make the modern 
j;ystet'n of labour, in power-loom mills, otherwise than 
iritellectually and morally degrading.· Nor· can they 
'remove the even greater evils which the syr;tem brings 
,with it~the over-crowded; filthy, air-polluted cities~ 
;the depopl11ation of rural districts and the strugglt>s 
·between capital and labour which in Western coun
-tries constantly threaten the very foundations of 
society. 

When one observes the effect upon social' life in 
·Europe and AmE>rica of. the system of industrial or
ganisation .created by the application of mechanicat 
power; it is surely reasonable to pause and ask whether 
it is so inevitable that :ltldia should abandon: entirely 
her old industrial methods and follow in the wake .of 
·what is called progress in Europe; Tl)e Indian' wE>aver 
.. has now· no. choice between the servitude of tl,le power-, 
1oom mill and tbe se:.;vitude .of the village. sow car •. But " 
·is . this the ·last word of sci~nce and· of statecraft ? ltr. 



would be foolish and wicked tp suppose go ;and~ herein 
liedhe fallacy of- ·the ''li~glimerit :that .·:rndili must' 
necessarily sacrifice: alHts ·old indtistrial -met!mds-be.{ 
cause ::Europe did sq~fi:fty or a hundred years ago.· Theo 
present 'European industrial system, with all its obviou·~ 
defects,· was founded <on the first clumsy and :crude 
experiuitmts·-of modetn mechanical science commenced 
Iatt\e more than a century ago. The scientific improve.io 
~ents ofto·day are thrown ~n the scrap-heapto-morrow, 
Is India, then, blindly to take this. clumsy, cruel and 
ilrimature system as a model to' imitate, or should -sh'e 
hot ra:ther; instead of rejecting as useless 'the institu~ 
tions on•which he~ "·hole industrial organisation lias 
been based, hy to' develop .. them' as far as present 
means allo\v,' with an'intelligent' 'preparation for what 
tht-' I'Cierice'·:of the future will SUrely bring? . ' 
:-. 1\Ir; Chatterton, ·iu a lecture before the Southerri: 
Iridian Association, recently declared that much false 
sentiment bas been wasted· on the Village weaver •. Ih 
is '<iominOn . for modern scientists to profess ·B -fine 
oontempt for· sentiment. Sen'timent, they argue; did 
riot help the hami·weavers oCEurope nor will it in the 
J6ng tun save the himd.:.iveavers of. IDdia. The vilfag6 
Wt>avirig i'ndustry represents: thousands. of generations 

. of 'India'if ·artistid 'cut'ture. ·'l'bis culture, ho\veveri 
1iecordirig tO'·the: sc~~ntist's ~ ar'gtiin4mt, is only a matter 
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~f sentiment whic~ we .. practical men ·of the present 
day neither feel. :J~or want. Therefore l~t the . NiUage 
industry go, if· on)y we ·can· devise some. ~~an11 . for 
eheap manufactures. ~nfficient.,for India's p~esent needs. 
Sentiment, neverth~le;;s, is~ :force more :pow~rful thaq 
scientists ar~ g~perally willing to allow·. · It is SE>ntb 
lnent which makes the weaver cling to his .vilJAg~Jjfe 
instead ()f clamouring for em:ploym~>nt i.n the. Bom:b11y 
roills. . T}fis same sentiment ba!', therefore, helped .tQ 
save for In9-ia an industry . wortl_l com:merciaUy: IIJOr~ 
than the who!~ of the.A.nglo-Indian in.d_q&tJ::.!es .. Se:nti~ 
ment, or the artistic . sense, • is even ._now ~-n . ~t1,rope 

}>ringing about a reYolt ogaim:t the rabid c,QmiiJer7 

dalism of the Jast century, and sentiment will sodnet 
pr later be served by a high and better science. tha~ 
what we ·call science to-day. There is as: much 
false· science as there is fal<;e senti~ent. Europe has 
now realised from the experiepc~ of the last t~o 
~!'lnt1,1ries that there is .a science in art. The destrqc-: 
~l9D- of .Indian Art which is going on lJnder British 
rnle js !l. loss to civilisation an<;l tq h'Qmanity which caq . 
and should be avoided, if Indian industrial rf'for!IJe}::l! · 
will ·,bring t.o their. work the. true· science . ~·hip4 
Europe has painfully lea,rnt only after the· destru~tio»- ( 
phil h~r traditional art. .It _should not now· he n.ecesi 
t;ary fo;r . .:india · to· follow . tl~e . : RulJ~jn-tbe·china:slJI?P - . . 
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methods which we ,hQ.ye t.oo .<>ften ;!!.ppljed i~;~.· tbe;naptef 
of E11ropean civilisation; sci~nce and;px:o.gtess;. : ,J,Lu::i 

. It is a ~ompar~tively easy Jllatter to briJ.:lg .intq Jilf.lia 
the practical. knowledge for ma~u.facturing ~U ,the :texi 
tilesy•quiredin the country. Bu.t to attain~that -objeQfi. 
withou.t ea,ctificing all the present villa,ge industry:and. 
the ttaditional art which it represents, is a proble~·:<>f 
far g~eater difficulty, requiring not only scientifi_c !J.D.~ 

!lr.tistic knowleqge, but state~mansl).ip, tact, pati,enc~ 
a.nd perseverance. . The first step to be· . take,n. i i.~ 
undoubtedly to release the village weaver· f~<>tn. !th~ 
clutches of the money-lender and make him a {re~. 

m11-n. Industrial progress js impossible wpen tile 
we~,t,vers are in their present ~tate of servit~de,: . A 
few years ago I drew attention in the. ·Press t() 

an admirable scbem~ started by Mr. A. F, •. M:aco-_ 
nochie; I. C. S., while Collec.tor of Sholapur, a gr~at.. 
weaving centre in , the Bombay Presidency; ~h~ 
ordinary hand-loom wea~er.in India gets his: yaq~: _apq 
~ther materials from th.e village b'anker ()D · cr~4i~: ~m! 
sells the· finished products on terms fi.x~!f:.by_~h~ 
banker, who .. generally takes cruel ~dvl\ntage; of tp~ 
necessities of the weaver, . Mr.· ~laconochie's sc\H~l!l.~·.i· 
practically a Co-oper11tiye ~ani!:, wb,ic4.: pure;hit,..o;;,es y~n, 
~tc, at whol~~S:Ie .r~~es and retails. it .orr.<:r~~i~. ~~ .. t~! 
"'f.{l~ye_r~.Jlt &.·,!!~all pr~~ •. ·:.~t .. •Is~ .. 4\~!'.al\~s ~ tg. 
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help ,:the: weavers :Over -'the. sla:Ck 'seaSo-n,: taking' th~ 
finished cloths as :pledges to be: :redeemed' when-· tneo 
r.riarriage season makes -a: .. brisk demand for · th~m.· 
In this ·way .the weavers get ·:their raw- material!! ·:811. 
reasonable rates and obtain<the' best tl:iarket-:pride 
for their labour. · · The schem:e;: .. originally 'started 
fot- -charitable '.relief afterl the. -famine . of 1899,; hae 
been placed on a' regular business, foi>ting siiiCe· 19012 
ln 1904., Mr.· T, j,· Pitre1 the' officer. in· charge: oBt;. · 
teported that out of 300 weavers (m his books· at:Ieast 
25 had paid off their 'old debts and reco.vered theit> 
mortgaged. property from the sow cars; . ,The weaver& 
were so punctual in the repayment 'of advances .that 
the la\\-' had not been invoked in a· sin:gle 'instance, and 
while their condition had greatly improved,: the scheme 
itself was a fair financial success •. - . ! ' -

,,::tt ought not be impossible by 'tJ::ie· cordial ·co-,opera...:. 
tion of Governm~nt imd pe-ople to spread. such .an ex" 
bellent and practical system' throughout th~ country and 
thus reiease the - w'eaver from the crushiiig burden 'of 
d~bt' wliicL, famine and times of scarcity cohstn.n.'tly 
impose upori him.- · Wheri he is' a' ·free man he wilt' no~ 
he"foUn'd quite SO Rtupid or SO unteachable as .popu:lat' 

-- - . . . . . . . ( 

opinion "represents him. He has: a:t any ·rate· great 
heteditary skill which is recognised· even· in' :Europe'as-' 
~,J v~ry imp'orbnit : qutdificat~on; !: M:r.·' Chatterton 
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complains that. he . objects to :turning . out • more 
yards of cloth than he has b~en accustomed to. But 
the objection i~ perfectly natural and sensible· as long 
as the only result' of increased production is to put, 
IJlOre money into the ·hands of his task-mastf'\r, tile 
~owcar. .·• 

When the weaver has been reli>ased from this tyranny~ 
.be will be able to take full advantage of such. oppor-!' 
.tunities for. using modern la:bour~saving appliances as 
may be afforded him. It should be the duty of every 
District Board and M.unicipn,lit.y throughout ,India to
provide such opportunities, but sympathetic personal 
jnterest on the part .of zemindars and great land-:

.. holders is more likely to be fruitfu1 tban _the ordinary 
perfunctory. measures of. these bodies. The M:ysore 
.Government has recently followed· lfr. 'M:aconocbie's 
~xcellent example by authorising the formation of a 
'Yeaver's Co..,operative Society in B<lngalore and by 
,advancing it money up to Rs. 2,000 free of. interest~ 
lt has also undertaken to supply models of improved 
looms . .and appliaric~s free of cost for the purpose or 
experiment by members and ordered suitable facilities 
to be provided .for elementary ·instruction of we.avers• 
-children inday and njg~t schools in the city.· AU 
these measures are entirely in the right direction llrid 
·pnrt o£ the same enlightened 1"iolicy in art and indas.-
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trial:matterswhi~h has distinguished the· Goverrhpenb 
.of }.:Iyso:re "in recent years., . r 

. ,: Hand-loom. factories may undoubtedly be very useful 

,l:· .7ncies for spreading the knowledge of,'improved 
1 ethods and appliances all over ·the country, but they 

ust by no means be regarded as an entirely satisfactory 
s~bstitute for the existing industrial organisation or as 
the only means of saving the latter from annihilation. 
In the firs~ place, they will be directed mostly by small 
capitalists without the slightest artistic knowledge or 
tradition, and 'without any other ideal except ~heapness 
·of prodgction. Their educational use ~ill be compar~'
tively restricted because the. weavers employed in them 
will be nearly all drawn from- the· classes lowest in 
-skill and intelligence, which will usually prefer to 
.ren1a1n in a dependent position ratherthan·make use of 
their training as a means of gaining an independent 
livelihood for themselves; And unless, as I have said 
'before, the weaver is freed from the hands of the ~owcai:s, 
he will have no incentive for· attempting to better his 
position. That this 'will be the case is shown by the fact 
that the Basel Mission band-weaving factories on the 
Malabar Coast although they have ·been· working· with 
:g1'eat.financial success for many years, have had,practic .. 
~lly no educational "influence ,on . the weavers in the' f:ur'" 
roun<lirigdistricts. ~and7wea.ving.fa.ctories un<!P.r Govel."N.i 
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men't wntro1 ,'lik-e. tbose sta'rted by l\Ir .: Chatterton ,',tiJa y 
be -more successful in ·this way if artistic: supervisi6n: 'is 
adequately provided' for, if commerical aims 'a'J,"e ·subor~ 
dinated to the educational; and if the·.)lot: t'rnnaturat 
suspicions of the weavers can be overcome by tact an~ 
patieiwe~. It is not' surprising~ thati these~: igtlbrant, 
lorlg-suffering:folk; .who 4ave'· endured:so·mucli in til~ 
last centu'i·y ,: snould be/ rather· sceptic'al·of· -the benevo!
leiltintentions: :Suddenly' manifested on 'theirl ibe.haiL by 
the paternal Government., · Well-conducted. factories 
might indeed be extremely useful iis educational in~ 
l!_titutions if the better class of wea,~ers could be in:.. 
duced to serve in them, not as pefmanent workers~ 
but:for.a fixed period, on .the understanding that· whetl 
their time had expired they would receive as part pay;
inent for their labour a gift of tlie improved apparatus 
they had been trained to use. ..,. 
. It is a remarkable · circumstance :that the great 
number of weav'ers in the neighbo'urhood of SeramporE<, 
-estimated at about 10,000, who .have doubJed their 
earni"Qgs by the use ofimproved apparatus and 'processes, 
.are said to.haye been indebted for .this great gain to 11. 

-hand-loom .factory established a~ Serampore when that 
:place was under DanisP, Government about eighty yeats 
(lgo. :If ·the story be true; it is most: iustructiv'e. to 
~note the qift'erence between the .fluccess -Qf thiodactory 
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in its educational effect, and the failure of the German 
l\iission w~aving factories to influence the weavers hi 
that neighbourhood; I cannot believe that this differ .. 
ence is entirely·a matter of chance, 

Denmark in the·· development of its agricultural 
industries on co-opPrative principles, has created a 
model for the rest of Europe; A great deal of attention 
is also paid to hanc1-weaving throughout Scandinavia~ 

n is extremely probable, therefore, thnt in the 
administration of its Indian possessions the Danish 
-Government made an ·organised effort to develop an 
industry so closely connected with agriculture as hand .. 
loom weaving is in India, and I have little doubt that 
-an investigation into the old Danish records of Serampoi:e 
would prove this to be the case. The process · and 
appliances used are so admirably adapted to the needs 
-of the Indian ·industry that it is difficult, even with 
the great advance in hand-weaving appliances made in 
recent years, t0 suggest improvements likely to be 
.adopted by ordinary weavers. It cannot· be repeated 
too often that by the rise of the Serampore processes 
{which involve no departure from the present organisa
tion of the hand-weaving indusb·y) in conjunction with 
:appliances which can be adapted to the ordinary village 
loom at 8. capital cost of about fifteen rupees, the hand 
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weaver of plain or sun ply-patterned clotli can aouble 
his present earnings .. 
' .Another point to be noted is that whereas mechanical 
improvements jn hand-looms, such as the fly-shuttle, 
have a somewhat restricted application, some of the 
Serampore improvements iri. the preparatory processes 
and appliance:-:, used before the warp is ready for the 
loom, are applicable to every kind of wPaving through• 
{)Ut India, The most impo~tant is a simple apparatus 
for· winding threads which costs· only. two or three 
rupees arid reduces the labour of winding to at. least a 
·twentieth part of the old Indian system.· The practical 
valueofthis, which is often overlooked in the keen dis• 
'CUssion of the rival merits of improved hand-looms, can 
'be best realised when it is known that in the ordinary 
-Indilln ·method of weaving plain cotton cloth, half the 
cost of the finished cloth is incurred before the thread 
is put on the loom for weaving. 1\loreover, without 
these preliminary improvements the advantage of using 
better looms is very often nullified. 
· The appliances now in ·use in Serampore and the 
tmrrounding districts are practically the 15amt> as those 
·with ·which the English· band-weavers at the close of 
-the· eighteenth· century · trebled· their .earnings ·and 
,turned the tables against their Indian competitors. 
'Their !_lditptability to Indian conditions bas been amply 
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prb:r~tl, r;J;nd;rthere: is not the __ -s:Jigbtest dou~t that the 
position of the hand-loom industry .would be immensely 
stren.gthened·if:the weavers throughont Inqia could. be 
placrd iJi a· PJ:>sitioil to follow the.: example of t4eir 
.Seta'tnpore br~thren. . '·:lo.';·· .' .: !' i ;•·· ' .. o.! 
?,' The measures ·p~opdsed · by 1\fr; C)lattertan · ·fot 
achieving' this ·end,-~ differ' esseritialfy from the·~ c;>~iginal 
-eiample~ :'He regiirds tlie·-'::preserlt orgaiii:s~tion of:the 
:weaving: jnd'qstiy as ·liopele~s,;arid:by leaving the ¥i1lrug~ 
wea'v.ers sevet~ly alorte·he would force t_hE:WJ,:'-whema't 
last driven to;. extremi'tiesrtd entfir his. inodehweavtrrp; 
faC:to.rie~ .. ,. :He .would thus' sweep away entirely all· the 
-a1'f.istic traditions of the<famdi'Is Indian ·industry and 
reduce: tb'e :weavers. t<>_the ·· can'dition' of day~ labourers 
1}nder the control of r·individna:I rcapita1i3ts who nave 
'll6~ other _qualifications ;thai). their knowl'edge of up-to
Bate 1 me:cbanical appliamiesj , ana rlo. ·othei: ideal than 
that! <>Hilling their own pockets; ., This' is an easy 'policy 
;to JoUowl·: ~lit II fear it has very little' else t'o recommend 
it. ~ ; ; :! i.; . · r . . ~ ·; · ' •. ! 

:; r iiNs. easier .to ta:ke the line. of least resistance;· and 
.. bena or· break everything IHdian into· a European. 
'mould1 Ulan: it is to· promote' a n'ew life irl. :Indian 
institutions by adapting' them to their modern environ;.. 
roent> It is easier 'to 'dis!olve ·tb,e old 'Indian village 
£b~munities .than to ·make. tliem •.an._ iritegr!'l' part o£ 
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the administrative syf'tem. It is easier to fabricat~ 

sham Classic and Gotj:Jic architecture for public build
ings t~an to acquire the knowledge and artistic skill 
necessary for adapting the living traditions of Indian 
architecture to present-day administrative uses. It is 
easier to foist a travesty of Western culture upon 
India than to revive the old spirit in her ancient 
institutions. And it is certainly easier to leave the 
old Indian industrial system alone than to restore its 
vitality and help it to combat on fair terms the influen
ces which are now destroying it. 

The Serampore example points a better way than 
the one which Mr. Chatterton would take. Instead of 
degrading the Indian weaver into a factory hand, I 
would take the co-operative system pr<J.ctised with such 
signal success in Denmark as a model easily adaptable 
to the Indian weaving industry, and an ideal both 
economically and artistically sound. There is nothing 
i~ the most scientific modern process of weaving which 
could .not be adapted to this system whenever it can 
be usefully employed, and the prinsiple of division of 
labour which it implies is already recognised to a much 
larger extent in the Indian industry than ia commonly 
assumed. Some time ago, the writer of several articles 
in the London Timet~, on the causes of India's poverty,. 
described the Indian . weaving industry · as being 

6 
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organised on the priruitiYe sy~m by ,.-bich every 
village produced the cloth rer-Juired by i!i<elf, and q noted 
Adam Smith to r-lww the economic unsoundness of the 
principle. This desc-ription is only true as regarch the 
manufac.iure of some of the crJar:-ei>t de;;c.Tiptions of 
cloth med by villagers, and is by no means applicable 
to the indu,"i:ry as a whole. The weavers, 8J! a role, are 
organi;;ed into industrial communitie;;, sometim~ num
bering thou~ands of workers, wlw either through middle
men or by arrangements made by thelll.reh·e;;, ropply 
the requirements oflarge di;;triets and even th%e of 
dk-tant province!. Formerly, as is wen kD0\\'11, they 
were the centre~; of a great export trade also. The 
sudden cessation of thi;o trade by the Ea,'i India f..:Om
pany in the early part of the nineteenth century "·as 
probably the chief r~u.;;e of the Indian wea\'er being 
now a helpless tool in the hand.~ of the money-lender, 
and always the first victim in times of famine. 

The prineiple of the Danish C()-()perative eystem a~ 
applied to dairy farming is the combination of a num
ber of small proprietori! for sending their prodi:wts to a 
central factory in \\'hich eaeli tJf them ha;~ a share 
proportionate to the quantity of his contributions. In 
the management of the factory ..ach member has an 
absolutely equal voice, irr('!;T,r:«1ive of his holding. 
Adapting such a syrlem to the Indian weaving 
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industry, each weaving community would have a 
central establishment under its own c.ontrol which 
would arrange the purchase of materials at whole
·sale rates; . · prepare warps for the weavers' looms 
and organise the sale of the finished products. The 
actual weaving would be carried on as at present 
in the weavers' houses by the master weavers and theit 
apprentices. A system of :this kind would retain the 
economic advantages of the factory system and elimi
nate its many evils : it is obvious that a factory owned 
and controlled by the weavers themselves and worked 
only for their advantage is a very different thing to. a 
factory controlled by capitalists, only for the purpose of 
e~ploiting the labour of their employees. 

Neither would such a system prevent the weavers 
from making use of mechanical power to the fullest 
extent possible whenever they should find it advantage
ous to do so. But it would ensure that they always r~ 
mained the masters of the machine instead of being its 
slaves, and this alone would tend to diminish the abuse 
of mechanical power in art industry. Tlie pre!!ent 
monstrous overgrowth of the factory system by which 
thousands of looms are crowded. together under one roo( 
originated from the impossibility, in the. eai-ly days of 
the application of steam po\l•er to manufacturing pu~ 
poses, .of transmitting power. over. any considerabl~ 
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distances. Electricity and improvements in mechanical 
apparatus have changed all that and it would now be 
quite feasible, in Mysore for instance, to transmit the 
power from the Cauvery Falls to a vast number of 
weaving communities organised, as I have propo~ed, so 
that by turning a switch any weaver could convert his 
hand-loom into a power-loom whenever and for as long 
as he might choose. Modern science is also giving to 
the individual workman a means of freeing himself 
from the serfdom of the factory system by constantly 
lowering the minimum of power which can be profitably 
employed for industrial purposes. This means that 
many industries can be profitably worked on a much 
smaller scale than formerly. 

It would not be at all surprising if the further 
advance in this direction which is inevitable should 
lead to a great revival of the old system of the single 
workshop with its master workman and apprentices. 
Af; I pointed out in a note on hand-loom weaving which 
was communicated to . the Industrial Conference at 
Benares in 1905, the weaver's loom is a one-man power 
machine, and no advantage can be gained by applying 
more than a one-man power to it. As soon as the 
means of producing mechanical power and the applica
tion of it to industrial purposes is so far improved 
that the master workman and his five or six apprentices 
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can use it at almost as cheap a rate as the employer 
of thousands of mill hands, the capitalist will find the 
field for the exploitation of skilled labour considerably 
restricted. The scientific principle of art industry will 
then once more assert itself. 

Nothing is more remarkable in recent industrial 
developments in Europe and America than the re
introduction of methods and systems which, half a 
century ago, were ridiculed as effete and obsolete. The· 
Indian Trade Jou1•nal recently stated the fact that 
the Japanese Government, in preparing to compete 
with European nations for commercial supremacy, " is 
showing a distinct reversion to former ways and 
methods." It especially drew attention to the steps 
which are being taken in Japan to reorganise the old 
Trade Guilds. The Journal summed up its comments 
in the following words :-" In re-adapting ancient 
methods Japan places herself somewhat in advance of 
other nations, the present national tendency being to 
stimulate and encourage trade by every possible means. 
Germany is perhaps the most advanced exponent of 
co-operative export trading, supported by the encourage
ment and aid of the State, and Japan does but go one 
step further in the same path. The lessons to be drawn 
from these considerations is that as the various Guilds 
grow in power and influence they will be able to 
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dictate to European or American traders, unless the 
latter also enter into combination. This conclusion not 
only applies to trade in Japan, but also to trade in 
China, Manchuria and Korea." · 

In India, up to the present time, it has been usual 
to regard the caste system, which is the Indian coun
terpart of the Trade Guilds of Japan and Europe, as 
an impediment to economic progress, instead of the 
strongest basis for re-construction. As India in rela
tion to art and industry a]ways lags fifty years behind 
the least progressive thought of Europe, it is to be feared 
that bull-in-the-china-shop methods will continue to 
play havoc with Indian industrial institution for 
an indefinite period. Fifty years hence, perhaps, India 
will begin to discover that by following in the wake of 
European progress, instead of showing the way, she bas 
thrown away a great deal of her most valuable 
possessions and reaped a crop of difficulties even more 
formidable than those she has to deal with now.
East an~ West, August 1907. 

__ .......,_ 



ART AND EDUCATION IN INDIA. 

One of the greatest of Greek philosophers in a 
few memorable sentences has indicated the proper place 
of art in an ideal educational system : 

To use the beauties of earth as steps along which he mounts 
upwards, going irom one to two, and from two to all fair forms, 
and from fair forms to fair actions, and from fair actions to fair 
notions, until from fair notions he arrives r.t the notion of abso
lute beauty, and at last knows what the essence of beauty is. 

The Greeks, whose religious and philosophical ideas 
were founded on the closest observation of Nature, 
were deeply impressed by the invariable correlation 
between perfect beauty and perfel~t fitness, which is 
found in all of Nature's handiwork. The study of this 
universal law led them to regard the resthetic faculty 
as part of that divine nature which lifts mankind above 
the brute creation, and must be cherished as the most 
precious endowment. Art, or the science of the beauti· · 
ful, was to them a second religion ; it became the 
daily bread of their intellectual life. To respect art 
was a national as well a~ an individual duty, because 
its influence tends to develop the best moral virtues in 
~citizen. It teaches patience- and honesty, for no 
good art is produced without them. It teaches rever
ence, for admiration . of t.he , beautiful is the main~ 
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spring of the resthetic faculty. It begets unselfishness, 
for resthetic enjoyment is not obtained, like so many· 
other of men's pleasure!~, at other people's expense, 
and it is increased when others share in it. It tends 
to elevate the mind and to create a disiike for all that 
is mean, dirty, and sordid. 

English higher education in the nineteenth cen

tury was based theoretically on Greek traditions. But 
if one seeks in the national life for . the effect of so
called classic education the difference between theory 
and practice can be seen too plainly. If the poetical 
inspiration of Shakespeare and )lilton is often a hidden 
mystery to the Indian student who kuows all his text 
and notes by heart, just as often the English schoolboy, 
who pores over his Greek idioms and syntax, remains 
in sublime ignorance of the ideas and impulses 
which brought the Greek nation to the highest 
summit of civilisation. The classic ideal in the 
modem English educational system lost the 
quickening influence it possessed in the sixteenth 
century, not because Greek literature and art 
are any less fresh and beautiful, but because the system 
ignored the motives and ideas, contained in Greek 
civilisation, of which Greek literature and art were the 
expression. The sixteenth century, when the influence 
of Greek literature and art was -so powerfully felt in 
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Europe, was the crest of a great intellectual and artistic 
wave which passed over the whole civilised world, 
affecting India, Persia, China, and Japan, almost as 
much as it did Italy and other European countries. 
Even in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the 
literature and ·art of Greece were an influence. only, not 

·the source of inspiration. They were the quickening 
influence in the Renaissance in Italy, because the in-. 
tellectual and social conditions of the time were in 
many ways analogous to those which had gi\ren them 
birth in ancient Greece, not from an inherent creative 
power contained in themselves, as modern pedagogy 
would have us believe. But the educational traditions 
of the pseudo-classic school have still many followers, 
and the English public-school boy is t{)o often fed on 
the husks of Greek literature, in thfl belief that style is 
the only end of literary expression. The usual art 
teaching in English public schools is just as remote 
from the spirit of Greek philosophy. Al't1 according 
to modern pedagogy, is merely a fashionable taste for 
water-colour landscape painting, and with more or less 
skill in this elegant accomplishment most Engli~hmen 
are ready to decide all artistic questions. In the · 
schoolboy's after-life this rigid adherence to forms 
without principles, and fashions without motives, de
graded nineteenth-century art o.s much as it degr~ded 
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social life. The training of the artist and architect 
was based on a slansh imitation of effete schools and 
defunct styles. The liYing art of the Greeb applied to 
practical life the principles of perfect order, perfect 
arrangement, perfect workmanship, and perfect fitness 
for use, which are always found in Satrire's work and 
r~:>gulat~ all healthy styles of art. Beauty wns sought 
after not merely for its own sake, but because to the 
Greeks absolute beauty was absolute perfection. But 
the nineteenth century forsook the cult of the beauti
ful for the cult of the golden calf. So much of the art 
of the greater part of the nineteenth century as really 
entered into the life of the nation, and was not rele
gated to museums and picture gallerie;;, w-as gen~:>rally 

devoid of reality and life; it was YUlgar ostentation 
when it w-as not ramp~n~ ugliness, insipidity and 
inanity w-hen it was not a cloak for stupid c.>n:>truction 
or dishonest workmanship. 

It is the supreme merit of the new mo-:e
ment in art (by which I do not· mean any particular 
sect or clique, but the general re\·olt against dead 
academic formula-) that, in spite of the eccen
tricities and extravagances which attend all .great 
transitions, it bas brought life !lnd sincerity into 
the teaching and practice of art. It has taught 
that style in art is the exo~ric npression of an 
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esoteric meaning, and that to separate the one from 
the other is to divorce the body from the soul. It has 
taught that neither the Greeks nor the.Romans nor 
the master-minds of the J\Iiddle Ages have exhausted 
all the resources of art, which must always seek the 
form of expression best adapted to the thoughts and 
necessities of the times. And, above all, it has taught 
that art is not a curiosity for museums, but a benefi
CE.'nt influence in public and private life; not a fashion 
but a faculty; not the privilege of a caste, but a 
divine gift to humanity. 

India, unfortunately, affords another example of 
the difference between theory and practice, for the 
conditions which exist in India are in every way 
favourable for putting into practice the theories of 
Greek philosophy which English highet: education 
professes to take for its gospel. India is the only part 
of the British Empire where the resthetic ~ense of the 
people, in spite of all that British philistinism has done 
to suppress it, strongly influences their every day life. 
It is pitiful to find, even in semi-European cities like 
Bombay and Calcutta-where nine out of ten of the 
imposing public buildings built for the official admin
istration flaunt before the native .gaze the banalities and 
vulgarities of the worst English nint'~teenth-century 

architecture-that one may go into· a. back slum and 
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see a modern :Mahomedan mosque or Hindu temple, in 
which the native workman, in naive admiration, has 
borrowed the details from these Gothic or ClMsic atro
cities, and contrived by the unconscious exercise of his 
inner a:-sthetic consciousness to build something which 
defies all the musty canons of scholastic architectural 
law, but yet reveals something of that essenHal 8pirit 
of beauty which all living art possesses. In places 
more remote from European influence, the houses, 
mosques and temples built by native workmen of the 
present day, who have had no other education than 
the traditions of their fathers, are hardly less eloquent 
than the riobler monuments of the past in their silent 
protest against the stupid materialism and the false 
classicism with which the art of the West would in
struct the art of the East. 

Perhaps the greatest fault to be found with our 
educational methods in India is in their lack of 
imagination. Following the traditions of the English 
Public School we have always regarded the schoolboy 
as an animal in which the imaginative faculties 
should be sternly repressed. Build a barrack in the 
heart of a dirty, overcrowded city, pack it with stu
dents--that is a college. Cram the students with 
Shakespeare and :Milton before they can express their 
own ideas in tolerable modern English-that is cul'7 
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ture. It would appear from the evidence given be
fore Lord Curzon's Universities Commission that 
there are still many exponents of this kind of 
education flourishing under the shelter of our 
Indian Universities. Greatly concerned for the 
lack of moral principle in the generation newly 
fledged under their own protection, some Indian 
educational authorities have for many years been 
seeking a moral text-book as a remedy for the evil, 
They are still vainly looking for that text-book, though 
India has a very old one and a very good one, which 
has served the world for many ages. Plato found it 
twenty-three centuries ago-'To use the beauties of 
earth as steps along which he mounts upwards.' Our 
forefatheril knew it when they built the most faiLous 
of our seats of learning and joined the resources of art 
to the richest of Nature's endowments. Darwin, in the 
nineteenth century, proclaimed the scientific truth 
contained in it, when he taught the influnce of environ
ment upon the development of species. 

It is not perhaps astonishing to find that many 
educationists in India, both native and European, have 
not risen higher in their conception of education than 
the routine of instruction which for many generations 
has been considered the only one suitable for an English 
gentleman. We have taught English to the Indian 
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schoolboy ju!lt as Greek is taught to the English school
boy. All the accidence, prosody aud etymology, which 
to the average EngliRh schoolmaster represent Greek 
literature and thought, stand for Shakespeare's 'native 
wood-notes wild ' in the mind of the average Indian 
teacher. And the attitude of Indian educationsts towards 
a;t only reflects the universal ideas of the greater part of 
the nineteenth century not only in England but in the 
greater part ofEurope. B11t the vital difference between 

the conditions prevailing in Europe and in India make 
the consequences of our educational deficiencies and 
mistakes far more serious to the Indian social system 
th::tn they arE to our own. The Englishman's school 
career is only one of the many influences which help to 
form his character and mental development. He has 
endless opportunities-both during his schooldays and 
afterwards-of supplying for himself the wants of his 
individuttl aptitudE's and tendencies which his school
training leaves unsatisfied. The public-school system, 
with all its shortcomings, at least leaves him with a 
mens sana in CO?'JlO?·e sana, free and eager to fight the 
battle of life. The same cannot always be said for 
higher education in India. The ordinary Indian 
schoolboy, directly he leaves his vernacular studies and 
enters upon his University course, finds himself 
in r.n entirely artificial environment of ideas in which 
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~ven his teachers are ofteu helpless to guide him. 
Certainly there is a small proportion of students 
who8e families for s~veral generations have lived in 
-close intercourse with European society and have 
adopted more or less English ways of Jiving. Suc}l 
"Students begin their regular English studies under 
much more f~vourable conditions, for they have learnt 
to speak English and to imbibe English ideas almost 
from childhood. But the great majority of Indian 
students have little or nothing outside the four walls 
of their Schoolhouse or College to aid them in finding 
their way along the bewildering paths of European 
thought. Less resourceful and less active than their 
English fellows, as Indian schoolboys generally are, it, 
is not. surprising, when they discover so little food for · 
their reflective and imaginative faculties in the mental 
fare provided for them, that they . should be quite 
content to let the most precious part of their intell~
tual possessions. lie fallow and only cult.ivate that which 
promises the surest and easiest way of obtaining their 
8.('ademic diplomas-namely, a retentive memory~ 

Spending the best part of their schooldays i~ P,ingy 
arid dirty class-rooms and in the squalor of.~.ven dingier 
and dirtier lodgings, with little or nothing of the. dii\1; 
tractions which help to mak~ the English. boy's scb~ok 
days the happie~t time of.his life, theit: braiQs C9Dst.an~IJ 
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racked in the endeavour to assimilate what the incompe
tence or indifference of their teachers often reduces to 
a meaningless jargon of words, there need be little 
wonder that so many finish their school career with no 
other ambition and no other hope than to find at last 
some comfortable harbour for cerebral inertia in a 
Government or private office. 

Yet, however much some of our educational methods 
may· be open to criticism, it must always be allowed 
that in the intl;'oduction of a system of higher educa
tion, based upon the teaching of a language and ideas 
entirely foreign to the people, there have been extraor
dinary difficulties. The intellectual gifts which make a 
really great teacher are as rare as a four-leaved sham
rock, and it is hardly the fault of the Indian Education 
Department, with its huge organisation, that it has not 
been able to grow enough for its requirements. Its 
weakest points, perhaps, have been t.hose which are the 
common failings of all Government Departments-too 
great reliance on cut and dried systems a:pd too little 
11.ttention to the quality and training of its Executive 
officers. But I fear that history will not judge the 
trt>atment of the artistic side of education in India 
with the same indulgence, for on the one hand we have 
neglected the most magnificent opportunity, and on 
the other hand countenanced and encouraged the most 
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ruthless barbarit.y. Evtm the Goths and Vandals in 
their most ferocious iconoclasm did Jess injury to art' 
than that which we h.ave done and continue to do in 
the name of European civilisation. If the Goths 
and Vandals destroyed , they brought with them the-· 
genius to · reconstruct. But we; a nation whose 
resthetic understanding has been deadened by genera
tions of pedantry and false teaching, have done all that. 
indifference arid active pbilisti~ism could do to suppress: 
the lively inborn. artistic sense of the Indian peoples. 
All that.recent Indian administrations have done te> 
support and encourage art is but a feather in the .scale 
against the destructive counter-influences,, originating· 
in times le~s sympathetic to Indian art which have been 
allowed to continue under their authority. 
•· Schools of Art have been established in the four chief 
Presidency Cities, but they have been left so much to 
their .own de,·ices that for thirty years the teaching in 
two of them ignored the very existence of any indigen~ 
ous art. For several years past one of the largest has 
devoted itself almost entirely to the manufacture ~f' 

aluminium cooking-vessels, and this· year another new 
enterprise in the application of art to modern life evoked 
fr.om the controlling authority of this school the expres
ilion of a pious doubt as to whether experimenting in 
aero-motors was the proper function of a School of Art t 

7 
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Government subsidieshavebeengiven to Art Exhibition;;, 
but with so little discrimination or definite purpose that, 
instead of encouraging the highest possible standard of 
design and workm.anship-tbe only justification of State 
.aid-they have helped to degrade Indian art, and in 
the long run to injure it commercially, by advertising 
the inferior productions manufactured only for the Euro
pean and American markets. Though large sums have 
been spent in building and maintaining them, there is 
hardly an Art Museum in India which has bad qualified 
artistic advice in the purchase of its collections. These. 
however, are merely ordinary symptoms of nineteenth
-century incapacity to deal seriously and sanely with art 
questions; and however weH managed they might be, 
four Schools of Art, a half dozen Museums, and an 
occasional Exhibition could not affect very deeply the art
istic sense of three hm:.dred million peo.{>le.If art had ewr 
been considered of sufficient importance in India to 
engage the serious attention of responsible administra
tors, we should newr have placed any great reliance 
upon the artificial stimulants which the low ,-itality of 
our :.esthetic constitutions renders necet:sary in Europe. 
For the one conspicuoU3 fact which must force itself 
upon the attention of any one who ;;eriously studies 
the artistic condition of India is that in the real India, 
which exists outside the semi-Europeanised society we 
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bave cteatedf art belongs as much to the everyday-life 
'()f the people as it did in ancient Greece.. In Europe 
we play with art as a child plays with a· toy, not know-; 
ing it.s use except as a: plaything.· The artist is a: 
-specialist who is called in by thoE!e who can afford to 
pay for the amusement; but art is always more or Jess. 
a frivolity which serious and sensible people dispense. 
with as much as pos~iblP, exct>pt when it happens to be 
fashionablP. In thP Hindu social orgauisation t.here are 
no Schools of Art, no Art l\fu~eums, but art Jives and 
is felt as much by the ryot as by the maharajah. In 
the typical Hindu village' every carpenter; mason, potter· 
blacksmith, brass-smith, and weaver is an artist, and. 
the making of cooking-pots is as much an artistic and 
religious work as the building of the village temple. 
:So throughout our vast Indian Empire there is a most 
marvellous store of art.i~tic material available for educa-. 
tionRI and economic purposes, euch as exists nowhere . 
·in EuropE'. 

How have we used this extraordinary opportunity for 
restoring the real cla!<sic ideal of education which the 
youth of England fondly regard M their own? The 
.answer given by the schools, public buildings and streets 
·of Anglo-Indian towns and cities should make us 
.ashamed of ninPteenth-century ·civilisation.-

The great national educator in ari:• that which bringrt 
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art home to us and inakes'it Hve .with US----cnamely; t.he 
arGhitecture of the country-we have practically· cori'-· 
verted in India~ into a1:Governmeht monopoly.; .Thus,· for 
the last fifty years at least, we have b'ad· at band a really 
effective instrument l5y which, without spending an extra 
rupel", without Schools of Art, ·without Art Museums~ 
and without Exhibitions, we could have' stimulated the 
whole artistic: intelligen~e: of the' people and brought 
prosperity to: the pril'lcipal ant industries. · This inti:u,.: 
ment we ha\"e•deliberately thlfown away. Let us' examine 
this point carefully; In European· architecture' of the 
last few centuries'there bas gradually grown 'up a hard 
and fast distinction between architecture' 'and building
-the same false • 'distinction which is commonly made 
betweert artistic work and tisefi1l work, 'The natural 
consequence waR· that the builder became less and less' 
an architect, arid the architect le~s and less a buildet' 

. Gradually the builder became an unintelligent tool in 

. the hands of the architect, and the architect, instead of 
evolving artistic ideas fro~ structural necessities, 
came to regard his art ~ither· as a screen for concealing· 
the ugliness of constructi<m or as a means of forcing 
construction into certain conventional moulds whil!h 
be wrongly called ' styles.' . With the total loss of 
artistic expression in building which we reached in the 
middle of the nineteenth century, European architecture 
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degenerated into a confu~ed jumble of archreological 
ideas borrow.ed 'from the buildit;gs of former times. In 
India:, on the other band, architecture has continued 
to be a iivi~g' art dow~ to· the present day, becaus~ 
there building and architecture;ia:re alw~ys on~: · The 
master-mason is both builder and architect; just ns he 
was in Europe 'i;, the Middle Ages. Over a great part 
-of Northern' India there still 'exist' descendants of the 
master-builders of the Mogul period,'practising their 
art as it was practised in· tiie days of Akbar, Jahnngir, 
and Shah Jahan. If they do not 'now produce a~ything 
to compare with the masterpieces of those d<tys; how 
.COUld it be E.'Xpected under the conditions which our 
shortsighted policy imposes upon· them ? For· ever 
since we have created a: Go\'er~me~t monopoly in 
architectnre; we hav~ totaJly ignored these men, who 
could teach• us more· of the' art of building than we 
.c~uld teach them ; we have boycotted them and the 

art industries deJ?endent '1:\l?on them~ and h!l-ve foisted 
upon In~ia. the falsest of our ~ineteenth-century art, 
which means nothing and t.eaches nothing, and is 
utterly unworthy of the dignity' and intelligence of' 

the English .n~tion·. . . . . . . . 
·What Fergusson \Vrote nearly. thirty year~ ago in his 

Histo7"'!J of Indian 'and Eastel'iL A1·chitectu1·e is almost., 
as true now as it was then : · 
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' Arch"itecture in India is still a living art, practised on the princi
ples . whiCh caused its wonderful development in Earope in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and there consequently and there
alone;the .~tudent .of architecture has a chance of seeing the rea;! 
prin.ciple~ 'of the .art in action. I.n Em·ope;11t the pre&ent day. 
architecture is practised ·in· a manner so auomalous and so abnormal 
that few, if any, have hithet·to been able to shake off the influence 
of a fa!Re system and see that the art of Ornamental building can 
be based on principles of common sense, and that when so practisd 
the result not only is, but mvst l;le, satisfactory. 

What a tremendous impetus we should have given 
to Indian art had we only marJe a sensible use of the 
;men who thus carry on the livingtraditions of architec
ture when we spent the many crores of rupees which 
have been sunk in the so-called impo:;ing public build
ings of Bombay and Calcutta! What an ohject-lessoQ 
those citie~ might have been both to ourselveH and to 
the rest of the Empire! ArP these indigenous style;; 
of India all un~uitable for our requirements in building? 
No one will imagine that w~10 tries to appreciate the 
essential difference between a living al)d an academic 
style of architec

1
ture. The modern Enropean architect~ 

when he is designing holds up to his mind, either 
contlciously or unconsciously, some ancient building or 
buildings as patter;~s to imitate. This is why we so often 
see theatres like Greek temples, hospitals like churche><. 
a~I)d s.t;x9t;I~bftln villas li~e medireval castles. Tbe original 
~esig~;~ers of ,these pa~tern buildings very rarely thought 
{)[imitating any thing else. They were taught now to. 
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build and having learnt, they made their buildings suita
ble for the purposes for which they were intended, with
out any thought of the buildings their ancestors · had 
made for their own purpoaes. It is exactly the same 
with the modern Indian architect. It is unreasonable to
suppose that such past masters in the art. of building 
atdhe Moguls showed themselves to be, could· not have 
designed a hospital, police st.ation, railway station, or 
any other accessory of modern life, as well as they 
built a palace, mosque, or mausoleum. No one can 
-suppose that they would have been so stupid as we are 
a1id make a hospital like a mosque or a town-ball like 
·a mauwleum. Neither is it reasonable to assume that 
that the deScendants of these men, who still carry on 

·their traditions, could not understand our requirements 
if we attempted to teach them or give them the opportu~ 
ityof learnilig. But the Indian Public Works erigineersr 
.with a. ft>w exceptions, have never attempted to study 
lhe architecture of the country and have always worked 
on the bliiid assumption that the native architects have 
only built temples and mosques, forgetting that we 
{)Urselves have destroyed, or allowed to decay, most of' 
the civll buildings which the Mogul and other Indian. 
architect.'! constructed. 

But ho"'' it may be asked, does this architectural 
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..question affect tht> problem of genet•!il education r 
Because, until the art education of India is put, upon a 
-sane and practical basis, art can never take the place 
it ought to take in a thorough system of gent>ral 
education. As long as the great Government building 
·department in India use~ it.s whole influence to stifle 
the artistic sentiments of the peoph•, it stultifit>s nil that 
is being done or might be done educationally in a 
·different direction. For every one who knows India is 
aware what a powerful influence Government h1itiative 
has upon popular feeling. l n England, if the Gowrn
ment were to adopt ancient Egyptian or Babylonian 
architectural ideas in the designs of p~1blic office~, it is 
highly improbable that the Royal Imtitute of British 
Architects would make the practice of the;;:P style:; 

,,compulsory on its memberH, or that the general public 
would follow offit~ial example. But in India official 
authori'ty controls the fashion in nrchitecturt>, ns in 
many other things,- especially in the more advanct>d or 
more Europeanist>il provinces. The Engineering Colh·ges 
in India follow the example of Cooper's Hill in tt>aching 
·only European st_);tes, and even European architects 
who are not in Government service are obliged by force 
of circumstances to adopt the official fashion. So the 
native hereditary builder has been d<>pri1·ed of all 
-<>fficial and a great deal of non-official patronage unless 
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be bas forsaken the art of his forefathers and blindly 
followed his blind European leaders. Consequently 
also the. wood-carvers, ston~-carvers, painters, and all 
t.he othPr craftsmen connected directly or indirectly 
·with i.rchitecture (a category which includes nearly all 
the industrial arts) find the principle source of employ
ment cut off from t.hem. Thus do we, in the name 
<>f European culture and civilisation, cmsh out the 

.. artistic feeling of the Indian peoples. 
What then are tle necessary steps to take in order 

to put the Indian educational system on a better foot
ing with regard to art teaching ? . For, if we really 
believe in the teaching of Greek !Jh.ilosophy and Greek 
.civilisation we mul3t be convinced that it is no real 
.edueation which doe;; not help to develop all the higher 
imaginative faculties. First, we must acce1'lt .the prin
.ciple u•hich the Greeks acted upon, that which has been 
acknowledged more or less in every country, though in 
the nineteenth cPntury we tried to_ ignore .it-namely, 
the influence of environment on the development of 
mind and character. The greatness or; meanness of 
men's motives isrefiPctedin the surroundiitgs they make 
for themseh·es; and inversely, i[ we .educate young 
India to mean and ignoble surroundings. we must not 
.expect great things from them, eitht>r. rt'spect for US or 
respect for themselveR. We can doubt that the sit~a.-
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tion of Eton College, with all its noble surroundings in 
that lovely part of the Thames Valley which is the 
'delight of every artist, bas had a great influence 
for good-not the less· profound because it cannot 
be · . gauged' by examin~tions-on the mind and 
charactc:>r of those who have had the advantage of 
learning in the most famous of English schools! Eton 
ii.• not an isolated examp!e; most of the old English 
Schools and Col1c:>ges are distinguished both by archi
te'ctural beauty:and by t,he beauty of their surroundings. 
·Though it cannot be 'stated in definite terms or 
calculated .by statistic~, the whole English ·natioi:t 
benefits spidtually, morally, and in'tellectnally by the 
'wisdom and: loving care of our forefathers when they 
b11ilt the old Schoola and_ Colleges of which we are just
ly' proud. If we .had shown more of the sanie wisdom anil 
care in our educational efforts in India, the feeble shoot 
·of "Tedern cu'lture which we have been trying to
.graft upon the anci~nt civilisation ofthe countrymight 
by now ha\·e been a more vigorous bntnch. There are 
.many Colleges ·and Schools cormected with Indian Uni
'":ersities 'in which the most ordinary necessities and 
:decen_cies ·. of- school-life'. are hardly attended to. A 
.short time- ago the Vice-Chancellor 'of the ·Bombay 
·University referred in· a le-Cture to certain schools in 
Upper· JO,dia in whic1l,· he said, everything was fi:tt.ed to-
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depress the minds of the stude11fs :· the rodms ·that 
·were there were de~;titute of proper light, destitute" of 
every kind of reasonable appliances, . and yet . these 
histitutions rejoiced in a high..:sound.ing titie and ~ere· 
recognised by the University. I think every one will 
agree with the Vice-Chancellor's dew that it wouid be 
:be"tter to conduct a High School under the shadow of a 
-baoylm tree than in such places as these, for much of 
lbe ancient culture of India ·has grown up under 
·banyan trees. Such. cases as tbE>se may be extrE>me, 
but hardly anywhere in India-certainly not in Bengal' 
·-has it yet Qeen accepted as an axiom th11t education 
bas a great concern In choosing or arrangit1g harmoni
ous surroundings for Schools and Colleges .. 
' 'When· we liave attended to thE" surrounciings .of 
schools,.)et us· turn our attention. to the buildings· and 
try to free our,minds from the popular fallacy that· art 
is an' expen~;ive luxury.· Art :is' a luxury with U!l, only 
bectmse we in our· foolishnes!(have ·made it so.' In 
India art is no luxury; it is the ·common· property· of 
the' poorest and 'the richest.. The ·art of the pensai1t is
just a11'realandjust as irue as the art of the ·greatl>st 
in!lharajah •. We practise· jlO ·econQmy, but the most 
reckless·wastefulness; when: we check ihe natural deve'-· 
lopment of Intlian art' and architecture anti surround· 
Iridian atudenis witll all th.e uglinesli · EuroJ?e produc~<i 
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in· the nineteenth century. Set Indian art free to 
follow its natural channel, remove the impediments we 
have placed in its course; ann it can . ILinister to the 
spiritual ~ndintellectual needs of .India and at the 
same time increase the prosperity of the people and add 
.to the resources of the State. And when we have 
provided Indian students with an environment which 
will help to elevate their moral and intellectual facul
ties, let us try in every way to stimulate their love for 
what is beautiful in nature and in art. The Gov
ernment of India and some of the Local Governments 
publish from time to time many excellent illuRtrations 
of Indian art and architecture, which in India, at least, 
serve no othe1· purpose than to help to fill the almirahs 
-of Government Offices. Such illustrations might be 
used to brighten the class~rooms and corridors of 
Indian Schools and Colleges, and to accustom the ('yes 
of studen~.s to be~utiful things. .Let us get rid of that 
false _culture which reduces education to a dull system 
-of mental gymnastics, which crams an Indian under.:. 
.graduate with Shakespeare's plays, but lE:aves him 
ignorant of everything in Leaven and earth that 
:Shakespeare included in his philosophy. It is not 
education, but the most pernicious pedantry, which 

. uses Western culture to blind the .eyes and. s~op 
the ears. of. Indian youth to all that the nature, the 
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att, and the culture of their own country have to t.each 
them, 
.• ~ · With: regard to methods of direct art teaching, an 
inte~ligent system of in.struction in Drdwing should not 
o~ly.develop the powers of observation but teach stu· 
dents to appreciate· beauty of form and line. "'IY~ 

should by all ·means avoid in India the mistake so-. 
frequently made in English public schools through 
which art education comes to mean amateur· picture
painting. Picture-painting holds precisely the same· 
place. in att that novel-writing and poetry hold· in 
literature, I imaginfl that no serious educationist would 
ever prc>pose to 'make practice in writing novels or· 
poems the principal part of literary exercise in public· 
schools; The increase in the number of minor novelists· 
and minor poets which such a system would produce is 
too alarming to contemplate. n is only another proof 
Qf the incapacity of our generation to take art 8eriously 
that we should have ever adopted such a method of art·· 
teaching as a part of a general education. 

When studente have been taught to obserYe and , 
their hands have been practised in Drawing, I know ot 
no better way of developing their artistic perception 
than the practice of elementary .design. Design is the· 
foundation of all art practice, and, properly taught, it 
is not only a very fascinating study, but it tends to-
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lhealthier and wider views of art than sketching in oils 
.and water-colours. 

The Indian student 'has a great natural aptitude 
for ornamental design which can be easily developed~ 
I. have always made a point' of including elementary 
·design in the course for the native Drawing teachers 
_trained t:nder me in the Madras and Calcutta Schools 
·of Art, and· I have seen some excellent work done by 
the ptipils of these teachers in some of the Madras 
oColleges. 

'I:believe that work of this kind is educationally 
valuable, even though the students after vocation may 
'be only to fill up official forms or to' write objection 
~'>tatements. To understand beauty; to enjoy it and feel 
that it is necessary for us, is surely not merely idle 
gratification. The whole history of mankind shows how 
generation after generation of every race strives, 
-consciously or unconsciously, to understand beauty. 
It is a ,;truggle to lift ourselves into a higher plane of 
intelligence, to obtain in this life some diin knowledge 
·of one of t.he eternal laws on which the universe is 
-constructed, a presentiment of that Nirvana (If perfect 
beauty of which Plato wrote, on which all the hopes of 
1mmanity are fixed.-Ninetee·nth Century and Ajtm:, 
.Februcwy, 1903. 
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II 
The educational branch of the Indian administration 

laa;o not, on i:l1P whole, qeen conspicuous for its succe~ses. 
AftPr many experirnPnts nnd failures,. it may be said 
to be auaptillg' it~ .. ]f gm.innlly to the· peculiar and 
-diverse conditions of the country, but it has hardly yet 
passed through the experimental stage, and many of 
the mistakes of its first organisation have yet to be 
remedied. .For years England herself lagged far 
bt>hind many European nations in educational matters, 
:llnd it was only human, therefore, that Indian adminis
trators, ovt>rburdened with all t.be complicated and 
·delicate prob;t>ms connectPd with the government of 
the Empire, should fail to achieve a conspicuous 
-suecess in a question the mother-country had so much 
neglected. But there is this peculiarity about art 
-ed~cation in l?dia, that whPreas, in every other depart
mt>nt of the service, profit has been derived from 
failures and progress evolved from mistakes, this one 
alone seems to be alway~; enveloped in difficulty and 
-doubt, without a prol':pect of enlightenment, and alwayg 
the subjt>ct of discussion!' ending in the most lame and· 
impotent.conclusions. This is the more extraordinary; 
;;ince in India the general conditions. are altogether 
favourable for art progress. Ever since the da\\'n of 
l1istory, Ind1a has been known ns t.he nu•·sery of art, 
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and, before the British rule. was established, the artistic 

instincts of the people have never been suppressed. 
Every religious sect-Brahmin, Jain, Buddhist, Sikh 
or Mahomedan-bave left their mark on the art of thtl" 
country; all the conquering hordes, which, century 
after century, swept down from the North and ravaged 
the country, have brought art in their train and written 
the history of their times in masterpieces which will 
ever remain the admiration of the world. We have 
established a peace such as India has never known 
before Liberty of the subject. law and order, material 
progress, in fact, all the first conditions favourable 
to the development of art, among a people whose tradi
tions and instincts are always artistic-all these we 
have established in the India of to-day ; why is it, 
then, that the last half century, so far from being 
a great art epoch, finds Indian art year by year becom
ing more corrupt and degraded ? 

No one who knows India well can fail to see how the 
taste of the native aristocracy and plutocracy has been 
utterly vitiated; how indigenous archi~ecture has be
come almost extinct ; how the art handicrafts of the 
country are only explcited for the sake of gain by the 
Philistine dealer, whose standard of taste is regulate' 
by the demands of tourists and curiosity-hunters. 
Indian art has fallen into such disrepute among the 
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natives themselves that everything which does not 
come straight from Europe is looked upon as something 
inferior. The nativ':'. nobility affect a taste for the 
Brummagem art we have introduced into the country, 
and a sentimental pas~ion for spurious Old Masters 
supplied to them at fancy prices by unscrupulous 
agents and picture dealers. What remains to-day 'of 
the real, living art of India must be looked for in out 
of the way places, and is regarded by the natives as old 
fashioned and behind the time~. Even the curiosity 
dealer finds his business not what it used to be. The 
not too discriminating taste of the globe-trotter is 
getting rather nauseated with the commonplace bric
a-brac which is palmed off upon him as Indian art, 
and even the glamour of the gorgeous East hardly 
spreads a halo of romance over the crude and tasteless 
ornament manufactured for the European and Ameri
can market. ' The painful fact must be admitted, that, 
whatever the cause may be, since our rule has been 
established, the old art of India has been almost killed ; 
the taste of the people, formerly led into safe paths by 
the traditions of Indian handicraftsmen, has been 
changed and corrupted, "Vhile we have given nothing 
from our own :national art to compensate India for 
what bas been lost. 

This is not an exaggerated picture o£ the present 
8 
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state of art in India. The facts have been more or 
less fully realised by the Indian Government for some 
time past. The causes which have produced such a 
state of thiugs have been far less perfectly understood. 
Generally the question has been treated more from the 
standpoiut of a municipal council than as a matter 
of gre~t imperial concern, and though it has been 
dealt with in innumerable despatche;::, resolutions, 
reports of committees and other d•)cuments, hardly 
anything but vague s~ggestions and. rhetorical plati
tudes have ever come out of them. Of late years the 

. general drift of policy has been to treat Indian att as 
something too abstruse and mysterious to be interfered 
with, even for saving it from annihilation. But as 
a scape-goat must always be found, when the wheels 
of official administration do not run smoothly, the 
Indian Schools of Art have most unjustly been held re
sponsible for a state of things which they could never, 
under the most favourable condition;::, ha,·e prevented. 
For how could four Schools of Art, separated from 
each other by many hundreds of milE-s and under 
different Administrations, which have never yet been 
.able to decide a definite and continuous policy for the · 
development of art E'<iucation, be expected to effect a 
revolution in the art feeling of 350,000,000 people, or 
to influence, to any appreciable extent, those adverse 
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·conditions which in the nature of things must· have 
been very deep-seated and wide-spreading to have 
producPd such di!'astrous effects on the art of the 
whole country? Whether the Schools of Art have 
been as successful as they might have been is 
quite beside the question. Certainly, within the 
scope which has been allowed them and in spite 
of many disadvantages, they have accomplished a 
great deal of solid, useful work, but no reasonable 
being, acquainted with the real condition of thiD;gs in 
India, would. ever believe for a moment that the salva
tion of Indian art depended solely on the efficiency or 
inefficiency of the Schools of Art at present existing. 

Indian art was certainly in a state of decadence 
before the British ascendancy, but we need hardly look 

·for any other explanation of this than in the political 
unrest, internal disorganisation, disorder and misgovern
ment which accompanied the dissolution of the M:ogul 
Empire. When these causes were removed, one would 
naturally expect that art would have revived under 
the benign influence of the " pax Brittanica." No 
doubt there were some influences, Qriginating with the 
very foundations of our Indian rule and long before we 
had any· pretence of a policy in art education, which, 
the more British influence predominated, acted 'more 
and more injuriously on art in · Inllia: · One," oC:•tb~e 
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-was the circmnstance that Madras, Bombay and 
-Calcutta, the centres from which the ascendancy of our 
rule radiatro over the whole of India, were not centres 
of Indian art. The early settlers of the old John 
Company were in no way concerned, as is the Govern
ment of India to-day, in the administration of a great 
Empire. They were hard-headed merchants absorbed 
in their own affain:, which were the development of 
the Company's trade and the protection of their lands 
and factories. There were no reasons of State why 
they should· concern themselves with the influence 
their example might ha>e on Indian art. It pleased 
their national pride and kept ali>e home memories to 
retain the architectural style then fashionable in the 
country- mansions, public offices and churches of 
England, and to imitate, as far as conditions of climate 
would permit, the life of the old country. When our 
influence became paramount in India, the style and 
standard of taste thus created in the capital cities 
became the mode! for all the native aristocracy under 
our protection. With the native princes it became the 
mark of modem culture and a sign of sympathy with 
the B-ritish domination to build and furnish their 
palaces in the same style. This was the beginning of 
the degradation of Indian art, for nothing more hope
leesly irreconcilable with Oriental ideas of art could 
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ever have been adopted than the cold, formal classicism 
then fasp.ionable in England. It was the greatest· 
misfortune for India t~at, at the time when the founda-. 
tions of our Indian administration were· laid,. the 
national taste in England had sunk to the lowest 
depths. It was the time when Westminster Abbey 
and St. Paul's were being filled with those horrors in 
marble, intended to glorify the deeds of the great 
departed, which still disfigure those two noble monu
ments of English art; when the old art handicrafts of 
the country were being almost extinguished by the 
cm~;hing competition of machine-made products, and 
when all individuality in architecture and the fine arts 
was drowned in a vapid affectation of classic taste. 

It may be doubted, however, whether, even if art 
taste in England at that time bad been better than it 
was, we should ever have arrived immediately at the 
right appreciation of the policy required for the develop
ment of art in India. It is one of our national pre
judices that what is good enough for the Anglo-Saxon 
is good enough for the rest ofthe world, if not too good. 
That was the keynote of our · policy in educational 
matt.f'rB in India, as well as in many other things. 

Howe¥er indifferent to the true interests of the 
country the Honorable East India Company may have 
been in their artistic ideas, the old Anglo-Indian 
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architecture had at least this merit-it was the best 
that England could produce at that time and, in spite 
of their monotony and baldness, the houses, churcht>s 
and other buildings of fifty years ago and older are not 
without a certain grim solemnity and dignity, in keep
ing with the prim fashions of the time and suggestive 
of the character of their occupants, while the hom•sty 
of purpose of the builders is shown by the strict rE-gard 
to comfort and adaptability to the climate with which 
all the old buildings were designed. Yery few modern 
Anglo-Indian buildings are equal to the old ones in . 
these respects. 

Since the Crown assumed thE' responsibilities of 
imperial rule, it must be admitted that some progress 
has been made in art education, though very little bas 
been done to repair the injuries unconsciously inflicted 
on Indian art by the early settlers of the East India 
Company. It is a great step gained that in educational 
matters generally, it is now being recognised that India 
is a country with an ancient civilisation, literature and 
art, containing within itself the means of development 
and requiring different methods of administration to 
primitive colonies like Australia, New Zealand or 
"Darkest Africa." The Schools of Art have generally 
improved upon the crude systems of art education im
ported from England when they were first instituted, 
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about 50 years ago, but Indian art on the whole still 
goes on the downward path. The measures which have 
been devised or proposed to arrest its decay amount to 
very little. Though Indian statesmen are always 
deploring the decline of native industries, it has never. 
yet occurred to them that the degradation of popular 
sentiment in art may be an important factor in this 
great question. As long as art is regarded only as a 
hobby, a means of distraction from the worries of serious 
official dutie8, but not. a subject of sufficient importance 
for the close personal attention of those who have the 
heavy care of Government on their shoulders, so long 
will Indian art continue to decay. The practical 
British mind looks to railways, canals, roads, 
bridges, famine prevention, sanitation and police, 
and the development of mills, factories and warehouses 
as the chief means of India's regeneration. Art is a 
mere question of sentime,nt which may be left for a 
more convenient question. Perhaps the artists of the 
nineteenth century are themselves greatly to blame for 
the att.itude which. the British public bas taken in 
regarding art as only a subject for society functions 
and drawing-room conversation, to be put aside in 
the serious work of every-day life. Art in the present 
century has been too much of a sham, and the general 
public, seeing the deception,. have fallen back on 
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pure utilitarianism, preferring honest ugliness to 
pretentious art. If art in England during the last 
quarter of a century has begun to assert itself again, 
to some extent, as an essential part of our national life, 
it is only because the better education of our artists 
and art workers of all classes has begun to convince 
the public that the elementary basis and justification 
of all technic art lies in the ultimate perfection of 
utility, and that even the highest forms of art gain 
in dignity from being associated with a utilitarian pur
pose. 

Modern Indian art is corrupt and decaying, because 
for the most part it has lost hold of the l'entiment of the 
people of the country. It is like EngliHh art of fifty 
years ago, affected and insincere. No art can ever 
flourish if the national sentiment is not in it. To find 
the causes which have led to the decay of Indian art we 
must, therefore, first investigate the rear:ons for this 
degradation of popular sentiment. At first thought any 
one who is not closely acquainted with Indian affairs 
might imagine that the explanation is easily to be 
found in the changed political eonditions of the country. 
It might be argued plausibly that, as the art of every 
country has its periods of rise and decay, so India under 
the domination of thP. practical and unsentimental 
Anglo-Saxon now turns its attention to purely indus-

• 
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trial pursuits and looks less to the imaginative and 
spiritual side of life. Against this argument we have 
the indisputable facts, which Indian statesmen are 
always deploring, that the proportion of the artisan to 
the rest of the population is either stationary or steadily ' 
diminishing, and that the native capit~list is even now 
very shy of any industrial undertaking, preferring to 
invest his money in landed property or in usury. 
Further more Indian art in all times before the British 
rule has always shown a wonderful power of assimilat
ing foreign influences, whether drawn from Europe or 
Asia. What then is the reason for the apparent blight
ing influence of the last fifty years on the· art of 
India? 

The history of the art of every country is contain
ed in the history of its architecture, at least in countries 
where architecture has reached the dignity of an art. 
Every national movement in art has first formed expres
sion in building. A decline in architecture means a 
decline in national taste, and thus when architecture 
decays the rest of the arts suffer with it. The gener~l 
truth of this proposition every student of art will admit. 
Architecture has given birth to all the arts of the painter 
and sculptor, the carver and inlayer of wood and stone, 
the glass painter, the plasterer, the gesso, or lacquer 
worker, and other minor arts, while it has exercised an 
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enormous influence on the development of other arts, 
such as those of the weaver, potter and workers in iron
bronze, brass and other metals 

When, therefore, we begin to enquire into the 
causes of the decay of Indian art, the first and most 
important question to be asked is-how has British 
r~le affected the architecture of the country ? The 
answer to this question is the key to the whole diffi
culty. It is astonishing that in all the official enquiries 
which have been held this point has been hardly 
alluded. to. Committees and Commissions innumera
ble have been appointed to enquire into mere side issues, 
such as the working of the Schools of Art, and for some 
years past the whole discussion has been centred upon 
the merits or demerits of these four institutions. It 
is not surprising therefore that such beating about the 
bush has ended in nothing save an accumulation of 
paper in Government offices. The Secretary of State, 
in despair, once proposed to abolish the schools alto
gether, or, what would have been worse, to place them 
under municipal control, thus practically washing his 
hands of the whole affair and leaving Indian art 
severely alone. 

It has been pointed out above how, even in the
early days of the John Company, Anglo-Indian taste
or want of taste in architecture had set an evil in-
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fluence over Indian art. But the evil was perpetuated 
and intensified a hundredfold when, on the formation 
of the Department of Public Works, the· Government 
instituted what was practically a monopoly of the whole 
civil architecture of the country. That. in itself 
might have done no harm if those who organised the 
Department had reflected that by this monopoly the 
Government practically took into their own bands the 
future of Indian art. But so little were the interests of 
art understood or cared for, so little were Indian 
administrators then concerned with the most obvious 
teachings of art history, that in organising the depart
ment practically no provision was made for training 
any of its officers as architects. Architecture, in the 
Indian Public Works system, has always been treated 
as a minor branch of Civil Engineering ; it could not 
be otherwise in a course of training, only of 3 or 4 
years' duration, combining both engineering and archi
tecture. Indian styles are not recognised. as archi
tecture at all. Even in European styles the mere 
smattering of architectural grammar, such as commit
ting to memory the five classic orders and the forms 
of Gothic mouldings, which is the most the Public 
Works officer acquires at College, is worse than useless 
to him, for it leads him off the path he ought to go 
when he comes to India. The inevitable result of this 
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system of training is that minor architectural works, 
which the young officer has to snperri...~ when he first 
comes to India, are regulated by a sealed-pattern, 
machine-made, departmental style, which has been 
evolved out of a long series of departmental mi.,t,akes, 
leaving as little as possible to the <fucretion or indis-· 
cretion ofthe officer. The more important architec
tural work>, such as are found in the large towns, 
are handed oYer to any senior engineer, either one 
who has had special opportunities or has shown a 
predilection for architectural design, improved and 
de•eloped by a course of experimenting on G-overn
ment buildings. The horrors which have been 
perpetrated in the name of architecture under this 
happy-go-lucky system it is needless to particularise~ 

They offend the eye and haunt the imagination in 
every station of India from Simla, Calcutta and 
Bombay down to the smallest mofu5sil town. Of 
course, there have been exceptional men, self-taught, 
architecturally speaking, who have overcome the 
disad¥antages and difficulties in ....-hich they are placed 
by the departmental system, but even these, as a 
rnle, have only striven to excel in architectural design 
as it was understood in England before the present 
revival in art began, and haw failed entirely to appre
ciate the immense resources, now going to waste, which 
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India places in the hands of architects and design
ers ·who know and are willing to l make use of 
them. 

It is no disparagement of the splendid and 
devoted services done for India by the Pubiic Works 
engineers in their own special.branch to say that this 
treatment of the noblest of all the arts is unworthy of 
England'~ reputation as a great civilising power, and 
unworthy of the great mission she has set herself to 
achieve in India. It is the ruin of Indian art and a 
!!OUrce of great material loss to the country, which can 
and should be avoided. We give with one hand and 
take away with the other. We build splendid rail
ways, roads and bridges, we dig canals and irrigate 
hundreds of thousands of acres, prevent famines or 
strive to alleviate suffering when they occur, but on 
the other hand we corrupt the artistic sentiment of 
the people, and by so doing cause the ruin of the 
ancient handicrafts which have always been the pride 

·of India. Fortu~ately for art, in some parts of India, 
notably in Rajputana, Central India and the Punjab, 
the natives have shown themselves more independent 
and less imitative of European fashions than in Bengal, 
Madras and other more modernised provinces. 
Generally speaking, with the ".educated " or English 
l!lpeaking natives, art is not an individual feeling--it i& 
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merely a fashion, and when the fashion they imitate is 
only that set by the Public Works engineers, it is easy 
to understand that the hopes of raising the stan!iard of 
their taste are not promising. 

l\1ost of the Princes and rich men of India, when 
they require a new palaee or mansion, requisition the 
services of a Public Works officer, who designs a 
pretentious edifice in the Anglo-Indian style. So 
instead of affording occupation to a small army of the 
hereditary art workmen of India-wood carvers, stone 
earvers, fresco painters, inlayers of wood and stone, 
potters and others innumerable-each of these buildings 
is banded over to a set of workmen trained, in the 
traditions of the Public "\Yorks Department to copy 
mechanically from working drllwings things without 
beauty, and to pile up a mass of brick or stont:>, without 
any sort of artistic expression, testifying only in size 
and empty display to the vanity of its occupier. The 
furnishing of the building must follow the same style; 
the walls must be hung with European pictures and 
the rooms upholstered with European carpets and 
furniture by the most fashionable European firms. 
This is typical of what bas been going on ever since 
our r~le was established in India. Is it a wonder that 
Indian art decays, and that the old handicraftsmen are 
.driven to agriculture for an occupation ? The whole 
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system strikes at the very foundation of art, and unless 
it is altered the entire ruin of Indian art is inevitable. 

Some people suppm;~, when they see the considerable 
trade in brie-3-brac and so-called curiosities, which has 
resulted from the Great International Exhibitions in 
Europe and America, that Indian art has found a new 
market abroad to compensate for the loss of the old 
one at home. But can any one imagine for a moment 
that arts whic~ have been created by the spontaneous 
sentiment of a people, finding its first and chief 
expression in architecture, can ever thrive and develop 
by the manufacture of cheap curiosities for foreign 
export? 

The first condition for the healt.hy development of 
art is its sincerity. Sincerity, as Lord Leighton said 
at the first meeting of the Society for the Encourage
ment and Pr~servation of Indian art in 1891, is the 
true element of life in art. In these Indian curiosities 
there is no sincerity; for the workmen who manufac
ture them on contract they have no meaning; for the 
·purchasers they are only curiosities. Those who have 
been able to compare the standard of design and 
workmanship in _all branches of Indian art exhibited at 
the great Exhibition of 1851, with recent exhibitions 
kn.ow well how great the falling· off has been. Quite 
apart from any question of artistic. merit or sentiment, 
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the new E-xport markets which have been opened for 
the Indian workman are not a hundredth part of the 
home market which has been for the most part closed 
to him. It is futile to argue that the splendid 

engineering works of the Public Works Department 
more than compensate for the injuries done to Indian 
art. That is quite beside the que:;tion. The fault is 
that we impose upon the Public Works engineers a 
double responsibility and only train them for a single 
one. 

It is necessary to point out why, from an artistic 
point of view, the preservation of the ]iring styles of 
Indian architecture is necessary for the preservation of 
a healthy and vigorous life in Indian art. )!any of 
the art workmen of India who ha¥e not been driven to 
agriculture for a Jiye]ihood, or have not been converted 
into ignorant copyists of Public Works patterns, exist 
chiefly by the manufacture of bric-a-brac for the Euro
pean market. Let us consider for a moment the conditions 
under which they work. T11ey make tea tables, ~a trays 
and table covers, chairs, brackets, vases and "curiosities," 
on contract with the dealers in such wares. The dealers 
care nothing fo~ the artistic excellence of what they 
sell; whatever will catch the popular taste is to them 
the most desirable, and it is hardly necessary to say 
.that the contract system as worked by them is noli 
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conducive to high artistic effort. The workmen are 
mere drudges ; their commerical instincts and not their 
artistic faculties are _developed by the work they are 
compelled to do. How different it was when the archi
tecture which created their art afforded it nourishment 
and support. They worked in a congenial atmosphere 
and were continually spurred to higher efforts by a: 
spirit of artistic emulation. Their work was not some
thing which was shipped off to Europe and never seen: 
again. If a man did a fine piece of carving it was 
discussed and criticised by his fellow-workmen, it 
became the talk of the bazaar and one of the sights of 
the town, and n~mained for succeeding generations to 
admire and imitate. ,If a private bouse or palace was 
to be decorated the owner took a personal interest in 
the work and encouraged the workmen, for he felt a 
pride in the adornment of his home and the home of 
his family. An exact illustration is given in a report 
by Mr. J. L. Kipling on the Punjab Exhibition of 
1881-82. He says:-" In building a bouse, for ex
ample, the work people are all paid wages more or less 
regularly, but for any extra spurt or during the execu
-tion of delicate or difficult details they are often liberal
ly treated with sweetmeats, tobacco, sharbat, etc • 
. In some districts when 8 carpenter has made 8 carven 
cka;ukut for door or window he takes 8 holiday tq 

9 
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exhibit it, and spreading a sheet on the ground lays it 
down in front of the house it is to adorn, and sits 
there to receive the congratulations and gifts of his 
admiring townsmen. As much as Rs. 100 have in one 
day, been thrown to the carver of a particularly good 
piece of work." By such means the artistic sense both 
of the people and of the workmen was kept alive. The 
present Public Works system dries up the springs of 
artistic sentiment and checks their flow at the very 
souree. It does not require a very strong imagination 
to understand that the one system develops the artis
tic sense of the people and creates a class of good art 
wor.kmen, and the other turns all artisans into mecha
nical drudges. 

The question often arises-is it not an artistic 
anomaly to introduce Indian styles into European 
purposes, in the semi-European cities of India ? This 
is one of those peculiar archreological scruples of the 
modern art critic which artists and architects of all 
periods previous to the nineteenth century have reso
lutely ignored, and surely the artistic and architectural 
achievements of the ninete«:>nth century are not so 
great as to justify it in setting up any new canons or 
principles of taste. One of the most striking charac
teristics of a healthy and vigorous style of art or 

,architecture has always b«:>en its readiness, ev«:>n anxiety 
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to adopt and assimilate new ideas, and perhaps nothing 
is more characteristic of the weakness and degeneracy 
of modern European .h'.liluing styles than the perpetual 
anxiety of architects over historical correctness. The 
Renaissance style, which is the style most affected by 
Anglo-Indians, is in itself a remarkable instance of the 
contempt with which all the great architects have 
treated the arcbreological scruples which so trouble the 
minds of modern critics, for what more glaring anomaly 
could be imagined than to take the style of pagan 
Roman and Greek temples as a model for the Christian 
churches and palaces of the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries ? If art criticism in those days had taken the 
lines which we generally follow now, the Renaissance 
style would never have been created. For. my part I 
cannot see why it should be less appropriate to adapt 
living Indian styles of architecture to our requirements 
in India than to make a Bombay railway station a 
grotesque imitation of a Gothic cathedral,. or to take 
Italian palaces as models for the public buildings of 

Calcutta. 
There are many who, while admitting the 4eficiencies 

of the present system, argue that this system bas been 
forced upon .us by, economical necessities. Half a loaf, 
they say, is better than no bread: the Public Works 
Department has given India more · than half the loa&' 
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·The state cannot afford to employ all these art 
handicraftsmen in its public works; the country wants 
plain, economical court houses, hospitals, post offices, 
police stations and similar works of utility, in which 
there is no room for art. That art in India cannot be 
reconciled with economy is the fault of the Public 
Works Department, not of art. "Ugly is only half 
way to a thing," says l\1en•diib's " Old Buccaneer" in 
one of his wise maxims. The Indian Public Works 
Department believes the other half unattainable 
because it does not know bow to get it. The engineer, 
as a rule, regards art as synonymous with ornament, 
to be added more or less lavishly, according to the 
means at his disposal, when be has finished with his 
engineering. He bas no knowledge of constructive 
design in architecture, or believes it to be only a matter 
of calculation, like the thickness of an iron girder. But · 
if the untrained peasant in Italy, and many other parts 
of the world, can evolve from his inner consciousness, 
in the infrequent intervals of repose from the labours of 
cultivation, a style of architecture at once practical, 
economical, comfortable and pleasing to the eye, into 
which no vestige of ornament. enters, it ought not to 
oo impossible in India to adapt architectural design 

'to the capacity of the public purse. For in India 
there still exists, unrecognised by the Public Works 
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Department, a class of native workmen, passing rich 
on fifteen rupees a month, who are at the same time 
most skilful builders, decorators and architects. These 
men are exactly of· the same class as . the master
builders of the middle ages, to whom we owe "the great 
masterpieces of Gothic architecture; they inherit all 
the traditions of Indian architecture, they can draw, 
design, build, carve and decorate, in good taste and 
with understanding of constructive principles, but they 
know nothing of Public Works fm·mulre and therefore 
are held of no account. All this artistic and architec
tural wealth goes to waste in India because the Public 
Works Department does not know how to make use of it. 

There have been one or two diRtinguished exceptions 
of men, like Colonel Jacob at Jeypore, with artistic 
instincts which have revolted against departmental 
traditions, who have, by a study and practice of native 
architecture,· done splendid services to Indian art, but 
individuals do not count for much in India against 
the established rules of a great Government depart
ment. The ordinary Public Works officer ignores 
altogether the art of the country, and borrows his art 
and architecture from European professional periodi• 
cals, trade catalogues or illustrated works. A typical 
example will show the injustice. done to Indian art 
in this way. Not inany yt>ars ago, a number of import-
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ant buildings were being erected in Calcutta, and for 
their external decoration terra-cotta to the value of a 
lakh of rupees was obtained from England. This terra
cotta waf not of exceptional artistic merit, to set an 
example to the Bengalee artisan, but the ordinary 
commercial ornament which is sold by the square yard 
by European manufacturers. Now Bengal is a great 
brick-making country, and there once existed a 
beautiful art in moulded brick-work, still to be seen 
in old buildings in many parts of the Province. If 
a lakh of rupees ha(beE'n spent in reviving this decayed 
art, public buil.dings in Calcutta would have h1\d far 
better ornament and an old industry might have 
been revived. 

In the same way, through the influence of Anglo
Indian taste, the old process of fresco decoration, in 
which some of the finest E.'xamples of Indian art have 
been executed during the last 1,000 years, will soon 
be a lost art, replaced by less sanitary, less durable, 
and less artistic European wall-papers and hangings. 
For adapting architE.>ctural deeign to local art it only 
requires officers with a proper architectural and artistic 
training. Which is the most economical and states
manlike policy, to continue to crush out the artistic 
sentiment of a people by a badly thought out system 
of department organisation, or to reform that system 
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so as to allow Indian art and industry the scope it had 
in former times ? 

What reforms are needed? First, it must be 
the declared polict of the different Governments to 
adopt indigenous styles of architecture, as far as 
possible, in all public buildings. Only to employ 
professional architects in place of Public Works engi
neers would not meet the case at all. That has been · 
tried occasionally, and has failed simply because the 
ordinary European architect in India is too much pre
judiced by the pedantries of modern European ecle~tic 

architecture to strike out a new path by devoting him
self to a study of living Oriental styles. Neither would 
an improved style of European architecture benefit 
Indian art, because the average Indian, like the average 
European, is quite incapable of distinguishing good 
architecture from bad. What is wanted is a revival 
of Indian architecture to give an outlet for the 
hereditary art instincts of Indian handicraftsmen. 
Oriental architecture should be made a special branch 
of the Public Works Department. We have 
established in India schools· of medicine, law, 
agriculturE', forestry, engineering and art; why not 
also architecture? If it were notified that special 
advantage in pay and promotion would be given to 
officers of the Public Works Department possessing a 



diploma in both engineering and- architecture, 
competition for GoYernment appointments is so keen 
in India that there would be no lack of students. To 
afford facilities for study, and as a means of inmucting 
the public, museums of architecture should be esta
blished in connection with the Colleges of Engineering. 
The example public buildings might then present 
would be of far more rune to India than the 
actual monetary aid gi>en to nati··e art in the 
building of them. "\\hen once theo native Princes and 
~tocracy saw that the seal and ~on of official 
approYal . had been set on Indian architecture, an 

.immense step would be gained. The natiYe m;stri, 
or hereditary master-builder, would :find that his 
1;ervices were once more sought after ; e>ery rich man's 
mansion or Rajah's palace which was built would afford 
employment for hundreds of Indian art workmen ; art 
indu,-try restored to its legitimate place would lift np 
its head ag-ain, and art as a whole would prc:~o;·per and 
deYelop, because its foundations rested, not on an 
obsequious imitation of official styles and fashions, bot 
on the artistic instincts of the people. Art education 
in . India would then at last stand on a :firm and ra

tional basis. 
It is not to be expected that this consummation 

.would be reached immediately. The lllistakes of fifty 
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years cannot be put right in a day, nor is it practicable 
to pull down and rebuild all the official edifices in 
Calcutta, Bombay and Madras, which tend to mislead, 
native taste in architecture. But every student of 
art history, indeed every man of any artistic knowledge, 
must admit that Indian art would gain more by the 
restoration of indigenous architecture to its proper 
position than by any other possible administrative 
reform. There have no doubt been other and quite 
different causes which have led to the decay of particu
lar art industries, especially the great weaving industry, 
but the gradual extinction of native architecture is 
the great avoidable cause of the degeneration of Indian 
art. Schools of Art may be developed, art museums 
may be established, exhibitions may be subsidised, 
Indian art may be advertised in Europe and America, 
these are merely as props to a fabric whose foundations 
are crumbling away. 

From a political standpoint it is not a small thing 
that the artistic sentiment of the Indian peoples is 
being extinguished under our rule. A people devoted 
to art are a happy and contented people. A people 
without art are restless and unhappy. Mrs. Besant 
in her crusade for promoting religious education among 
the Hindus has received official countenance and sup
port, because Indian statesmen recognise that the 
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decline of religious belief is a danger to the Empire. 
The decay of art sentiment is also a danger, for art, if 
not a part of religion, is a doo:-- leading to it. From 
a commercial standpoint India su_:l'ers a heavy loss by 
the ruin of her art industries. Every ruler who has 
earned from posterity the title of Great or Wise has 
spent the rei"ources of the state in encouraging the 
industrial arts, and money f'O spent hlts been well 
invested, for many states have risen to prosperity and 
power through the skill of their art handicraftsmen. 
Art in India, though corrupt and decaying, is still 
more a part of national life than it is in any European 
country to-day. Is it not a duty we owe India to pre
serve for her, while we can, what remains of a splendid 
inheritance ?-Calcutta Review, Janua1•y, 1901. 
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The English Board of Education in its rules for 
Secondary Schools, published in 1904, bas defined a 
sound general education as that which gives a reason-:
able degree of exercise and development to the whole 
of the human faculties, without neglecting any one of 
them or developing one at the expense of the other. 
This may be accepted as a satisfactory definition of the 
scope of all stages of general education, and it will 
serve as a text in discussing from the artistic stand
point a question which, in the last few years, has 
aroused almost as much interest in India as the parti
tion of Bengal-the reform of Indian Universities. 
\\"ere it not that educated Europeans, especially those 
who have graduated in European Universities, are 
accustomed to regard artistic thought and culture as 
outside the ordinary scope of general education, it 
would strike most educationists that the exclusion of 
art from the category of human faculties is an 
inexplicable anomaly in the curriculum of Indian 
Universities. But even in Europe it is only within 
the last twenty or thirty years that art, as a part or 
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general education, has been taken seriously by 
educatiomsts, or advanced beyond the "drawing, 
stretching and fainting in coils" which excited the 
admiration of Alice in Wonderland and is still as · 
popular a form of amusement in English seminaries 
for young ladies as it is in Indian Hill Stations. 

Although art, represented primarily by a sound 
system of teaching drawing and design, is year by year 
taking a more important part in the. whole scheme of 

national education in Europe and in America, yet the 
<>ldest of the English Universities, which for several 
<!enturies has made the study of Greek culture ai,d 

dvilisation the basis of its teaching, persists in ignoring 
the fact that one of the first principles of Greek 
education was the cultivation of the resthetic faculties. 
Ancient Egypt stood in much the same relation to the 
<!ulture of ancient Greece as ancient Greece does to the 
<!ulture of our so-called classical schools. But we do 
not find it recorded th!lt Hellenic youth spent any 
<Jonsiderable part of their time ia composing odes and 
essays in the hieroglyphic or hieratic writings, the 
classic Egyptian languages in which the ancient wis
dom lay buried. As soon as they could read and write 
their own language, the young Athenians learnt by 
heart their own great national epics, patriotic songs 
and religions hymns. Afterwards, the subjects which 
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held the highest place in their curriculum were music 
and drawing. The mechanical book-work and equally 
mechanical lecture-work with which we produce most 
of our echool-made culture were hardly known to the 
.art-loving and nature-loving Greek. A cultivated Greek 
lived and died in an atmosphere of art., an art which 
permeated the whole national life and every branch of 
learning, not founded merely on the recollection of 
what former generations. had >~aid, thought or done, but 
expressing spontaneously the thoughts, habits and 
aspirations of the age in which be lived. 

I do not wi.:h to arg':.le that the ancient Greek system 
is entirely applicable to the needs of the present day, 
but I think it is important for educationists, both in 
India and in Europe, to remember that when ancient 
Greece attained to that wonderful d~>gree of culture 
which they profess to take for their model, the restbetic 
sense was believed to bold one of the highest places 
among the intellectual faculties. Nor is Greece an 
isolated example. History o;hows that the period of the 
highest intellectual activity in nations has nearly always 
coincided with, or approximated to, the period of their 
greatest artistic development. And the reason for this 
is plain, for art represents the creative and originating 
faculties, as distinguished from the merely receptive 
ones. It is only since our modem European art parted 
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from the main-stream of the national life and drifted 
into the backwaters of archreology and eclecticism, that 
it has lost all influence on national character and cul
ture; so that ugliness and rnlgarity in the surround
ings of our daily li,·es are looked upon with PqUanimity 
as necessary accompaniments of modern civilisation. 

Japan is a striking example of the influence of a 
really national art upon national character !lnd intellect; 
an example, moreover which approaches nearer to the 
Greek ideal of culture than any other iu modern times 
-the kind Qf culture which English education has 
nearly stamped out in India. It is surely worth the 
attention of educationists to note that the Japanese are 
the most artistic nation of the present day. Like the 

Greek, their art is born of a feeling which has its 
roots deep in the national character: it is not founded 
merely on an unthinking imitation or reproduction 
of a bygone culture, like the archreological art of 
modern Europe, but is strongly based on the realisation 
of their own place in the ceaseless processiou of nations. 

The quality inherent in all real and honest artistic 
effort, which makes some form of art training especially 
valuable for ordinary ed~cational purposes, is the 
striving to do a thing as well as it can be done, and 
not merely as well as circumstances permit. or the 
exigencies of the occasion demand. That is the com-
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pelling influence in all the best art in every country 
and in every age. Wheu that ceases to be its aim, and 
art becomes merely ostentation and vanity, it is an 
infallible sign of the intellectual and moral deteriora
tion which presage national decay. 

It is the true inborn artistic spirit which has taught 
the Japanese as a nation to make .their work as perfect 
as hand and mind can make it, just as nature does. 
It is this which has contributed, in no small degree, 
not only to the national happiness and to the courage 
with which they have met every difficulty and danger, 
but to that intellectual receptivity and largeness which 
have made the Japanese people eager to adopt every
thing useful to them in Western institutions, while 
preserving intact their own national culture. 

It may be said in support of the total exclusion of 
art. from the courses of Indian Universities that they 
are in that respect following the precedent of similar 
institutions in Europe. But though the education of 
European Universities differs widely from the Greek ideal 
of culture, there will be found in the best European 
Universities an artistic spirit which is conspicuously 
wanting in the Indian ones. There is no precedent 
in Europe for the squalid environment, the ab8enee 
~f ~II stimulus for the spiritual side of human nature, 
~nd the neglect pf- alUbat .conduces to the brightness 
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of school or college life such as we usually find about 
al1 Indian Universities. And there is a vast difference 
between the whole organisation of the Indian and 
European University systems, one of tho!>e funda
mental differences which are too often ignored when 
we attempt to transfer Western institutions to the 
East. The English ~chool system leading up to the 
University is only one branch, and hardly the most 
important or vital branch, of national education. In 
India, at least in popular estimation, it stands for the 
whole; so that whatever is not included in the Univer
sity course is generally despised by tbe so-called 
educated classes. In Europe it is only a comparati\·ely 
small fraction of the educated classes that ever enters 
a University. In India the University courF:es are 
genenlly believed to embrace all forms of higher 
education, and the term" educated" is applied only to 
those who have entered, or failed to enter, a University. 

It is a well-known law of nature that when a species 
of plant is taken from its natural environment and 
transplanted into a foreign soil, unless it is carefully 
watched, it often revenges itself upon mimkind by 
running wild and destroying the useful plants of 
indigenous growth with which it comes into contact. 
And this is just what has happened with the educa
tional system which India has borrowed from the West. 
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It has produced many plants of luxurious growth, 
but far too many· have run to weed and crowded out 
tht> healthy, useful a~d· ~eautiful plants which Indian 
soil has produced. The artificial culture of the West 
has destroyed the natural culture of the East. The 
want of a consistent artistic policy, which is painfully 
conspicuous in the whole administration of India. and 
the absence of all artistic con~iderations in the educa
tion of the youth of the country, have not only sup
pressed originality of thought and lowered the standard 
of culture, but they have brought about a state of 
things that neither Indian educationists nor statesmen 
can afford to ignore. Instead of widening the range 
of occupations, the present University system in 
India tends to narrow it. It has helped to turn · the 
hereditary artists, of whom any country in the world 
might be proud, into hewers of wood and drawers of 
water, and driven them t;o swell the already overfilled 
ranks of competitors for Government clerkships. It has 
helped to bring about a depravity of public taste, even 
lower than the average European standard, so that the 
majority of Indian graduates honestly prefer the spurious 
and tawdry Western art for which India is the commo~ 
dumping ground, to the real art . of their own country. 
".l'he teal artists· of the· country, as.I know from long 
personal , eXperience,• are i often reduced. :to· , earning a 

10 
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miserable pittance by working for the poor and " un
-educated" ciasses, not, as is so frequently asserted, on 
:account of the poverty of the country, but because the 
rich and educated Indians for thP most part waste their 
substance on the by-products of Western commercia
lism which they fondly imagine to he \f\T estern art. 

I do not propose that the Universities ~hould become 
a training ground for artists and art-workmen ; that 
would neither be for the advantage of Indian art nor 
for the benefit of the U niver;;ities. But I do maintain 
that true education must recognise that the cultiva
tion of the artistic facultie,;, whether it be in schools 
and colleges, or in the greater university of the na
tional life (like the teaching in Japan to-day and in 
all European countries in former times) tends to bring 
out and develop all the original powers of the mind. 
I would argue further that the students whose instincts 
lead them to study nature by the methods of the artist, 
rather than by the methods of the man of letters or of 
the man of science, instea.d of having those instincts 
suppressed, as they are in the Indian University system, 
should be given opportunities of developing them. 
Indian Universities can never become worthy of the 
name as long as their influence encourages or compels 
the sons of the men who inherit all th~ splendid tradi
tions of Indian art to quit their father's profession 
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because the narrow and pedantic system of higher 
education leaves them neither honour nor profit in the 
pursuit of it. · · 

The Calcutta University, as its late Vice-Chancellor 
proclaimed at the last Convocation, is the largest in the 
world. The population to which it professeR to offer 
the highest of European culture and enlightenment is 
over one hundred.millions. But from its foundation 
its ideal of culture has been a hybrid system of Western 
pedagogics, tempered by Western utilitarianism. Its 
influence in the past fifty years has been one of the 
most potent forces in hastening the ruin of national 
art and culture in India. It might have been expected 
that with the new organisation provided by Lord 
Curzon, it would have made some attempt to remove 
this reproach. The Faculty of Arts last January went 
so far as to accept, practically unanimously, an abstract 
resolution proposed by myself that "in the interests of 
general culture art should not be excluded from ~he 
Arts course of the University." It even accepted as an 
alternative for elementary science in the Matriculation 
Examination an equivalent instalment of artistic nature
study, such ail is· practised with the best results ia 
Japanese High Schools and in some of the Colleges ill 
.Madras. But before the· scheme was ratified: by the 
Sella.te, it was taken out of the hands of the University 
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and referred to a small Committee sitting at Simla. 

This Committee revised the draft regulations so that 
the new Calcutta University maintains now preci"ely 
the same attitude towards art as it did twenty years 
ago. That is, though it recognises law, medicine, 
engineering and science as fit subjects for the honours 
and benefits which the University .bestows, it shuts out 
art altogether. 

The new scheme, as a scheme of pedagogics, is so 
far an improvement on the old that it aims at and 
probably will achieve a much better system of teaching 
English literature and science. But as a scheme of · 
national culture it presents the same obvious defects as 
before, namely, that it imports into India all the 
narrowness and exclusiveness which University teaching 
in Europe derived from the middle ages. It insists 
that the intellectual organisation of educated India 
must conform to one of two types, either that of the 
man of letters or that of the man of science. The 
general course of the University will afford the literary 
student. a choice of subjects which will help him in 
following his particular bent ; it will attract the future 
engineer by teaching him mechanics and higher mathe
matics, subjects necessary in his profession ; it will 
MSist the future medical man, or any one about to 
,nter a scientific career, by teaching him the rudiments 
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.of science ; to the lawyer who will have to plead in 
. English law courts, it gives a sound training in English. 

But to the art student the University simply says
come if you will, but we do not recognise art either as 
one of the higher studies or as useful in the intellectual 

· development of a Univer;;ity student. We have a. 
Faculty of Arts, but the art faculty is not one we think 
worth cultivating. 

It is not only that the hereditary artistic castes of 
India, which have made Indian art famous among all 
the nations of the earth, are thus practically 
shut out of all University honours and of all 
prospects of employment in Government service. It. is 
not only that Schools of Art become merely refuges 
and asylums for those who fail in the University course. 
And it is not only that the exclusivene;;:s of the system 
which will cram all the brains of the country into " 
literary or scientific mould of modern European make 
kt.>eps out of the service of the state some ·of the best 
intellect of the country. . It is even more destructive 
to national art and culture in India that the great body 
of 11tudents who do enter the University are deprived 
of any opportunity of developing· the artistic sense, 
except through the medium of .English literature. U 
is bard for most European educationists, trained in the 
narrow groove .of European university teaching, ~ 
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understand that the artistic sense is a faculty as impor
tant tu the literary man, to the engineer, to physicians 
and surgeons and to advocates and judges, as it is to 
painters, sculptors, architects or designers. They 
generally regard it as an archa>ological formulary or a 
dilettante accomplishment which is easily understood 
and acquired by every educated man who has learnt to 
play with Greek iambics or become expert in modern 
sciences. But even if it is not so, it matters, they 
think, wry little. Yet to educationists who realise 
the deep-seated defects of Indian L'"niversities it must 
be clear th!lt these very defects are largely due to the 
want of development of the artistic faculties in Indian 
teachers and students. For those who will put aside 
all musty educational precedents which do not affect 
the problem to be solved in India, and regard education 
as the science of training and developing all that is 
best and highest in human nature, and those who will 

-clear their minds from all the shams, deceptions and 
false ideals which hide the true meaning and purpose 
of art, must acknowledge that art and education are 
insepa.rable, whatever the governing bodies of Indian 
Universities may say. 

The essence of real culture--not the artificial culture 
of the !llodern class-room, but the real culture which 
is conspicuous in all the greatest t>pochs of human 
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progress-lies in the development of the powers of 
observation and of ~he powers of original thought. 
The greatest engineer is not the man who calculates 
strainR and stresses best, but he who shows the greatest 
.genius in original design. Design is the foundation 
and root of all art. The greatest surgeons and 
physicians are those in whom the powers of observation 
are developed to the highest point. The greatest 
advocates and judg«>s are those who, through the full 
development of all their intellectual powers, see beyond 
the dry technicalities of the law, and with a fine sense 
of proportion separate the essential from the non
essential, just as the artist-the real artist-does in 
his interpretation of nature. 

As, therefore, the ult.imate aim of every teacher 
must be to develop in his students the powers of 
observation and the powers of original thought, it 
cannot be to his or their advantage to discard any 
useful means towards that end. The means employed 
mURt be fldapted, as far as possible, to the natural bent 
of a student's capacities, for methods which will bring 
out one student's latent powers, will fail to evoke any 
response in others. It bas, however, been recognised 
by the best educationists, both· ancient and modern~ 
that drawing and other forms of artistic expression are 
admirable means of developing the powers of obse~ 
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vation, and the practice of dffign is an excellent 
method of developing the powers of original thought. 
In many ways arti.<:tic derign is a much more valuable 
and practical Educational exerdse than theoretic-al 
or experimental science, which is now accepted by 
Indian "Gniversities as the panacea for aU the defects 
in the intellectual training of youny. India. It brings 
directly into play the originating faculties, whereas 
science teaching, unless it is of a much higher order 
than what is generally found in an Indian class-room, 
only develops the receptive powers and wry easily 
degenerates into common cramming. It is a kind of 
intellectual exercise especially suitable for Indian -
conditions, because designing is a universal language 
through which all students can e:xpre::s their ideas 
freely without being hampered by the linguistic 
difficulties which beset them in all their other work. 
Only Indian co~lege teacher;: can realise what an im
pediment to real culture is the system of making a 
foreign language the medium of all inrtrnction. True 
art influences every ,·ocation in life and every aepect 

of intellectual culture. It cannot, therefore, be reason
able or in the interest of education to ket>p out of the 
univer5ity scheme ,:orne of the most obriolli!, direct 
and practicai means of arti:<tic expres.;;;ion. By the 
policy which the rE-formed Calcutta University pursues, 
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it' not· only disparages and depreciates the whole 
art of the · country1 but it injures the University 
and the cause of . education in denying to the 
whole body of students a means of culture for which it 
~ffers no sufficient substitute. We live in an age of 
scientific culture, aud scientific experts have now ~ 
()Ommanding voice in the direction of higher education 
in India. But when tbe scientist has said his last word, 
that instinct and desire for beauty, which he himself. 
(lannot fail to observe, ignore it though he may~for it 
runs. through the whole range of creation-will still 
remain the better part of human nature, just as it bas 

· ever been in all countries and in all ages. Art, in 
truth, is one of those greater sciences which are at the 
root of all science. If the artistic ~>pirit, which is the 
·motive power of all the higher intellectualities, h,uman 
and divine, is kept out of the newly reformed Indian 
Universities, they will only perpetuate all the evils of 
the old, although Indian graduates m~y learn their 
facts better and be better instructed in natural pheno
mena. 

The Indian Government now devotes extreme care 
and large sums of money to the preservation and 
re-storation of the great monuments of Indian art. But 
surely, it is of more vital importance to India to keep 
alive the artistic spirit and to maintain the living art 
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preserved to the present day by the descendants of the 
great architects and artists who created these master
pieces. As long as the Schools of Art remain altogether 
out of the schemE'! of national education, they can 
exercise no real influence on Indian art; and when the 
largest Uniwrsity in the world, which has for its motto 
"for the advancement of learning," has ordained that 
learning for Indian youth may be interpreted in a liter
ary, legal, medical or scientific, but not in an artistic 
sense, there is little hope that anything will be done 
in this direction.-East and West, Jawna1-y, 1907. 

I • I 



INDIAN ADMINISTRATION A 'SWADESHI.' 

A few years ago in an article in the" Indian Review,"• 
on the masterpiece of Mogul art., the Taj at Agra, I 
ventured to draw attention to the importance~ from an 
imperial point of view, of Englishmen studying and 
trying to understand the artistic ideals of the East, for, 
I said, the Indian Question, which then seemed 
smaller than a man's hand, might fill the Eastern 
horizon to-morrow. I may, perhaps, without posing as 
a prophet, qnote this as an example of bow in the East 
the unexpected is always happening, for to-:-day Indian 
and Eastern questions loom in our political sky as large 
as Home Rule for Ireland-which to stay-at-home 
politicians, who make no attempt to grasp the signi
ficance of Eastern problems, may seem a monstrously 
overdrawn comparison. 

To many others whose education and environment 
have taught them to regard art as external to the serious 
affairs of life, and only a pleasant amusement for hours 
ofleisure, it may not be easy 19 understand the con
nection between art and politics, or to trace the coming 

•• The Taj ancJ Its Designers,' June, 1903. 
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of the Japanese into the front rank of modem nations 
to their marvellous artistic instinct. Yet a mere 
cursory view of history will show that the nations with 
the greatest artistic record have always been those whose 
political Empire has been the greatest and most 
lasting. Their rise and decay may be traced \ll.ithout 
any other documents than those their art has left in 
marble, stone and brick, in metal, wood and clay. 
L'"nless, therefore, we are right and all the centuries 
wrong, or unless the natural instinct for beauty hither
to inherent in human nature is going to be satisfac
torily replaced by something. else not yet manifested, 
it is evident that art is an index to national vitality, 
and cannot be left out of account by politicians whose 
ideas rise aboYe a county council or the exigencies of 
party manceunes. 

Xo Anglo-Indian statesman has fully understood the 
administrative uses of art. Akbar, whose rule presents 
many analogies to our own, showed his marvellous 
political genius more conspicuously in his understand
ing of art than in the organi;;ation of the machinery 
by which be collected his revenues, or in his measures 
for securing justice and social order. Wherever the 
monuments of Akbar's reign exist, Hindu, Jain, Bud
dhist and ~Iuhammadan alike testify to the gladness 
and contentment which hiq benevolent despotism 
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brought to the people. In this record of national art 
those who have eyes to see can see that Akbar achieved 
-what so far we have not succeeded in winning-a 
sincere understanding between the rulers and the ruled, 
a 6entiment deeper than respect or ~stonishment. It is 
just that note of gladness which we have failed to 
evoke. We bring with us into India the dull, grey 
nol'them skies, and in spite of all that we have done we 
are still looked upon by most Indians as stern and 
strict schoolmasters, rather than as friends and fellow
citizens of the Empire. This comes chiefly from our 
failure to grasp the fundamental fact that art is a far 
more important matter of State policy in India than it 
is in Europe-just because in India art is still the 
voice of the people. To be out of touch with a people's 
art is to be out of touch with the people. 

The discipline which we haYe imposed upon India 
has been-at least for the time being-a great blessing,. 
hut the dulness is not an essential part of the disci
pline. Our Indian Empire is now held by a depa~ 
mental machinery so immense and so complex that no 
administrator in modern times has been able to do what 
Akbar did. Lord Curzon ettempted it and might have 
succeeded, were it not that by. the peculiar t;ystem 
through which we govern our Indian Empire India 
is· deprived :of his services just:: w-hen. his :work· was. 
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beginning. His wonderful energy and intellectual 
powers have done much to improve the machinery, 
but that welding of the administrative system on to 
the national life, which Akbar achieved and which 
we must achieve before we can regard India as an 
integral part of the British Empire, bas still to be 
done. Lord Curzon, moreover, is, unfortunately 
for India, an ardent arcbreologist. I say this 
without disrespect and without the least intention 
{)f depreciating the splendid work which be has 
done in restoring Indian monuments. It was a work 
to which Lord Curzon devoted the best of his great 
intellect and artistic sympathy, and no artist can have 
other than the most sineere admiration for the results. 
But in seven years Lord Curzon had not time to realise 
what no Anglo-Indian administrator ha~ yet learnt in a 
life time-that in India art is not archreology. What 
Lord Curzon failed to do in seven years his successors 
ean hardly hope to do in five; so, although the Taj, 
the palaces of tbP. Moguls, and ma~y other splendid 
monuments of India's past bt>ar the mark of Lord 
Curzon's great personality, Indian art remains where 
it was-on the road to ruin-unless 'Swadeshi ' should 
come to the rescue. 

·It says much fcir the thoroughness and enthusiasm 
with which Lord Curzon did his work that at the end 
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of his seven years' labours he succeeded in digging 
through the surface layers on which most of our 
Indian administrative system is built,· and struck 
against the bed-rock of what we may call Indian na
tionality, though that word fails to express exactly 
what Swadeshi is. It may be that he did so uncons
ciously, but, nevertheless, if through his action be bas 
prepared the way for a more solid and e.nduring foun
dation on which the administrative fabric may be built, 
Lord Curzon deserves well of the Empire. 

In discussing Swadeshi it is necessary to distinguish 
between the true Swadeshi and the false, and it may 
be said at once that Manchester can laugh at the false 
one, , and need not fear the true, for a happy and 
prosperous . India is Manchester's best friend. India 
has need of the method of Manchester as well as the 
artistic sense of. Swadeshi. The false Swadeshi is just 
now the most conspicuous, · for it is noisy and self
assertive. It preaches thinly-veiled sedition and talks 
largely of patriotism, though it is as absurd to talk or 
patriots of India as it woulrl be to talk of patriots or 
Europe. It will help a decaying national industry 
when it can be used as a political lever, but will leave 
it· to starve and die out when it does not serve that 
·purpose. Its methods sie generalJy hollow, unpractical 
and insincer~; but though it. justly :deseJ'Te&' out 
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contempt we· should never forget that it is largely the 
product of our own educational system. 

The true Swadesbi keeps aloof from the official 
administration, and neither joins in the scramble for 
official favours nor apes the noisy manner of the 
'Vestern demagogue, It lin~!' its own life apart from 
ours, and many Anglo-Indians spend a lifetime in 
India hardly conscious of its existence. You may see 
its various outward manife~tations on the ghats at 
Benares, and learn that t.hough there are many 
formularies-Hindu, Sikh, Jain, Buddhist and 1\:I:ubam
madan-it has one ideal. That ideal is so different 
from ours that few Europeans attempt to understand 
it, and few would succeed in less than a cycle of trans .. 
migrations. It is something more than _nationality. 
It is the Eastern way of thinking. This Swadeshi is 
not disloyal, though it has its sinister aspect, which it 
revealed in 1857. It is not for us; b~t it is grateful 
for the pax Britannica, and realises its value. It 
'bides it time ; it has faith in _the centuries-and 
unless all Indian history lies, the centu1·ies are on itB 
side. 

It 1s thi~ Swadeshi which., .from the time the Aryans 
entered into India, has absorbed, one conquering race 
after another without materially -altering: its. way of 
thinking •. It .is -ail iJilmense political· force, now passive 
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on the whole, but getting more active every day, for 
its strength, which was dissipated by a long period of 
anarchy and misrule, ·is being slowly recruited under 
our firm and stable government. We, to a certain 
extent, like Akbar, found our Indian system o£ 
revenue, law and police upon it, hut in many vital 
matters in which art is concerned, such as indus
trial development~ public works, and national educa
tion, we almost completely ignore it. It is in 
the matter of industrial development that Swadeshi 
has lately shown a remarkable activity and. drawn 
European attention to the fact of its existence. How 
little our Anglo-Indian departmentalism has been 
aware of this side of Swadeshi is shown by the fact that 
until a few years ago official statistics referred to 
Anglo-Indian cotton mills, which give employment to 
only 350~000 people, as representing the most important 
industry in India after agriculture. Not long ago an 

'official, considered a high authority on industrial 
. matters, lectured to an Anglo-Indian audience in 
London and described the handweaving industry of 
India as almost driven out of the market-the fact 

. bei~g that it sti1l supports directly and indirectly, not 

. thousands, b~t miiiions of Indian villagers. The hand 

. industry is not ~nly of far greater importance than the 
~w-~ole of the _stea~:-power factories put. together; but 

11 



contributes largely toward:; their ;:upport by pureha,"ing 
the greater part of the yarn which the Indian :;team 
mills produc-e. 

The concentration of labour and machinery rendered 
neces.._;;ary by the me of steam power, the !5trnggle of 
the agricuitural labourer for ' bettering' him;;elf, and 
of the capitalirt to add to hi5 capi~, ha\e giwn 
Lancashire its steam mill:; in v.-hich, according to a 
competent aufuority, the "V~eanng ind~--try i5 carried 
on under condition:; unhealthy and dar;gerou", bad 
for mind and body, making women unfit for mother
hood, cursing the children and cau;;ing the people to 
deteriorate. The remarkable del"elopment of hand
loom wearing in the 1~--t twenty years does not rnp
port the popular belief that the power loom will dri\e 
out the hand loom altogether eYen in Europe. In 
India, after 150 years of fighting v.-ith obsolete weapons 
a,oaiu,--t all the re50urces of Eu1·opean mechanical 
scienc-e, the alma:,--t forgotten hand-loom indu,--try is still 
a highly organi."t'd and wry formidable ind~-trial army. 
This i5 becau..;:e in the first place heredity makes the 
Indiali e&-te weawr a highly skilled artisan, and 
secondly, becau.~ his Sv.-adeshi way of thinking does 
not giYe the Indian labourer that pa&Sion for mere 
money-making which the w~--t calls laudable ambition. 
The Indian peoople, the true Swadeshi, are· at heart 
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philosophical and deeply religious. Every peasant 
believes that if he is faithful to his dharma (his duty 
to. God and the State) in this life, his lcarma (his 
place in the cosmos) may make him a king in the next 
re-birth. Why then should he struggle for mere wealth 
in this ? So the high wages of modern industrialism
which in E'urope draw the life-blood of nations to ·the 
great cities-in India attract only the scum of the 
population. Only when starvation drives him to the 
famine-camp or to the cities will the peasant leave his 
plough and the skilled weaver his loom. 

The agitation against the partition of Bengal 
has brought to the aid of the Indian hand
loom weaver all the forces of Swadeshi, both 
the real and the sham, and bids fair to solve in 
a twelvemonth a problem which has puzzled depart
mentalism for. fifty years-technical education for 
India. The despised occupation of weaving has become 
-one which attracts the intelligence of the highest castes. 
The best appliances of modern Europe are being 
brought to replace the primitive apparatus of the 
village hand-loom weaver, who suddenly finds ·himself 
in great demand as a teacher for Brahmins and Vaishyas 
and for "Jailed B.A's !' of the. Calcutta University·. 
One ·.of Lord Curzon's last· acts was to ·Sanction for 
Bengal an. important Bcheme for a school of hand-loom 
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weaving on the best modern lines, which will help to turn 
many noisy agitators into loyal and industrious citizens. 
The Indian weaving industry will thus be able to face 
the competition of nineteenth century factories on more 
equal terms. The latest improvements in the appli
cation of mechanical power all tend to make the con
centration of labour in these social pest-houses less and 
less a necessity for modern industrial methods. It is 
more than probable that before many decades have 
passed modern science will place at the di:>posal of the 
Indian village weaver, in a simple and effective form, 
as much power as he may want to use. Thus the 
centuries even now are helping Swadeshi. 

Let us now discuss Swadeshi in relation to public 
works. For the last fifty years departmentalism has 
entrusted the whole art interests of India to a body 
of engineers who have had no artistic training. I say 
'whole art interests' advisedly, for if all the Schools of 
Art in India were closed to-morrow Indian art would be 
hardly a wit the worse-or better. Art museums as 
they have been always conducted may give a spasmodic 
impulse to a passing caprice of fashion in Europe and 
America, by advertising <o-called Indian art ware. But, 
,unfortunately, most of the art collected in Indian 
museums and exhibitions is made solely for the 
European market. It is an art which from its false-
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ness can never have a permanent commercial value, 
and it is not in any sense the art of the people. A per
manent re'iival of Indian art, either in a cQmmercial or 
artistic sense, can never be produced by such methods 
as these. 

The monopoly of architectural art which the Indian 
Public Works Department has assumed, and the curse 
of a false classicism which it bas brought with it from 
Europe, are the principal causes of the decay of the 
real art of the country. The complacency with which 
Anglo-Indian administrators have regarded the inepti
tude of this policy is partly, no doubt, a recognition 
of the splendid and devoted services of Public Works 
officers in the construction of railways and irriga
tion works, but it is mainly due to the ineradi-: 
cable superstition that European architecture is 
better adapted for modern requirements, and. that 
though Indian architects may have excelled in the 
aesthetic side of their profession, they are far behind 
the times in all that relates to constructions] science •• 
We form our ideas of Indian art from the precious 
inlay of the Taj or from the exuberant carving of Jain 
and Hindu temples. But do we generally take th~ 
mosaic of St. Mark's at Venice as the criterion of the. 
cost of a post-office, or form the ·estimates of a hospital' 
o~ the carving of a Gothic pathedral P Indian architects. 
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like those of ·medireval Europe, know bow to be
economical when economy is wanted, though they 
disregard economy when it is neither becoming nor
necessary. In other words they are trained in all the 
requirements of their profession. 

It is doubtless true that Indian builders of the 
present day know little of the use of iron for building 
purposes, but it is important to reme~ber that brick, 
stone, and wood have not yet been ~ntirely superseded 
as building materials in India, either by iron, glal's, 
papiermache, sawdust or any other of the up-to-date 
resources of Western architects. In the purely con
structional use of these old-fashioned meterials all that 
European builders have achieved, whether in classic, 
medireval, or modern times, bas been equalled or· 
excelled by Indian architects ; and it is highly probable 
that if Anglo-Indian engineers had attempted to 
study and make use of the traditional craftmanship 
of centuries which the descendants of these men keep 
alive, they would have learnt something of the artistic
possibilities of iron girders, for the native builders; 
instinctively, will use corrugatt-d !ron and kerosene 
tins more. artistically than we do. 

We pride ourselves on l.reing a practical nation, and 
the popular excuse for any act of ·vandalism, or any 
peculiarly stupid artistic abomination, is that ar~ must 
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give way to considerations of utility. Yet when art 
becomes a question of public policy, we are probably 
the most unpractical. and irrational of _all civilised 
nations. We have certainly exhibited ourselves in the 
light in India, both before and since Great Britain as
sumed imperial responsibility for the government of 
the country. Some time ago I met in Caicutta a 
Prussian State engineer, sent out officially to India by 
his Government to study the constructive principles of 
Indian architecture. Our Teutonic friends are more 

·practical than ourselves. It was an English chemist who 
discovered aniline dyes. The Germans forthwith appro
priated the discovery, and built up a gigantic German 
industry upon it. Now they are rapidly taking from us 
the Indian indigo trade. Englishmen opened the door 
to Sanscrit literature, but German scholars placed the 
11tudy of Jt. on a scientific basis, and when we want 
Principals for the few Indian colleges where Oriental 
literature is a special study, we must generally send to 
Germany for .them. A Scotchman, James l<'ergusson, 
spent forty years of his life in exploring the marvellous 
field of architectural research, scientific and artistic, 
which our Indian Empire affords. His labours have 
been lost on Indian departmentalism, and it seems 
likely that the Germans again will be the first Europenn 
pation to profit by his life-work. 
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Indian departmentalism consistently shuts its eyes 
to the fact that India still has a national art. England 
had one-two centuries ago, and is now seriously· 
attempting to revive it, but the national culture which 
was the product of centuries cannot be restored in a 
day. Mr. Edward S. Prior, in a monograph on the 
Cathedral Builders of England, * which should be a 
text-book for aU who wish tQ understand Indian art, 
has described the process by which the classicism of 
the Italian Renaissance and that peculiar product of 
modern· times, arcbreological art, have destroyed the 
traditional, national art of Europe, just in the same 
way as the national art of India is now being destroyed 
by departmentalism. He bas shown how in every 
country and every epoch before the eighteenth century 
a national architecture was created by trained bodies 
of craftsmen, organised like the artisan caste of India, 
so that every building was a school of painting, sculp
ture and engineering-of art and of craft; every 
cathedral, church, palace, or mansion, a human docu
ment in which was written the life of the nation ; 
every public building in its stability, durability, and 
beauty, a symbol of the po\\•er and dignity of the State. 
Then came that era of paper architects, of arcbreologists 
and rabid commercialism. & instead of a national art 

* The Port folio No. 46, November, 1905. 
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which was a joyous worship of the Creator in the daily 
work of the people-for the cottager as well as for the 
King -we have now -an art for ' best parlours 'and·' at · 
homes' ; an art for museums and exhibitions ; an art 
for the scholar, too absorbed in thl' dust-heaps of the · 
past to concern himself with the beauty of the present; 
an art for the merchant, too busy with his money-bags 
to worship God on week-days. 

In India we have now an exactly similar process 
leading to exactly similar results, only carried on with 
greater ruthlessness and less artistic understanding, for 
we have in India no Christopher Wren or Inigo Jones 
to give us brilliant essays in archreological architecture. 
India still possesses a large body of trained craftsmen 
who practise the art of building on similar principles 
and producing similar results as the great medireval 
builders of Europe. They enter no University, for 
Indian Universities were founded for supplying material 
for the official machinery, and make no provision either 
for art or religion. But their ancestors built the Taj; · 
the shrint>s of Mount Abu, and countless other master
pieces; they constructed the Mogul palaces, public 
offices, irrigation works, and everything of practical 
utility that the art of building equid provide. 

How does our departmentalism provide for these needs · 
to-day 1 A certain number of young men, with no 
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training either in art or in craft, learn by heart. 
certain formularies of calculating the maximum 
weight which an iron girder will bear, the smallest 
dimensions to which a wall can be reduced without col
lapsing, the cheapest rate at which a building can be 
constructed so as to bring it within the annual depart
mental budget. When a department has settled on 
paper the piau of the building it wants, one of these 
engineers with an archreological turn of mind puts on 
to it a ' Gothic ' or ' classic ' front, according to depart
mental taste, and provides a certain scale of depart
mental decoration according to departmental rank and 
dignity. Then the hereditary Indian craftsman whose 
family has practised the art of building for untold 
centuries is brought in to learn the wisdom of the 
West by copying the departmental paper patterns. 
How bad the art becomes is, perhaps, difficult to be 
understood hy those to whom an archreological 
solecism is more offensive than an artistic eyesore; 
but it is easy to explain how wasteful and extravagant 
the syl:item really is. To build one of the latest and 
perhaps the best of these archreological structures in 
Calcutta, a large number of Indian caste-builders 
werfl employed. Many of them were both artists and 
crafts-men-they could design, build, and carve. The 
structural design had been settled for them depart-
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mentally, so they bad no concern with that. Thllre 
was also a considerable amount of ornament to be 
carved, but that also had been designed for them in 
proper departmental style, which happened to be 
Italian Renaissance, so they were not allowed to attempt 
that. Other mfln, who had been trained in the European 
archrelogical style in Bombay were brought over to copy 
mechanically the paper patterns prepared for ihem. 
These men were paid two rupees a day each. Now there 
are at the present time in the Orissa district, not far from 
Calcutta, and famous for its splendid native architec
ture, a considerable number of masons . and builders 
who, within the last twenty years, have designed and 
carried out architectural decoration comparable with 
that of our finest medireval buildings in Europe, and 
infinitely more beautiful than the imitation Renais
sance ornament of the building I have referred to. 
The average earnings of these men is four annas a day, 
or one-eighth of the wages paid for executing the 
departmental decoration. They and their fellow
artists all over India are constantly in want of work, 
for departmentalism has no need of their services •. 
Indian· art cries out for bread ; we give· it mur.eums', 
exhibitions, and arcbreology. . 
· The departmental plea of economy will not bt>ar a 

moment's care.'ul examination. Departmental economy 
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at best is the economy of the limited liability 
company which keeps up an appearance of prosperity 
by paying dividends out of capital ; for the imitation 
of a dead classicism which we hold up to the natives 
of India as the best product of Western civilisation is 
sapping the foundations of Indian art in the same 
way as it has destroyed the national art of Europe. 
In so doing we recklessly use up a part of the re
sources of our Indian Empire, infinitely more 
v~luable than all its gold mines or coal mines
resources which, properly utilised, might bring to the 
revenues of the country as much as any department of 
the State. Anglo-Indian architectural works are rarely 
even relatively economical ; for the native builders 
under our inartistic system are rapidly losing the 
sentiment of good craftsmanship, which always accom
panies the artistic sentiment. In the same way the 
decay of national sentimer.t in European art has 
produced the modern school of jerry-builders. The 
process of alterations, patchwork, and repairs which 
Indian public buildings now require, is not entered 
against the capital account, so that does not trouble 
the dep:u-tmental budgets. But when Macaulay's New 
Z~alander, who in some far-off time will continue the 
dilettante propensities of our race, turns his attention 
from the ruins of London *sites of great Anglo-
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Indian cities, he will sketch and wonder what rude 
barbarians left mud-heaps for· memorials among the 
stately relics of native imperial rule. Swadesbi builds 
for posterity-we for ourselves. Are we right and all 

·the centuries wrong~ 
The third vital matter of Indian administration which 

I have mentioned above is national education. From 
thi1:1, Indian Universities, like their Eur0pean models, are 
unanimous in excluding art. It is a common saying 
that an art.ist who wishes to know his faults should 
give his work to be copied by his pupils. Indian 
Universities, with the unerring short-sightedness of the 
copyist, have exaggerated the defects of the older. 
English Universities to the point .of caricature. The 
many excellencies of English college-culture are too 
weJI advertised by its votaries to need mention. Indian 
Universities have only recognised its faults-the aloof
ness from the national life and want ·of breadth. 
Inversely, Oxford has attempted. to reproduce Greek 
culture by composing Greek odes and essays-ignoring 
the fac~ that it was based on the cultivation of the 
resthetic faculties and il. profound study ' ot human 
nature--while Japan has caugh~ the true spirit of it in 
not attempting· an imitation. 
· Lord Curzon "has· given Indian Universities a new 
machinery.· 'l'hey have now to work out their own 
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salvation with it, and are apparently about to restore 
Indian culture on a basis of modern science. The 
idea that teaching Indian schoolboys a smattering of 
modern experimental scieuce will be a revelation to a 
culture and civilisation which constructed a theory of 
the Universe, based on what we call modern scientific 
principl~s five thousanri years ago, must make Swadeshi 
laugh in its sleeves; but the difficulty of applying 
'V estern ideas to the East is shown even in metaphors 
-for Swadeshi generally has no sleeves. The Greeks 
believed that, by teaching their children to love God's 
beauty in Nature, they would help them to bring 
beauty into their daily lives. They thus found what 
modern educationists are always looking for-a religion 
without dogma. Every national art since the world 
began expresses the same sentiment. In Europe we 
still believe in beauty to a certain extent provided that 
it is archreologically correct. In India we only believe 
in unadulterated ugliness and moral text-books. The 
Greeks understood that, by the study of nature 
and of art, they were developing the powers of 
observation and the powers of original thought, 
as art represents the creative faculties developed 
through the observation of nature. Greek education 
was, therefore, a systern of national culture based 
on national life and art. The present Indi.an Univer-
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sity system is 8 system of pedagogics based on 
narrow utilitarianism. 

The artistic sense is the essence of real culture. 
Homer, Shakespeare, and the M:ahabharata, products 
of national life and art, will live when most of our 
college-made culture is lost in the limbo of time. But 
art, as the vitalising influence in national culture, is as 
little understood by Indian Universities as it is by 
departmentalism. The art faculty only exists as part 
of the University machinery. Swadeshi in Bengal has 
raised a cry for a national University. Though there 
may be sedition in the cry, there is none in the idea 
itself; it is the ideal for which all Indian educationists 
must aim. A real national University would solve the 
greatest difficulty of Indian education-the question of 
religion. However suitable it may be for the Western 
social and political system to exclude religion from 
State education, the idea is, and always will be, utterly 
incomprehensible and abhorrent to the · East. By 
transplanting this system to India we make Indian 
colleg~s hot-beds of irreligion and disloyalty, and only 
create 8 Frankenstein to curse and hate us. Akbar 
solved the difficulty by inventing a religion for the 
State, nnd at the same time allowing all his subjects 
to practise theirs. We could do the same by founding 
a Christian University and giving State aid to all -other 
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creeds in founding their own. . Swadeshl would then 
be wholly on our side. We should hoist sedition with 
its own petard and convert au armed camp into a loyal 
and contented Empire~ 

It may be that art is merely a matt~r of sentiment ; 
but sentiment has ·brought Japan where she is to-day~ 
and if the centuries can be trusted, sentiment rules· 
the world. The bigotry of .A.urangz:ebe destroyed the 
art of the Moguls and broke up the empire \Vhich the 
sword of .Babat and the stat~manship of Akbar founded. 
Is there not a danger to the Empire \'l,.hich Warren 
Hastings, Clive, Wellesley, and Dalhousie won for us in 
the short-sighted departmentalism which crushes out 
the spirituality of the people ? That is not the white 
man's mission.-.A~in&t'enth Gentury and After, Jtc'lt8,. 

1907. 



THE USES OF ART • 

• 
[Lecture given on the Anniversary meeting of the 

Chaitanya Library, Calcutta, December, 1905.] 
Perhaps one of the greatest difficulties which artists 

and art teachers meet with in thP. present day arises 
from the pop~lar view of art as something separate 
from, if not altogether oppo~ed to, practical use. Any 
student , of art will soon realise that this is entirely 
contrary to all the teaching of art tradit.iou and history, 
but nevertheless it is one which has a firm hold upon 
public opinion ; e~pecially in Europe where within the 
last two centuries Lhe old artistic traditions have been 
superseded by a new order of things, which has not yet 
had time to adjust itself to national needs. 

In India, too, under the British administration this 
idea has taken firm root, and its influence is conspicu
oui! in most of the institutions, educational and 
administrative, which India has borrowed from Europe. 
Indian Universities, faithfully imitating their European 
models, exclude art from their curriculum, treating it 
RR a non-essential factor in national culture. The 
place of the Indian architects--:-whose forefathers, it 
must be remembered, built not only the Taj, the 
exquisite palaces of the l\loguls and splendid shrines or 

12 
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religion, but great irrigation works, bridges and pub1ic 
buildings-is · everywlaere being filled · by engineers 
whose practical knowledge is supposed to more than 
eompensate for the want of artil!tic training. Indian 
art bag come to be regarded either as a beautiful rt-lic 
Of antiquity for which DO place can be found in modern 
life, or a.'! a curiosity made chiefly for the delectation 
()f our cold-weather vmtors from Europe. 

Particularly in Bengal, where we nearJy alwayl1 
import our art ready-made from Europe, or manufacture 
it locally from European pattern~;, it plays a wry smaJJ 
part, both in private and in public affain. It is one of 
these superfluities which we never consider eSFentiaJ 
either for our spiritQal or material well-being; but when 
it does come into our life, it is only when we have sati..tied 
"·hat we are pleased to consider our practical require
ments. In other wordo;, art is regarded as something 
essentially ornamental, rather than useful. 

If it he trne that art has rea11y, in the present day, 
entered upon a new phase in wlaich it ceases to play an 
essential part in our national life, it must inevitably 
follow that art, as we take it, must t:OOner or later 
cease to exist; for there is no natural Jaw more sure 
in its working than the one which ordains the exti.nc~ 

· tion of e>erything which no longer sen·e- itA intended 
use in the cosmos. A muscle in our bodies which is 

I 
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YJever exercised soon becomes nt'rophied and incapable 
{)f u .. e. Creatul·es which are deprived of light soon 
become blind. An intellectual faculty which is never 
-exerted is soon deprived of the power of exertion. 
1\Iodern science is sometimes inclined to boast of its 
power of controlling n.tture, but we must never forget 
that we only control nature through natural laws and 
eannot infringP. them in the smallest degree without 
-suffering the perinlties which nature imposes. The 
laws of art, like most others that regulate human 
.affair~, are founded upon nature's laws. 

In considering, therefore, t.he proper relation of art 
to t~e necessities of human life it is better to go 
l't.raight to nature and ~tudy the principles we find 
there, rather than to rely.only upon the precedents of 
ltistory. And if ~here is one principle which is more 
.conspicuous than another throughout the whole domain 
<>f nature, it is the intimate association of beauty with 
use. The desire for beauty shows itself in the whole 
<>rder of the universe, from the tiniest atom in the 
earth under our feet, to the magnificent phenomena of 
the sky and atmosphere aboYe and nrmmd us. l\Ian as 
the highest product of creation, asserts the right of 
.Considering himself at once the ·most beautiful and the 
most useful, and I am not going to say anything in 
dispute of that claim. But· you will find the ::ame 
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principle· manifesting itself in endless variations in the
beastfl, birds, fiRhes and insects and in every living• 
thing;· in every leaf and flower that. grows, and,. 
further down in the scale, in metals, rocks and stones, 
arid even in things animate and ·inanimate too minute 
for the unaided eye to see. 
• And as you examine this universal principle more

closely you will never find that the be:mty is eomething 
apart from usefulnesR, a thing which can be subBtracted 
or left out; In nature beauty and Ul'efuloess are
inseparable. It .is only in man's ·crude and imperfect. 
work that usefulness is so often associated with 
ugliness. Art in nature is the joy of the Cuato.r in 
perfecting His handiwork. Art in man's work is but 
the faint echo· of the divine on earth repeating the joy
of the Creator: Art, then, is in a special sense a form 
of worship, and. you will obr;erve that the finest art in 
all coJJntries has nearly always been produced in the 
ser•Ji<~e of religion. But whether the art was applied 
to re1igious purposes, to works of public utility or 
to common domestic needs, you will find one spiri& in 
all good art in .all countries and in all epochs·-the
'same spirit as you see in nature's work -the striving' 
to make the work fit for the purpose for which it was 
intended.· Art, in the abstract, thus becomes the 
Jllriving to do things welJ. 'There is· no questipn of 
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~eparating utility and beauty-the joy. of perfecting the 
use, consciously or unconsciously, creates the benuty. 

Some will perhaps argue that the ugliness generally. 
eonspicuous in modern engineering works, railway::, 
bridges, motor-cars and other things undeniably useful, 
is a proof that use and beaut.y are often incompatible. 
But I maintain that the ugliness of these things is not 
a necessity, but only conclusive evidence of their. 
imperfection. You must remember that the applicRtion 
-of iron to building purposes and its use in relation to 
-steam and electric power are but t.hings of ye:;terday. 
The beautiful furrn;, which art has created in olden 
times from the use of brick, stone, wood, and other 
materials were slowly evolved in thousands of year;, by 
the experience and practice of hundred;; of generations 
of craftsmen. There is every reason,.therefore, to believe 
that as our engineers gain more experience and skill 
in the use of tleW materials, aud in the manifold appli
eations of the new forces now brought into the service 
-of mankind, they will gradually produce more and 
mote. beautiful fonns and learn the lesson which nature 
teaches-perfect fitness is perfect beauty. In fact, the· 
~nest works of modern engineering are by no means 
without a beauty of their own. 

But you may ask, is there not art fur art'~ sake, beauty 
for beauty's sake? Yes, surely there is, just as there 
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is inind and body1 s~irit and matter. Yet, as Emerson 
says, as soon as beauty is sought after; not for·religiorr 
arid love, but for pleasure, it degrades the seeker. The 
mo~ive of the· artist is . writ large in every work of his. 
himd and brain.. If the motive· is base, the art will 
be tainted with that baseness. Why is it · that SO· 

much of orir modern painting and sculpture is small 
and pett,Y compan•d wit.h even the average productions' 
of ancient GreecE', the works of medieval times, or of 
the sixteenth century? It is because the arti;;ts of the 
past employed their genim~ in the· service of religion 
and of the . state. They worked for God and for 
humanity._ Our modern art. is mostly for private 
vanity and amus~ment~ Pictures and statues are' 
goods and chatels to 'be bought and sold. The 
man in the street thinks he is entitied to get the art he . 
wants merely because he pays for it, and the artist is· 
more often anxious to gratify the man wlio pays than· 
to consider what he owes to art and to himself. No
longer intimately associated with the service· of church 
andstatt', art has become a society toy and a 'mere
item of merchandise· in the catalogues of modern c?m
merce. The ·common trad:e expressions of' art-furniture,.: 
art-wood-work, art-metal-work, reflect t.he popular S3~ti-· 
ment towards all art. Plain, ordinary furniture and 
metal-\Vork,: such as an h0nestworkman will producel 

. ' . 
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without any pretence at being artistic, are believed to 
be necessarily ugly. lf you want to be fashionably 
artistic yon m•I!'t pay something ntra and call in the 
artist, who wi:l make your things beautiful, but 
you must be prepared to sacrifice something of 
utility. . 

In former days in Europe trade wa>~ to a very large 
extent controlled by artists, through the great art
guild;:;, and the craftsman and the artist were one and 
the same person ; or at )east the artist was always one 
who had !'lerved a thorough apprenticeship in his craft
just as your Indian artists generally are even in the 
present day. Leonardo da Vinci, one of the greatest 
artist~ Europe ever produced, was the greatest 
engim•er of his tim~>. Refaelle and Michelangelo, 
and many of the great masters of the Renaissance, 
dt>signed the buildings for which their paintings 
and Fculptme were intended ; and the men whl> 
hui\t, t.h~>m w~>re only inferior artists to themselves. In 
rnocit-rn European buildings the archit~>ct is often only 
n. draft!lman who for want of a.rchitt-clural knowledge 
imitates the Of'sign of some ancient buildings intended 
for tot.aily different purpoRef, the builder is a contractor 
who employs men to copy mechl;\nically the archit.ect.'s 
nrchrelogical essays: l1is first aim is to make af! much 
profit a'j he can, and . his art consists in putting bad 
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ornament. to conceal the . faults of the. design and 
coristrriction ,' 
· ; .The general inferiority of modem· art thus merely 
reflects the narrowness of the utilitarianism and com"' 
inercia1ism of the present age. Art, in all countrie~l< 

always reflects the varying phases -of national sentiment. 
Youinay trace a nation'~; intellectual and moral progi·ess, 
oi':decay, much more clearlY and convincingly through 
its art than through its written history ; for art i;; a 
record. which seldom lies. • A Yigorous and ·healthy 
national art :connotes a vigorous and healthy nation~ 
The nations with the greatest ~rt have always been the. 
leaders in the ·world's: progresR. Japan,· which has 
suddenly sprung to the front 'rank' of nations, i;; the 
most artistic nation of the present day. I \·enture to· 
think that if the you~ger students who make use of 
the Chaitanya Library devoted more ·time to the study 
of art and·art history they would gain a clearer iii~ight 
into .the moral, intellectu!l.l, and material growth of 
nations than they get now from their university 
text-books. : 

The present University system entirely excludes art 
from its scope; and this,- I venture to say, is one' 
of: the principal reasons why, as a scheme of nationnl 
. culture, ·it ·has' completely failed to. satisfy I ndia's_. 
needs. The vitalising inHuence. in true nationa1 culture: 
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is the artistic sense, and there must be something 
fundamentally unsound in the University system 
which leads the educated c!asses to prefer tawdry com
mercialism, which generally represents European art in 
India, to the real art of their own country, and, instead 
of broadening the basis of culture drives the arti~ts of 
the country to eeek employment in office clerkships. 

A system of education which excludes both art and 
religion can ne\·er succeed because it shuts out the two 
great influences which mould the national character. 
There are obvious difficulties in a state-aided U niver
f;ity identifying itself with religious teaching, but art 
is neutral ground upon which all creed~ and "chools of 
thought can meet. Until educationists in India recog
nise that the artistic sense is as nece;;sary in the 
training of men of letters, of scienti;;tfl, and of 
~ngineers, as it is in that of artists, no reforms in mere 
methods of teaching or examination systems will place 
Ligher education on the right road. 

When Greece wa!'l conquered by Rome, Greek art 
and Greek cultilre were transplanted to Italy, where 
they grew and flourished exceedingly for many cen
turies afterwards. When the 1\Ioguls conquerecl 
Hindustan Indian art commenced one of its most 
glorious epochs. Why is it that io spite of our honest 
endeavours to improve Indian art we have only 
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succeeded in bringing bad European art to India and 
bad Indian art to Europe ? Yon will find·~ the answer 
in those t\\'O wonderful ruined cities of Italy and 
Northern India-Pompei and Fatehpnr Sikri. In 
Pompei yon will see Greek arlin the {.,rum, in tl1e: 
streets, in the shops, in the frescol>s on the wall:~ of the 
~mas, in the furniture, and ewn in the cooking pots 
which are left in the firt>places. .At Fatehpnr Sikri 
you will see Indian art in Akbar's palact", in his office~ 
in his baths and iu his stables, in all the public build
ings and in the hou.,.es of his nobles. E\·erywhere in 
Pompei and in Fatebpnr Si.kri you will find art brought 
into practical ~n"t'. 

It was a great misfortune for Indian art that at the 
time wh~n European institutions began to be introduced 
into India all the old artistic traditions of Europe had 
been swt>pt away by the social and industrial revolution~· 
which beg:m in the eighteenth ct"ntury, ~nd that the art 
of building had come to mean only the arl of applying 
certain rigid archa!Ological formulre called " :.-tyles" to 
the superficial embeHishment of the construction. IC· 
Europe could haYe sent to India_a practical tradition~ 
of art, as it was practised in Europe do\\"D to the 
eightee-nth century, Indian art would not ha~e suffered 
but would h"ave gained immensely· by the siimulns of 
fresh ideas and varied experiences just as Greek art was-
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stiitnilated in the days of the R~man Empire and 
india~· art in the time of tl~e Moguls. But Eur~p~ has. 
DOW DO living artistic traditions. to offer you. We have 
only .the ·feeble ir~it~tion of extinct styles, or the· 
painful efforts of individualists struggling to work 
out, each one for himself, a new foundation for art to· 
rest upon. In India you have in your living tr&.ditional 
art a sure and solid foundation, the only one on which• 
art has really flourished in any country. 

Within the last fifty years, there has been in England 
and in many countries in Europe, a remarkable deve-· 
lopment of art which has to some extent revived the 
artistic sense of the people, and brought about at. 
least a partial return to those methods and principles. 
witl'lout which no real art can exiet. But from this. 
great movement art in India has as yet received 
no benefit, and In.dian art continues to decay,.. 
because it is regarded by EuropEans, and by most 
Indians with European education, as made for nothing 
but cu~iosities. Let us therefore examine moi·e closely 
the popular theory which has done, and is still doing,. 
so much harm to art in India, that Indian art is· net 
longer of practical use. 
' Akbar, one of the greatest and most far-seeing of 
lndiRo statesmen fully recognised the political uses 
of art: You cannot expect to guage the profounder 
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·depths of a peoP.Ie's sentiments if, you do not under~ 
stand their ari;. · This won.derfal artistic sympathy and 
understanding were inherited by hisS()!! and grandson---: 
-Jahangir an-d Shah Jahau-with Aurang~b, who had 
neither ~rtistic .sympathy nor u'uderstanding, began 
·the decline of the :Mogul Empire. I will not howeyer~ 
pursue this point further. I would only obs~ne that 
-one of the most di::tinguished of English politicians_ 
the other day remarked that if he and his friends, who. · 
-call themselves Unionist Fr_~Traders, found there was 
no standing room between the existing political 
parties, they would give up politics altogether and, 
-devote themselves to att and literature. This is one 
-of the uses of art which is open to politicians of all 
'Parties. I would e.c;pecially commend it to the scbool
ooy politicians of Eengal. 
_ On~ of the most importa~t of the civic and domestic 

'Uses of art in all countries is to provide houses for the 
'People to live in, and public buildings in which to 
-conduct the affairs of state. From the latter of these 
uses Indian art bas been almost completely excluded 
in modern times, and Indian builders ha'\"e been taught. 
-to imitate the modern eclectic styles of Europe in ~he 
belief that. these only are suitab~ fot: modern practical 
'l'eql:!irements. It. would . be· m~st. extraoJ4inary if the 
.hereditary builders of India• .who for !l~told centuries 
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ha\·e kept alive the traditions of their art, and adapted. 
them time after time to the changes of fashion which. 
one conquering race _after another has brought into
India, should now be found really incapable of meeting· 
the very elementary practical requirements of modern 
public and private buildings. I venture to say that 
there is not a single modern building in India, the
construction ofwhich presents engineering diffieulties at. 
all to. be compared with tho~e which have been SUCCE:'SS· 

fully met by Indian builders in former times. 
Stability and durability are surely es:,entials of a 

practical kind in public buildings, places of worship,_ 
and other architectural works of a governing race· 
which has faith in the greatness of its mission 
and in the permanence of its rule. In these· 
respects it can hardly be disputed that Indian buildt>rs 
wh!> have been true to tht>ir old traditions have always
worked on sounder principles than those which have· 
been observed in modern Indian architt>cture. The great 
monuments of Hindu and l\lahomedan rule all over· 
India which have stood for centuries exposed to all the 
fi~rce destructive influences of the Indian climate, the 
iconoclasm of invaders and the vandalism of philistines' 
are incontrovertible evidence of t.he fact. 

Fergusson, the greatest authority on Indian archi-
tecture, ancient and modern, gives an instance of the-
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.<!onstrucf.ive: skill ;arid· fine workmanship of lndian 
builders directed by their own arcllitects. The terraced 
roof of the "great· mosque· at Kalburgah, one of the 
iine!'t monuments of Patl1an rule .in the Deccan, 
-eovering an area of 33,000 square feet, was in 
his tim~ in se~mingly good repnir af~er four crnturies 
·of comparative neglect, although any crack or settle• 
ment would ha,>e been fatal to the whole building. 
I think it would be diffir.ult to find large ·modern 
·pe.blic buildings in India without cracks or leaks, 
:and most of them would be in ruins before many years 
-ofthe neglect to which the majority of Indian buildings 
have been exposed for centuries. In the more diffi
·Cult problems of roof-constr11ction, Indian architt>cts 
have far surpassed all Europeans. The Bijapur 
=architects inventt>d the ingenious and beautiful method 
of balancing the weight of a dome inside the build!ng 
·instead of the more clumsy and ugly expedient of throw
·ing it outside. The most remarkable ex11-mple of this, 
the domE' of the tomb of.M:abmud at Bijapur is larger than 
·the famous masterpiece of Roman architecture, the 
·Pantheon at Rome. Fergusson has described it a11 a 
wonder of constructive skill. The same authority in 
·spt-aking of one of the finest churches in London by 
the great English architect Sir Christopher Wren 
:Says:-" It would have been greatly improyed bad. its 
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resemblance to a Hindu porch been more complPte. 
The nece~sity of confining the dome within. four walls 
greatly injures the effect compared. with the Indian 
-examples. Even the Indian plan of roofing might be 
~sed in such a building with much less expense and 
constructiYe danger than in a Gothic vault of the same 
-extent." 

l'be descendants of the architects who showed 
-such remarkable constructive inver.tion and skill 
-still practise their art in R:ljputana, the Punjab and 
the United Provinces, and are only prevented from 
rivalling the gre~>t achievements of their ancestors 
because they are allowed no opportunitv of doing sot 
-except in a few of the native states in which the blind 
imitation of debased European arl; has not yet become 
fashionable. Fergusson admitted that he had learnt 
more from these men of the principles of architecture 
as practised by the great architects of medieval Europe 
than be had gained from all tl1e hooks he had read. 
Yet these are the men who are ignored by Indian 
Universities, excluded from the system of .Public 
'Works and neglected by their own countrymen, 
because they are supposed to be deficient in practical 
knowledge. 

It will not be necessary to quote morf' instances 
-of the kind if you will only reflect that a lh·ing national 
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art is always essentiaUy a· common sense art, becau::e it 
is created by popular needs and adapted to the country 
which produces it. You would then realise the wrong 
you do to Indian art .and to your~elvt>s by following
imported fashions, which e\'en if th<>y truly represented 
the best European 'culture and ci\·ilisation, can never 
be really suited to your requirements. These fashions_ 
do not, in fact, represent the best -that Europe ~an 
producP, but only an effete and corrupt classicism now 
gradually being s1,1perseded by stronger and healthier 
art impulses~ 

The archit-ecture which India is substituting for its 
own living styles i3 the very nt>gation of practical 
common sense. It is what Ferguso;;on calls H an art
which is not conducted on' truthful or constructive 
principles, but on imitative attempts to produce som~ 
thing which has no affinity with the building in hand
an art whose utterance:-:, whether classic or Gothic, are
the products of the leisure of single minds, not always 
of the highest class; " while your own living Indian 
art is" the result of the earnest thinking of thousands 
of minds spread over hundreds years, and acting in 
unison with the national voice which called it into
existence." 

I£ there are any students of engin~ring ampng the
members of this society, I would advise them that they 
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will become better enginePrs the more they study art, 
and especially the more they study the art shown in 
Indian architecture. But let their art be in .their 
engineering and not something outside of it. Most of 
modern buildings in India would be better if they were 
divested of the ornament which has been applied in the 
belief that art begins and ends with ornament. I 
would ask them above all to remember Fergusson's 
dictum that architecture is not arcbreology. Certainly 
it is a great thing that all Indians should learn to love 
and venerate the great. monuments of their forefathers, 
but it is of greater-far greater-moment that they 
should strive to hand on to their children those tradi
tions which bring into the living present India's 
history, her culture and her art. 

Greatly, as I venerate the splendid achievements of 
Indian art in bygone days, I would see without a pang 
the Taj, the palaces of the Moguls and the other great 
relics of antiquity, crumbling into dust, if by their ruin 
India could be brought to reali~e the priceless value 
of the true living art which is part of India's spiritual 
beritage from her glorious past. . 

I will pass over another of the important uses of art, 
that of providing clothes for the people to .wear, 
because, in t.he first place, it is a subject on which my 
views are already very well known., and secondly, 

13 
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b'ecau,se; 'thopgli from .. an artistic. point of: view 'it 'is 
most ·desirable that. you: sh.ould· retain your. own artistic 
dress, it is of much more importance that 'you should 
'iearn to live and think artistically. Eleven years ago 
Sir Alexander ·Miller, formerly legal . member of the. 
Vlceroy's:·Council,: in addressing this •society on Re• 
presentative Governm-ent, reminded you that in the 
endea,vour to Teach the bless'ings of good government 
national' character is of infinitely greater. importance 
than any jnstitutions, representative or otherwise. The 
rr..ost important of· the uses of art, of the real living 
art,' is its influence on national character. · You. will 
see. ·it in the character of' that great nation, the 
Japanese. What do you think inspired the magnani..; 
mity, humanity, devotion and self-control wh!ch they 
have shown iri.this great crisis of their history, but the 
innate and supreme artistic sense of the people ? 

I will give you an instance of'the same true artistic; 
spirit .which may be found also. iri India at the present, 
day .. ; Not so far .from Calcutta, at Jajpur, the ancient 
eapital of Orissa, . the splendid art -of stone-carving, 
which flourished there. in former days :still .lingers in1 
o.bscurity. For the last 20 .or .30 years a few of yotir. real 
Indian artists have been devotedly working on a pittancet 
of four annas a day carving d.ecota;tion~: more beautiful: 
than any t.o be found :in:, ·this city of .palaceB; for the-
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temple of Biroja in that ·town. Their ·wages are· paid. 
by a sadlt-u, a religious mendicant, who has spent his 
whole life in begging for funds for this purpose. That 
is the spirit in which all true art is produced. It is 
the spirit with which the glorious Gothic cathedrals of 
medireval Europe were built. It is the moving spirit 
in everything great and noble that ever art creates-. 
Let such devotion, reverence and love permeate yom 
Universities, your public and private life and everything 
which you undertake, you need not then clamour for 
political privileges, for there is no power on earth that 
could deny you them. 

If you would see that true artistic spirit once more 
grow and spread, art must be ever present in your 
daily lives. The art you merely imitate cannot give 
it to you. It must come out from yourselves. It must 
not be only a thing you go to see in art galleries and 
museums. It must be something for daily use-some
thing you see in the life which is round about you, in 
the streets and in your houses, in the trees and 
in the flowers, in the fields and in the sky-and 
something of the divine nature that is within you 
revealing to you thoughts divine. You must regard 
the books which you read only as commentaries on the 
great book of nature. You must go, as your Rishis 
did of old, and learn from nature herself. Nature will 
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!teach you many things . which are not to be found in 
text-books nor within the dingy walls of your college 
dass-rooms. 

Indian art will then again become a great intellectual 
·and moral force which will stimulate every form of acti
vity. It will relight the lamp of Indian learning, revive 
your architecture, your industries and your commerce, 
and give a higher motive for every work you find to do. 
Your art, thus ennobled, will not fail to ennoble your
selves. 

--------
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Principal, Vict01·ia College, Palghat. 

CO.N1'EN1'S. 

I.-Patriotism in Trade. I VI.-Iudia.n Art. 
11.-Co-opera.tion. VII.-Indi:m Stores • 

. III.-Industrial Exhibitions. VIII.-India's cuRtomers. 
IV.-The Inquirin.g 1\lind. 

1 

IX.-'-Tul'fliog the Corner. 
V.~lnTestigation, X.-Conclusion. 

PRICE, RS.l-8. To Srtbscribers of the "ltetJi.ew," Re 1. 
·······--------------
G. A. NATESAN & CO., ESPLANADE, MADRAS. 



G. A. NATESAN & CO.'S PUBLICATIONS. 
- ......... -

MALABAR AND ITS FOLK. A systematic descrip
tion of the social customs and institutions of Malabar •. 
By T. K. Gopal Panikkar, B.A. Second Edition. Revised 
and Enlarged. Cloth B.ound. Re •. 1-8. 

HAND-BOOK OF CRIMINAL LAW.-By N. K. 
Rama!iwami · Aiyah, B.A., B.L. Price, Rs .. 2. 

The. Book Contains :-Introduction.-(i) Science of 
Law. (ii) Principles of Law. (iii) Tabular scheme of 
the Divisions of Law, Part I.-SubMtt\ntive Law.
Tabular Scheme of the Indian Penal Code. The Indian 
Penal Code giving clearly the definitions n.nd elements 
of the several offences and closely and analytically 
following the language of the Code. 

Part H.-Adjective Law-Object and scope of Evi
dence and· Procedure. Tabular scheme of the Indian 
Evidence Act. Clear analvsis of the Evidence Act with 
tables of the more difficult portions following closely 
the Act. Tabular scheme of the Criminal Procedure 
Code. Clear analysis of the provisions of the Code. 

Appendix A.-Tabular statements. of the offences in 
the Indian Penal Code with punishment and other 
particulars. B & C.-Ordinary and additional powers 
of Magistrates under the Criminal Procedure Code. 
D.-General Legal Maxims. E.-Foreign Legal Maxims, 
specially relating to Evidence with English equivalents. 

A HAND-BOOK OF CIVIL LAW. By N. K. 
Ramaswami Aiyah, B.A., B.L.. Third Edition. Revised 
and Enlarged. 418 pp. Price Rs. 2. 

CONTENTS :--General Introduction. Scie11ce of Law. 
Principles of Law. Book I.-Property. Tt·ansfer' ol' · 
Property Act. Easements. H.-Contracts. Indian 
Contract Act. Negotiable Instruments Act •. Indian 
Trusts Act. Specific Relief Act. Book H.-Indian Evi
dence Act. Civil Procedure Code. Indian Limitation Act. 

G. A. NATESAN & CO., ESPLANADE, MADRAS. 



SECOND EDITION. 

Aspects of the Vedanta' 
0 . 

CONTENTS: 

The Vedanta:-Som.e Rea11ons for Study. 
The Late Mr. N. Vythinatha Aiyar, M.A. 

Veda and the Vedanta. 
The Late Prof. Max Muller. 

Vedanta Toward All Religions. 
Swami Abhedananda. 

The Vedanta in Outline. 
Pandit Sitanath Tattvabhushan. 

The Vedanta Religion. 
Professor M. Rangacbariar, M. A. 

The Ethics of the Vedanta. 
The Late Mr. N. VythinathaAiyar, M.A. 

· Rao Bahadur Vasudeva J. Kirtikar. 
The Philosophy of the Vedanta. 

Dr. Paul Deussen. 
The Vulanttt Philosophy. 

Swami Vivekananda. 
The Vedantic Doctrine of the Future Life. 

Pandit Sitanath Ta.ttvabhushan. 
The Vedanta : Its Theory and Practice. 

Swami Saradananda. 
The Vedantn. for the World. 

Swami Vivekananda. 

Price As.12. To SubscriO>ers of tho "Review," As. B~ 

G. A. NATESAN & Co., ESPLANADE, MADRAS. 



Swami Vivekananda •. 
AN EXHAUSTIVE & COMPREHENSIVE COLLECriON OP, 

:;>' 

H/8 SPEE(]H£8 AND WRITING8. 

This publication is the first of its kind. It is the first 
-exhaustive and comprehensive collection of the works of 
Sw&mi Viveka.nanda hitherto published. It contains, / 
among others, IJ.is eloquent chat•acter sketch of" My 
Master "; his celebrated lecture at the great Parliament . 
of Religions at Chicago ; all the important and va.luable 
-speeches delivered in England, America and India on 
Gnana Yoga., Bhakti Yoga, Karma Yoga, Vedanta, and 
Hinduism; selections from the inspiring speeches he gave, 
in reply to addresses of welcome that were presented 
'to him at different towns and cities in India, during his 
•histotic journey from Colombo to Almora, on his return 
from America; a choice collectiJln of the. contributions 
of the Swami to various papers and periodicals hitherto 
not available in book form; 11ome of his priva~ lett.ers to 
friends ; a.nd a selection ft·om hi11 poems. 

DETAILED CONTENTS.-My Master; Hind.uism 
.as a Religion ; Reply to the Addresses of Congratula
tions from Madras and Calcutta; The Ideal of Uni
versal Religion ; God in Everything ; Immortality ; Is 
'thld Soul Immortal ; 'fhe Freedom of the Soul ; May& 
;and Illusion ; Maya and the Conception of God ; Maya 
and Freedom; The Real and t.he Apparent Man ; The 
Absolute and Manifestation; Unity in Diversity; The 
Cosmos; The Macrocosm; Realization; Karma-Yoga; 
Metaphysics in India.; Re-incarnation; Bhakti or Devo
tion ; Vedanta; The Vedanta in Indian Life; The Mis
sion of the V eda.nta ; The Sages of India ; Christ, · the 
Messenger ;The Relation of Buddhism to Hinduism; The 
''!'rue Method of Social Reform ; The Reform of Caste ; 
'Education on National Lines; The Conquest of the 
World by Indian Thought i The Himalayas ; Max 
Miiller-A Vedantist; J a. pan Poems. Contains also 
J!ou1• Portraits. 

Price Rs. Two. 
To Subscribtrrs of the "Indian Review," Re. 1-8. 
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INTIIAN '!'ALES. 
AMUSING READING :-As. Four Each. 

Tales of Raya and Appaji.-By T. M. Sun-

~
.u·am. 16 amusing and instt·uctive st.ories. The 
tories are chm·acterised by a. great de'll of wit
nd humout·. Price As. 4. 

Tales of Komati Wit and Wisdom.
Twenty-five nmm;ing 1wd im;tn~etive IStOJ·ies. By 
0. Hay~tv~tda~oa Rao, .B.A., B.L. Price As. 4. 

Tales ofTennali Raman.-1'he famous Court
Jester of Southern India. 21 Amusing St01·ies. 
ByPandit S.M.Nat'olsa Sastri. Third Editicn. As.4. 

Folklore of the Telugus.-A collection of 
forty-two highly amu:sing and instructive tales. 
By G. R. Subramiah Pantulu. Price As. 4. 

Tales of Mariadaraman.-·(21 A reusing Sto
ries.) By P. Ramachandm Row Avergal, Retired 
Statutory Civilian. Second Edition. Price As. 4. 

The Son-in-Law Abroad, and other Indian 
folk-tales of Fun, Folly, Ulev .. rness, Cunning, Wit 
andHumom·. By P. Rllm•lchandraRow, B.A., B.L., 
Retired Statutory Civilian. Second Editi<m. As. 4. 

MAITRE VI. 
A. VEDIC STORY IN SIX CHAPTERS. 

BY PANDIT SITANATH TATTVABHUSHAN. 
Indian Mirror.-The author has recalled to life the 

dead boneR of a very ancient and classical anecdote, and 
embellished it with his own imagination and philosophical 
disquisition. .Pandit Sitanath has made the Maitreyi <>f 
the Vedic age as she should be-catholic, stout-hearted 
and intellectual and has through her mouth introduced 
and discusspd many intricate philosophical and social 
topics. We wi•h this little book every success. 

~ECOND EDITION. As. 4. ----
G·IA· NATESAN &: CO., ESPLANADE, MADBAS. 



SPEECHES OF 

THE HON .. MR. GOKHALE, C.l. EJ 

t HIS is the fit•st collection of his speeches and rna~ 
claim to be faidy exhaustive, no important pro-\ 
nouncement of his having been omitted. The book' 

contains four parts and an appendix. The first part 
includes all his utterances in the Supreme Legislative 
Council and in the Bombay Legislative Council; the 
second, all his Congress speeches, including his Pre• 
sidential Address at Benares ; the third, speeches in 
appreciation of Hume, Naoroji, Ranade, Mehta and 
Bonnerjee; the fourth, miscellaneous speeches delivered 
in England and India. The appendix contains the full 
text of his evidence both in chief and in cross-examina
tion before the \lelby Commission and various papers. 
These cover nearly a quarter of a century of a most 
strenuous, selfless ar.d active public life and embrace the 
whole rauge of topics that have engaged and are still 
engaging the attention of the public. Full of instruc
tion on every point and bt·eathing in evert' line the 
moral fervour which is Mr. Gokhale's supreme charac
teristic, this volume, the publishers venture to hope 
will command wide popularity. 

The Empire, Calcutta .. 
Mr Gokhale's speeches call up visions of a library in

stead of a mere volume, and it reflects all the greater 
credit on Messrs. Natesan and Co., Madras, that they 
should have managed to compress the main utterar.ces of 
so voluminous a speaker and writer as Mr. Gokhale in•o 
one volume of about a thousand pages. One doesn't 
realise until one turns over this book what an extraordi
mLry area these speechs cover-politics, finance, econo
mics, legisl:ttion, mot·als, history, biography and literature. 
Considering that Mr. Gokhale is still in the early forties 
his record of performance is a wonderful one, and as he 
still has, we trust, a long life before him, his career is 
still full of imn.ense possibilities. This book will prove 
invaluable to any one who desires to become acquainted 
with the political history of India during the last twenty 
years. Crown Svo., 1,100 pages, Cloth Gilt. Pt"ice Rs. 3. 
To Snbscribers of the lndicm Review, Rs. 2-8. 
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THE SPEECHES OF 

he Hon Dr. Rash Behari Ghose, c.1.E. 
AN EXHAUSTIVE AND COMPREHENSIVE COLLECTION. 

The publishers desire to convey their thanks to the 
:on. Dr. Rash Behari Ghose for his kind permission to 

r.ssue his speeches in ·this form. They include all his 
utterances in the Viceregal Council, his protest against 
the retrograde policy of Lord Curzon's Indian adminis
tration, and the splendid address of welcome which he 
delivered as Chait·man of the Reception l;ommittee of 
the Indian National Congress at Calcutta, also the full 
text of the undelivered Presidential Address to the 
Surat Congress. At the desire of Dr. Ghose all his 
Viceregal Council SpeecheR have been reprinted from 
the Gazette of India. (With a po1·trait.) 

Price A.s. 12. To Subscribers of the" Review," As. fl. 

Mrs. Annie Besant. 
A Sketch of Her Life and Her Services to India. 

CONTEN fS: 
Introductory; Early Life; Education ; Marriage; 

Beginnings of Non-Belief ; Charles Brad laugh; Teacher 
of Atheism ; The Knowlton Pamphlet; MalthiJsianism; 
India, 1878; Political and Literary Work; Views on 
Vivisection ; First Contact with Theosophy; SocialiRm; 
H. P. Blavatsky; Mrs. Besant's Writings; Views on 
Indian Nationalism; The Central Hindu College; Female 
Education; Students and Politics ; Swadeshi Movement; 
Imperialism and India; Mr8. Besant as a Speaker; "The 
Sons of India"; Mrs. Besant as President of the T. S. 

64 PAGES. WITH A PORTRAIT. PRICE As. FOUR. 

NATION BUILDING. 
A STIRRING APPEAL TO INDIANS. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR 
THE BUILDING OF THE INDIAN NATION. 
EDUCATION AS THE BASIS OF NATIONAL LIFE. 
NATIONAL UNIVERSITIES FOR INDIA. 

By Mrs. ANNIE BE SAN T' •. 

SECOND EDITION, ANNAS Two. 

G. A. NATESA:Df & CO., ESPLANADE, MADRAS. 



~~~~~·~,ct_~~g~:~~~!:~.r.~~~~~ 
Addresses delivered at the Indian Natioual Congress; tb 
Industrial, Social, Temperance,. Theistic, and LadiP.8 
Conferences held in Madras in 1>ecember, 1908. The 
:voli.ime>aiso ·contains. thefull •text ·.of the Resolution.~ 
passed at these Assemblie~. It. cov~rs ,over 200 _puges 
and -will ··serve ·:as an excellent record of the various 
activities of the. year. The , price of· the. book i~ Annas 
Eight a copy. ,1, . . • , 

.. THE SURA, 'I'. CONGRESS & CONFERENCES:: 
'' · c;ontaining · & . collection of the Presidential and 

Initcigural addtesses delivered :~t the CmJgress,.the Social,. 
Industrial, Theistic, and Tmpperl).nce Qonfet·ences held in 
Sm:a.t,in.December 07; The appendix contains an account 
of the Split in:th~ Congress-the full text of the official 
·accou'nt,· the;·Extremists'' version and ·the Ron, Mr. 
Gokhale's.refutation of the Extremists' story. An9ther 
appendix contains an· account of the proceedings of the. 
Convention, the All-India Conference and the Extre
mists' Meeting. · The book &!so contains the Presidential 
Address of Sir Adamji Pecrbhoy to the AU-India Moslem 
League held recently at Karachi. Temperance and the 
All-India Swadeshi €onferences held in Surat in Decem
ber 1907.' Price As. 12. Reduced to As. Six. 

THE CALCUTTA CONGRESS AND CONFER
ENCES: -Containing the Presidential, Inaugural and 
other important addresses· li.nd speeches·delivered at the· 
Indian National· Congress, . the Industrial Conference, 
the Indian· Industrial Exhibition, the Bharat-Dharma. 
Mahamandal, the Indian Social Conference, the Ladies, 
Conference;. 'the· .A!Hndia Temperance Conference,. 
Theistic honference, the Mahomedan Educational Con
ference hel~ in Calcutta in December, 1906 .. The book 
also contains the full text:or the speeches of the Hon'ble· 
Mr. G. K. Gokhale, the Nawab Khaja Atikula of Dacca, 
the Hon. Nawab Syed Muha.mmad, the Hon. Mohammad 
Yusuf, Mr. Moulvie Abdul Kassim, Ba.bu Surendra Nath .. 
. Bane.rjea, .and _the debate· on the Boycott -movement.: 
An appendix. contains. the !full ~x.t· of the .resolutions, 
pa.ssed at the Congress .and Conferences .. Price As. 12 .. 
Reduced to ... As.' 6. . · · · · · · , , 
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'~SAYS ON INDIAN ECOHOfn!CS. 

'y THE LATE MAHADEV GOVIND RANADE. 

CoNTENTS :-Indian Political Economy; the 
Re-OrganiSI\tion of Real Credit in India; Nethllr• 
lands India and the C1tlture System; Present 
State of Indian MRnu£a.cture and Outlook of the 
sa.me; Indian Foreign Emigration ; Iron 
Industry-Pioneer Attempts; lnd11Strial Confer· 
ence; Twenty Years' Review of Census Statistics; 
Local Government in England and India; Emanri· 
pation of Sel'fs in Russia; !'russian LanJ J...egis
llltion anJ the Bengal Tenancy Bill; the Law of 
Land Sale in Briti.>lr Iudia. 

Price Re. Two. 

'ro Subscriber' of tlu" Indian Review," R1. I-8, 

ll']dU?trial ll']dia. 
By GLYN BARLOW. 

Principal, Victoria College, Palgh11t. 

CONTE ... YTS, 

1.-Patriotiam in Trade. \ Vl.-Indian ArL 
H.-Co-Operation, VII.-Indio.n Store&. 
II I.-Industrial Exhibitions. VIIL-India'a Cuatomera. 
IV.-The I~qu~riog Mind. I IX.-Turning the Corner, 
V,-lnvestigatioo, . X.-Conclubion. 

PRICE RS.l-S. To Sub•cribers of the "RetJUv1," Re. I. 
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